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For all those who have prepared food so I could eat and created homes
so I could live over the past four years. You too have laboured to produce
this; I hope I have done your labours justice.
Abstract
Herein we develop category-theoretic tools for understanding network-
style diagrammatic languages. The archetypal network-style diagram-
matic language is that of electric circuits; other examples include signal
flow graphs, Markov processes, automata, Petri nets, chemical reaction
networks, and so on. The key feature is that the language is comprised
of a number of components with multiple (input/output) terminals, each
possibly labelled with some type, that may then be connected together
along these terminals to form a larger network. The components form
hyperedges between labelled vertices, and so a diagram in this language
forms a hypergraph. We formalise the compositional structure by intro-
ducing the notion of a hypergraph category. Network-style diagrammatic
languages and their semantics thus form hypergraph categories, and se-
mantic interpretation gives a hypergraph functor.
The first part of this thesis develops the theory of hypergraph categories.
In particular, we introduce the tools of decorated cospans and corela-
tions. Decorated cospans allow straightforward construction of hyper-
graph categories from diagrammatic languages: the inputs, outputs, and
their composition are modelled by the cospans, while the ‘decorations’
specify the components themselves. Not all hypergraph categories can be
constructed, however, through decorated cospans. Decorated corelations
are a more powerful version that permits construction of all hypergraph
categories and hypergraph functors. These are often useful for construct-
ing the semantic categories of diagrammatic languages and functors from
diagrams to the semantics. To illustrate these principles, the second part
of this thesis details applications to linear time-invariant dynamical sys-
tems and passive linear networks.
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Preface
This is a thesis in the mathematical sciences, with emphasis on the mathematics. But
before we get to the category theory, I want to say a few words about the scientific
tradition in which this thesis is situated.
Mathematics is the language of science. Twinned so intimately with physics,
over the past centuries mathematics has become a superb—indeed, unreasonably
effective—language for understanding planets moving in space, particles in a vacuum,
the structure of spacetime, and so on. Yet, while Wigner speaks of the unreasonable
effectiveness of mathematics in the natural sciences [Wig60], equally eminent mathe-
maticians, not least Gelfand, speak of the unreasonable ineffectiveness of mathematics
in biology [Mon07] and related fields. Why such a difference?
A contrast between physics and biology is that while physical systems can often
be studied in isolation—the proverbial particle in a vacuum—, biological systems
are necessarily situated in their environment. A heart belongs in a body, an ant in a
colony. One of the first to draw attention to this contrast was Ludwig von Bertalanffy,
biologist and founder of general systems theory, who articulated the difference as one
between closed and open systems:
Conventional physics deals only with closed systems, i.e. systems which
are considered to be isolated from their environment. . . . However, we find
systems which by their very nature and definition are not closed systems.
Every living organism is essentially an open system. It maintains itself
in a continuous inflow and outflow, a building up and breaking down of
components, never being, so long as it is alive, in a state of chemical and
thermodynamic equilibrium but maintained in a so-called steady state
which is distinct from the latter [Ber68].
While the ambitious generality of general systems theory has proved difficult, von
Bertalanffy’s philosophy has had great impact in his home field of biology, leading
to the modern field of systems biology. Half a century later, Dennis Noble, another
v
great pioneer of systems biology and the originator of the first mathematical model
of a working heart, describes the shift as one from reduction to integration.
Systems biology. . . is about putting together rather than taking apart,
integration rather than reduction. It requires that we develop ways of
thinking about integration that are as rigorous as our reductionist pro-
grammes, but different [Nob06].
In this thesis we develop rigorous ways of thinking about integration or, as we refer
to it, interconnection.
Interconnection and openness are tightly related. Indeed, openness implies that
a system may be interconnected with its environment. But what is an environment
but comprised of other systems? Thus the study of open systems becomes the study
of how a system changes under interconnection with other systems.
To model this, we must begin by creating language to describe the interconnection
of systems. While reductionism hopes that phenomena can be explained by reducing
them to “elementary units investigable independently of each other” [Ber68], this phi-
losophy of integration introduces as an additional and equal priority the investigation
of the way these units are interconnected. As such, this thesis is predicated on the
hope that the meaning of an expression in our new language is determined by the
meanings of its constituent expressions together with the syntactic rules combining
them. This is known as the principle of compositionality.
Also commonly known as Frege’s principle, the principle of compositionality both
dates back to Ancient Greek and Vedic philosophy, and is still the subject of active
research today [Jan86, Sza13]. More recently, through the work of Montague [Mon70]
in natural language semantics and Strachey and Scott [SS71] in programming lan-
guage semantics, the principle of compositionality has found formal expression as the
dictum that the interpretation of a language should be given by a homomorphism
between an algebra of syntactic representations and an algebra of semantic objects.
We too shall follow this route.
The question then arises: what do we mean by algebra? This mathematical ques-
tion leads us back to our scientific objectives: what do we mean by system? Here
we must narrow, or at least define, our scope. We give some examples. The inves-
tigations of this thesis began with electrical circuits and their diagrams, and we will
devote significant time to exploring their compositional formulation. We discussed
biological systems above, and our notion of system includes these, modelled say in
the form of chemical reaction networks or Markov processes, or the compartmental
vi
models of epidemiology, population biology, and ecology. From computer science, we
consider Petri nets, automata, logic circuits, and similar. More abstractly, our notion
of system encompasses matrices and systems of differential equations.
Drawing together these notions of system are well-developed diagrammatic rep-
resentations based on network diagrams—that is, topological graphs. We call these
network-style diagrammatic languages. In the abstract, by system we shall simply
mean that which can be represented by a box with a collection of terminals, perhaps
of different types, through which it interfaces with the surroundings. Concretely, one
might envision a circuit diagram with terminals, such as
terminal terminal
1Ω
or
terminals terminals
1Ω
1Ω
2Ω
1Ω
3Ω
The algebraic structure of interconnection is then simply the structure that results
from the ability to connect terminals of one system with terminals of another. This
graphical approach motivates our language of interconnection: indeed, these diagrams
will be the expressions of our language.
We claim that the existence of a network-style diagrammatic language to represent
a system implies that interconnection is inherently important in understanding the
system. Yet, while each of these example notions of system are well-studied in and of
themselves, their compositional, or algebraic, structure has received scant attention.
In this thesis, we study an algebraic structure called a hypergraph category, and
argue that this is the relevant algebraic structure for modelling interconnection of
open systems.
Given these pre-existing diagrammatic formalisms and our visual intuition, con-
structing algebras of syntactic representations is thus rather straightforward. The
semantics and their algebraic structure are more subtle.
In some sense our semantics is already given to us too: in studying these systems
as closed systems, scientists have already formalised the meaning of these diagrams.
But we have shifted from a closed perspective to an open one, and we need our
semantics to also account for points of interconnection.
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Taking inspiration from Willems’ behavioural approach [Wil07] and Deutsch’s
constructor theory [Deu13], in this thesis I advocate the following position. First,
at each terminal of an open system we may make measurements appropriate to the
type of terminal. Given a collection of terminals, the universum is then the set of all
possible measurement outcomes. Each open system has a collection of terminals, and
hence a universum. The semantics of an open system is the subset of measurement
outcomes on the terminals that are permitted by the system. This is known as the
behaviour of the system.
For example, consider a resistor of resistance r. This has two terminals—the
two ends of the resistor—and at each terminal, we may measure the potential and
the current. Thus the universum of this system is the set R ⊕ R ⊕ R ⊕ R, where
the summands represent respectively the potentials and currents at each of the two
terminals. The resistor is governed by Kirchhoff’s current law, or conservation of
charge, and Ohm’s law. Conservation of charge states that the current flowing into
one terminal must equal the current flowing out of the other terminal, while Ohm’s
law states that this current will be proportional to the potential difference, with
constant of proportionality 1/r. Thus the behaviour of the resistor is the set{(
φ1, φ2,−1r (φ2 − φ1), 1r (φ2 − φ1)
) ∣∣φ1, φ2 ∈ R}.
Note that in this perspective a law such as Ohm’s law is a mechanism for partitioning
behaviours into possible and impossible behaviours.1
Interconnection of terminals then asserts the identification of the variables at
the identified terminals. Fixing some notion of open system and subsequently an
algebra of syntactic representations for these systems, our approach, based on the
principle of compositionality, requires this to define an algebra of semantic objects
and a homomorphism from syntax to semantics. The first part of this thesis develops
the mathematical tools necessary to pursue this vision for modelling open systems
and their interconnection.
The next goal is to demonstrate the efficacy of this philosophy in applications. At
core, this work is done in the faith that the right language allows deeper insight into
the underlying structure. Indeed, after setting up such a language for open systems
there are many questions to be asked: Can we find a sound and complete logic for
determining when two syntactic expressions have the same semantics? Suppose we
1That is, given a universum U of trajectories, a behaviour of a system is an element of the power
set P(U) representing all possible measurements of this system, and a law or principle is an element
of P(P(U)) representing all possible behaviours of a class of systems.
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have systems that have some property, for example controllability. In what ways can
we interconnect controllable systems so that the combined system is also controllable?
Can we compute the semantics of a large system quicker by computing the semantics
of subsystems and then composing them? If I want a given system to acheive a
specified trajectory, can we interconnect another system to make it do so? How do
two different notions of system, such as circuit diagrams and signal flow graphs, relate
to each other? Can we find homomorphisms between their syntactic and semantic
algebras? In the second part of this thesis we explore some applications in depth,
providing answers to questions of the above sort.
Outline of this thesis
This thesis is divided into two parts. Part I, comprising Chapters 1 to 4, focusses
on mathematical foundations. In it we develop the theory of hypergraph categories
and a powerful tool for constructing and manipulating them: decorated corelations.
Part II, comprising Chapters 5 to 7, then discusses applications of this theory to
examples of open systems.
The central refrain of this thesis is that the syntax and semantics of network-
style diagrammatic languages can be modelled by hypergraph categories. These are
introduced in Chapter 1. Hypergraph categories are symmetric monoidal categories in
which every object is equipped with the structure of a special commutative Frobenius
monoid in a way compatible with the monoidal product. As we will rely heavily
on properties of monoidal categories, their functors, and their graphical calculus,
we begin with a whirlwind review of these ideas. We then provide a definition of
hypergraph categories and their functors, a strictification theorem, and an important
example: the category of cospans in a category with finite colimits.
Cospans are pairs of morphisms X → N ← Y with a common codomain. In
Chapter 2 we introduce the idea of a decorated cospan, which equips the apex N
with extra structure. Our motivating example is cospans of finite sets decorated by
graphs, as in the picture
X Y
0.2
1.3
0.8 2.0
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Here graphs are a proxy for expressions in a network-style diagrammatic language.
To give a bit more formal detail, let C be a category with finite colimits, writing
its coproduct +, and let (D,⊗) be a braided monoidal category. Decorated cospans
provide a method of producing a hypergraph category from a lax braided monoidal
functor F : (C,+) → (D,⊗). The objects of these categories are simply the objects
of C, while the morphisms are pairs comprising a cospan X → N ← Y in C together
with an element I → FN in D—the so-called decoration. We will also describe how
to construct hypergraph functors between decorated cospan categories. In particular,
this provides a useful tool for constructing a hypergraph category that captures the
syntax of a network-style diagrammatic language.
Having developed a method to construct a category where the morphisms are
expressions in a diagrammatic language, we turn our attention to categories of se-
mantics. This leads us to the notion of a corelation, to which we devote Chapter 3.
Given a factorisation system (E ,M) on a category C, we define a corelation to be a
cospan X → N ← Y such that the copairing of the two maps, a map X + Y → N , is
a morphism in E . Factorising maps X + Y → N using the factorisation system leads
to a notion of equivalence on cospans, and this helps us describe when two diagrams
are equivalent. Like cospans, corelations form hypergraph categories.
In Chapter 4 we decorate corelations. Like decorated cospans, decorated corela-
tions are corelations together with some additional structure on the apex. We again
use a lax braided monoidal functor to specify the sorts of extra structure allowed.
Moreover, decorated corelations too form the morphisms of a hypergraph category.
The culmination of our theoretical work is to show that every hypergraph category
and every hypergraph functor can be constructed using decorated corelations. This
implies that we can use decorated corelations to construct a semantic hypergraph
category for any network-style diagrammatic language, as well as a hypergraph func-
tor from its syntactic category that interprets each diagram. We also discuss how
the intuitions behind decorated corelations guide construction of these categories and
functors.
Having developed these theoretical tools, in the second part we turn to demon-
strating that they have useful application. Chapter 5 uses corelations to formalise
signal flow diagrams representing linear time-invariant discrete dynamical systems as
morphisms in a category. Our main result gives an intuitive sound and fully com-
plete equational theory for reasoning about these linear time-invariant systems. Using
this framework, we derive a novel structural characterisation of controllability, and
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consequently provide a methodology for analysing controllability of networked and
interconnected systems.
Chapter 6 studies passive linear networks. Passive linear networks are used in a
wide variety of engineering applications, but the best studied are electrical circuits
made of resistors, inductors and capacitors. The goal is to construct what we call the
black box functor, a hypergraph functor from a category of open circuit diagrams to
a category of behaviours of circuits. We construct the former as a decorated cospan
category, with each morphism a cospan of finite sets decorated by a circuit diagram
on the apex. In this category, composition describes the process of attaching the
outputs of one circuit to the inputs of another. The behaviour of a circuit is the
relation it imposes between currents and potentials at their terminals. The space of
these currents and potentials naturally has the structure of a symplectic vector space,
and the relation imposed by a circuit is a Lagrangian linear relation. Thus, the black
box functor goes from our category of circuits to the category of symplectic vector
spaces and Lagrangian linear relations. Decorated corelations provide a critical tool
for constructing these hypergraph categories and the black box functor.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we mention two further research directions. The first is the
idea of a bound colimit, which aims to describe why epi-mono factorisation systems are
useful for constructing corelation categories of semantics for open systems. The second
research direction pertains to applications of the black box functor for passive linear
networks, discussing the work of Jekel on the inverse problem for electric circuits [Jek]
and the work of Baez, Fong, and Pollard on open Markov processes [BFP16, Pol16].
Related work
The work here is underpinned not just by philosophical precedent, but by a rich
tradition in mathematics, physics, and computer science. Here we make some remarks
on work on our broad theme of categorical network theory; more specific references
are included in each chapter.
With its emphasis on composition, category theory is an attractive framework for
modelling open systems, and the present work is not the first attempt at develop this
idea. Notably from as early as the 1960s Goguen and Rosen both led efforts, Goguen
from a computer science perspective [Gog75], Rosen from biology [Ros12]. Goguen in
particular promoted the idea, which we take up, that composition of systems should
be modelled by colimits [Gog91]. This manifests in our emphasis on cospans.
Indeed, cospans are well known as a formalism for making entities with an arbi-
trarily designated ‘input end’ and ‘output end’ into the morphisms of a category. This
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has roots in topological quantum field theory, where a particular type of cospan known
as a ‘cobordism’ is used to describe pieces of spacetime [BL11, BS11]. The general
idea of using functors to associate algebraic semantics to topological diagrams has
also long been a technique associated with topological quantum field theory, dating
back to [Ati88].
Developed around the same time, the work of Joyal and Street showing the tight
connection between string diagrams and monoidal categories [JS91, JS93] is also a
critical aspect of the work here. This rigorous link inspires our use of hypergraph
categories—a type of monoidal category—in modelling network-style diagrammatic
languages.
The work of Walters, Sabadini, and collaborators also makes use of cospans to
model interconnection of systems, including electric circuits, as well as automata,
Petri nets, transition systems, and Markov processes [KSW97, KSW00, RSW05,
RSW08, ASW11]. Indeed, the definition of a hypergraph category is due to Wal-
ters and Carboni [Car91]. A difference and original contribution is our present use
of decorations. One paper deserving of particular mention is that of Rosebrugh,
Sabadini, and Walters on calculating colimits compositionally [RSW08], which devel-
ops the beginnings of some of the present ideas on corelations. Their discussion of
automata and the proof of Kleene’s theorem is reminscent of our proof of the func-
toriality of the black box functor, and the precise relationship deserves to be pinned
down.
This link between automata and control systems, however, is not novel: Arbib
was the first to lay out this vision [Arb65]. In fact, the categorical approach to this
task has been central from the beginning. Following Goguen [Gog72], Arbib and
Manes unified state-space based control theory and automata theory in their study of
machines in a category, showing that examples including sequential machines, linear
machines, stochastic automata, and tree automata and their theories of reachability,
observability, and realisation all fall under the same general categorical framework
[AM74a, AM74b, AM80].
For the most part, however, the above work starts with categories in which the
systems are objects, whereas here our systems are morphisms. The idea that sys-
tems or processes should be modelled by morphisms in a category, with the objects
becoming interface specifications and composition interaction of processes, has roots
in Abramsky’s work on interaction categories [Abr93, Abr94, AGN95]. Like those
here, interaction categories are symmetric monoidal categories, with the diagrams
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providing an intuitive language for composition of systems. The tight link between
this work and spans has also been evident from the beginning [CS94].
More broadly, the work of this thesis, talking as it does of semantics for diagrams
of interacting systems, and particularly semantics in terms of relations, is couched in
the language of concurrency theory and process algebra [Bae05]. This stems from the
1980s, with Milner’s calculus of communicating systems [Mil80] and Hoare’s commu-
nicating sequential processes [Hoa78].
At the present time, the work of Bonchi, Soboc´ınski, and Zanasi on signal flow
diagrams and graphical linear algebra [BSZ14, BSZ16, BSZ15, Zan15] has heavily
influenced the work here. Indeed, Chapter 5 is built upon the foundation they created.
Spivak and collaborators use operads to study networked systems diagrammati-
cally. Although a more general framework, capable of studying diagrammatic lan-
guages with more flexible syntax than that of hypergraph categories, Spivak studies
an operad of so-called wiring diagrams built from cospans of labelled finite sets in a
number of papers, including [VSL15, Spi, SSR].
Finally, this thesis fits into the categorical network theory programme led by
Baez, together with Erbele, Pollard, Courser and others. In particular, the papers
[BE15, Erb16, BFP16, Pol16, Cou] on signal flow diagrams, open Markov processes,
and decorated cospans have been developed alongside and influenced the work here.
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Part I
Mathematical Foundations
1
Chapter 1
Hypergraph categories: the algebra
of interconnection
In this chapter we introduce hypergraph categories, giving a definition, coherence
theorem, graphical language, and examples.
The first section, §1.1, motivates hypergraph categories as a structure that cap-
tures interconnection in network-style diagrammatic languages. In §1.2, we then
provide a rapid introduction to symmetric monoidal categories, with emphasis on
their graphical calculus and how this can be used to model diagrams in a network-
style diagrammatic language. This leads to the introduction of hypergraph categories
in §1.3, where we also prove that every hypergraph category is equivalent, as a hy-
pergraph category, to a strict hypergraph category. We then conclude this chapter
with an exploration of a fundamental example of hypergraph categories: categories
of cospans (§1.4).
We assume basic familiarity with category theory and symmetric monoidal cat-
egories; although we give a sparse overview of the latter for reference. A proper
introduction to both can be found in Mac Lane [Mac98].
1.1 The algebra of interconnection
Our aim is to algebraicise network diagrams. A network diagram is built from pieces
like so:
2
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⇒
Figure 1.1: Interconnection of network diagrams. Note that we only connect terminals
of the same type, but we can connect as many as we like.
These represent open systems, concrete or abstract; for example a resistor, a chemical
reaction, or a linear transformation. The essential feature, for openness and for
networking, is that the system may have terminals, perhaps of different types, each
one depicted by a line radiating from the central body. In the case of a resistor each
terminal might represent a wire, for chemical reactions a chemical species, for linear
transformations a variable in the domain or codomain. Network diagrams are formed
by connecting terminals of systems to build larger systems.
A network-style diagrammatic language is a collection of network diagrams to-
gether with the stipulation that if we take some of these network diagrams, and
connect terminals of the same type in any way we like, then we form another diagram
in the collection. The point of this chapter is that hypergraph categories provide a
precise formalisation of network-style diagrammatic languages.
In jargon, a hypergraph category is a symmetric monoidal category in which every
object is equipped with a special commutative Frobenius monoid in a way compatible
with the monoidal product. We will walk through these terms in detail, illustrating
them with examples and a few theorems.
The key data comprising a hypergraph category are its objects, morphisms, com-
position rule, monoidal product, and Frobenius maps. Each of these model a fea-
ture of network diagrams and their interconnection. The objects model the terminal
types, while the morphisms model the network diagrams themselves. The compo-
sition, monoidal product, and Frobenius maps model different aspects of intercon-
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Networks Hypergraph categories
list of terminal types object
network diagram morphism
series connection composition
juxtaposition monoidal product
branching Frobenius maps
Figure 1.2: Corresponding features of networks and hypergraph categories.
nection: composition models the interconnection of two terminals of the same type,
the monoidal product models the network formed by taking two networks without
interconnecting any terminals, while the Frobenius maps model multi-terminal inter-
connection.
These Frobenius maps are the distinguishing feature of hypergraph categories as
compared to other structured monoidal categories, and are crucial for formalising the
intuitive concept of network languages detailed above. In the case of electric circuits
the Frobenius maps model the ‘branching’ of wires; in the case when diagrams simply
model an abstract system of equations and terminals variables in these equations, the
Frobenius maps allow variables to be shared between many systems of equations.
Examining these correspondences, it is worthwhile to ask whether hypergraph
categories permit too much structure to be specified, given that interconnection is now
divided into three different aspects—composition, monoidal product, and Frobenius
maps—, and features such as domains and codomains of network diagrams, rather
than just a collection of terminals, exist. The answer is given by examining the
additional coherence laws that these data must obey. For example, in the case of
the domain and codomain, we shall see that hypergraph categories are all compact
closed categories, and so there is ultimately only a formal distinction between domain
and codomain objects. One way to think of these data is as scaffolding. We could
compare it to the use of matrices and bases to provide language for talking about
linear transformations and vector spaces. They are not part of the target structure,
but nonetheless useful paraphenalia for constructing it.
Network languages are not only syntactic entities: as befitting the descriptor ‘lan-
guage’, they typically have some associated semantics. Circuit diagrams, for instance,
not only depict wire circuits that may be constructed, they also represent the electrical
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behaviour of that circuit. Such semantics considers the circuits
1Ω 1Ω and 2Ω
the same, even though as ‘syntactic’ diagrams they are distinct. A cornerstone of the
utility of the hypergraph formalism is the ability to also realise the semantics of these
diagrams as morphisms of another hypergraph category. This ‘semantic’ hypergraph
category, as a hypergraph category, still permits the rich ‘networking’ interconnec-
tion structure, and a so-called hypergraph functor implies that the syntactic category
provides a sound framework for depicting these morphisms. Network languages syn-
tactically are often ‘free’ hypergraph categories, and much of the interesting structure
lies in their functors to their semantic hypergraph categories.
1.2 Symmetric monoidal categories
Suppose we have some tiles with inputs and outputs of various types like so:
f
Y1
Ym
Y2
...
...
Xn
X1
X2
These tiles may vary in height and width. We can place these tiles above and below
each other, and to the left and right, so long as the inputs on the right tile match the
outputs on the left. Suppose also that some arrangements of tiles are equal to other
arrangements of tiles. How do we formalise this structure algebraically? The theory
of monoidal categories provides an answer.
This is of relevance to us as hypergraph categories are first monoidal categories,
indeed symmetric monoidal categories. Monoidal categories are categories with two
notions of composition: ordinary categorical composition and monoidal composition,
with the monoidal composition only associative and unital up to natural isomorphism.
They are the algebra of processes that may occur simultaneously as well as sequen-
tially. First defined by Be´nabou and Mac Lane in the 1960s [Ben63, Mac63b], their
theory and their links with graphical representation are well explored [JS91, Sel11].
We bootstrap on this, using monoidal categories to define hypergraph categories, and
so immediately arriving at an understanding of how hypergraph categories formalise
our network languages.
Moreover, symmetric monoidal functors play a key role in our framework for
defining and working with hypergraph categories: decorated cospans and corelations.
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We thus use the next section to provide, for quick reference, a definition of symmetric
monoidal categories.
1.2.1 Monoidal categories
A monoidal category (C,⊗) consists of a category C, a functor ⊗ : C × C → C, a
distinguished object I, and natural isomorphisms αA,B,C : (A⊗B)⊗C → A⊗(B⊗C),
ρA : A ⊗ I → A, and λA : I ⊗ A → A such that for all A,B,C,D in C the following
two diagrams commute:(
(A⊗B)⊗ C)⊗D
αA,B,C⊗idD

α(A⊗B),C,D
// (A⊗B)⊗ (C ⊗D)
αA,B,(C⊗D)
(
A⊗ (B ⊗ C))⊗DαA,(B⊗C),D// A⊗ ((B ⊗ C)⊗D)idA⊗αB,C,D// A⊗ (B ⊗ (C ⊗D))
(A⊗ I)⊗B αA,I,B //
ρA⊗idB ''
A⊗ (I ⊗B)
idA⊗λBww
A⊗B
We call ⊗ the monoidal product, I the monoidal unit, α the associator, ρ and
λ the right and left unitor respectively. The associator and unitors are known
collectively as the coherence maps.
By Mac Lane’s coherence theorem, these two axioms are equivalent to requiring
that ‘all formal diagrams’—that is, all diagrams in which the morphism are built from
identity morphisms and the coherence maps using composition and the monoidal
product—commute. Consequently, between any two products of the same ordered
list of objects up to instances of the monoidal unit, such as ((A ⊗ I) ⊗ B) ⊗ C and
A⊗ ((B ⊗ C)⊗ (I ⊗ I)), there is a unique so-called canonical map. See Mac Lane
[Mac98, Corollary of Theorem VII.2.1] for a precise statement and proof.
A lax monoidal functor (F, ϕ) : (C,⊗) → (C ′,) between monoidal categories
consists of a functor F : C → C ′, and natural transformations ϕA,B : FA  FB →
F (A⊗B) and ϕI : I ′ → FI, such that for all A,B,C ∈ C the three diagrams
(FA⊗ FB)⊗ FC
αFA,FB,FC

ϕA,B⊗idFC
// F (A⊗B)⊗ FC ϕA⊗B,C // F ((A⊗B)⊗ C)
FαA,B,C

FA⊗ (FB ⊗ FC)
idFA⊗ϕB,C
// FA⊗ F (B ⊗ C) ϕA,B⊗C // F (A⊗ (B ⊗ C))
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F (A)⊗ I ′
id⊗ϕI

ρ
// F (A)
F (A)⊗ F (I) ϕA,I // F (A⊗ I)
Fρ
OO
I ′ ⊗ F (A)
ϕI⊗id

λ // F (A)
F (I)⊗ F (A) ϕI,A // F (I ⊗ A)
Fλ
OO
commute. We further say a monoidal functor is a strong monoidal functor if the
ϕ are isomorphisms, and a strict monoidal functor if the ϕ are identities.
A monoidal natural transformation θ : (F, ϕ)⇒ (G, γ) between two monoidal
functors F and G is a natural transformation θ : F ⇒ G such that
FI
θI // GI
I ′
ϕI
``
γI
>>
and
FA FB θA⊗θB //
ϕA,B

GAGB
γA,B

F (A⊗B)
θA⊗B
// G(A⊗B)
commute for all objects A,B.
Two monoidal categories C,D are monoidally equivalent if there exist strong
monoidal functors F : C → D and G : D → C such that the composites FG and GF
are monoidally naturally isomorphic to the identity functors. (Note that identity
functors are immediately strict monoidal functors.)
1.2.2 String diagrams
A strict monoidal category category is a monoidal category in which the associ-
ators and unitors are all identity maps. In this case then any two objects that can
be related by associators and unitors are equal, and so we may write objects without
parentheses and units without ambiguity. An equivalent statement of Mac Lane’s
coherence theorem is that every monoidal category is monoidally equivalent to strict
monoidal category.
Yet another equivalent statement of the coherence theorem is the existence of a
graphical calculus for monoidal categories. As discussed above, monoidal categories
figure strongly in our current investigations precisely because of this. We leave the
details to discussions elsewhere, such as Selinger’s survey [Sel11] or the original work
of Joyal and Street [JS91, Theorem 1.2]. The main point is that we shall be free to
assume our monoidal categories are strict, writing X1 ⊗X2 ⊗ · · · ⊗Xn for objects in
(C,⊗) without a care for parentheses. We then depict a morphism f : X1⊗X2⊗· · ·⊗
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Xn → Y1 ⊗ Y2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Yn with the diagram:
f = f
Y1
Ym
Y2
...
...
Xn
X1
X2
.
Identity morphisms are depicted by so-called strings or wires:
idX = XX
and the monoidal unit is not depicted at all:
idI =
Composition of morphisms is depicted by connecting the relevant wires:
Y1
Y2
Z1g
Z2
Y2
◦ f
Y1
Y2X3
X1
X2 = f
Y2X3
X1
X2
Z1g
Z2
while monoidal composition is just juxtaposition:
h Y1
X1
X2
⊗ Y2Y3k =
h Y1
X1
X2
k
Y3
Y2
Only the ‘topology’ of the diagrams matters: if two diagrams with the same
domain and codomain are equivalent up to isotopy, they represent the same morphism.
On the other hand, two algebraic expressions might have the same diagrammatic
representation. For example, the equivalent diagrams
f
Y2X3
X1
X2
Z1g
Z2
Y3
k
Y2
=
f
Y2
X3
X1
X2
Z1
g
Z2
Y3k
Y2
read as all of the equivalent algebraic expressions
((g⊗ idY2)⊗k)◦f = (g⊗ ((idY2⊗k))◦ρ◦ (f ⊗ idI) = (g⊗ idY2)◦f ◦ (idX1⊗(X2⊗X3)⊗k)
and so on. The coherence theorem says that this does not matter: if two algebraic ex-
pressions have the same diagrammatic representation, then the algebraic expressions
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are equal. In more formal language, the graphical calculus is sound and complete for
the axioms of monoidal categories. Again, see Joyal–Street for details [JS91].
The coherence theorem thus implies that the graphical calculi goes beyond vi-
sualisations of morphisms: it can provide provide bona-fide proofs of equalities of
morphisms. As a general principle, string diagrams are often more intuitive than the
conventional algebraic language for understanding monoidal categories.
1.2.3 Symmetry
A symmetric braiding in a monoidal category provides the ability to permute objects
or, equivalently, cross wires. We define symmetric monoidal categories making use of
the graphical notation outlined above, but introducing a new, special symbol .
A symmetric monoidal category is a monoidal category (C,⊗) together with
natural isomorphisms
BA
B A
σA,B : A⊗B → B ⊗ A
such that
B
A
B
A
=
B
A
B
A
and
C
A
B
B
C A
=
B ⊗ CA
B ⊗ C A
for all A,B,C in C. We call σ the braiding. We will also talk, somewhat incidentally,
of braided monoidal categories in the next chapter; a braided monoidal category
is a monoidal category with a braiding that only obeys the latter axiom.
A (lax/strong/strict) symmetric monoidal functor is a (lax/strong/strict)
monoidal functor that further obeys
FA⊗ FB ϕA,B //
σ′FA,FB

F (A⊗B)
FσA,B

FB ⊗ FA ϕB,A // F (B ⊗ A)
Morphisms between symmetric monoidal functors are simply monoidal natural trans-
formations. Thus two symmetric monoidal categories are symmetric monoidally
equivalent if they are monoidally equivalent by strong symmetric monoidal functors.
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If our categories are merely braided, we refer to these functors as braided monoidal
functors.
Roughly speaking, the coherence theorem for symmetric monoidal categories, with
respect to string diagrams, states that two morphisms in a symmetric monoidal cate-
gory are equal according to the axioms of symmetric monoidal categories if and only
if their diagrams are equal up to isotopy and applications of the defining graphical
identities above. See Joyal–Street [JS91, Theorem 2.3] for more precision and details.
1.3 Hypergraph categories
Just as symmetric monoidal categories equip monoidal categories with precisely enough
extra structure to model crossing of strings in the graphical calculus, hypergraph cat-
egories equip symmetric monoidal categories with precisely enough extra structure to
model multi-input multi-output interconnections of strings of the same type. For this,
we require each object to be equipped with a so-called special commutative Frobe-
nius monoid, which provides chosen maps to model this interaction. These have a
coherence result, known as the ‘spider theorem’, that says exactly how we use these
chosen maps to describe the connection of strings does not matter: all that matters
is that the strings are connected.
1.3.1 Frobenius monoids
A Frobenius monoid comprises a monoid and comonoid on the same object that
interact according to the so-called Frobenius law.
Definition 1.1. A special commutative Frobenius monoid (X,µ, η, δ, ) in a
symmetric monoidal category (C,⊗) is an object X of C together with maps
µ : X ⊗X → X η : I → X δ : X → X ⊗X  : X → I
obeying the commutative monoid axioms
= = =
(associativity) (unitality) (commutativity)
the cocommutative comonoid axioms
= = =
(coassociativity) (counitality) (cocommutativity)
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and the Frobenius and special axioms
= = =
(Frobenius) (special)
We call µ the multiplication, η the unit, δ the comultiplication, and  the counit.
Arising from work in representation theory [BN37], special commutative Frobenius
monoids were first formulated in this categorical form by Carboni and Walters, under
the name commutative separable algebras [CW87]. The Frobenius law and the special
law were termed the S=X law and the diamond=1 law respectively [CW87, RSW05].
Alternate axiomatisations are possible. In addition to the ‘upper’ unitality law
above, the mirror image ‘lower’ unitality law also holds, due to commutativity and
the naturality of the braiding. While we write two equations for the Frobenius law,
this is redundant: given the other axioms, the equality of any two of the diagrams
implies the equality of all three. Further, note that a monoid and comonoid obeying
the Frobenius law is commutative if and only if it is cocommutative. Thus while a
commutative and cocommutative Frobenius monoid might more properly be called a
bicommutative Frobenius monoid, there is no ambiguity if we only say commutative.
The common feature to these equations is that each side describes a different way
of using the generators to connect some chosen set of inputs to some chosen set of
outputs. This observation provides a coherence type result for special commutative
Frobenius monoids, known as the spider theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let (X,µ, η, δ, ) be a special commutative Frobenius monoid, and let
f, g : X⊗n → X⊗m be map constructed, using composition and the monoidal product,
from µ, η, δ, , the coherence maps and braiding, and the identity map on X. Then
f and g are equal if and only if given their string diagrams in the above notation,
there exists a bijection between the connected components of the two diagrams such
that corresponding connected components connect the exact same sets of inputs and
outputs.
A corollary of Lack’s work on distributive laws for props [Lac04], this theorem was
first explicitly formulated in the context of categorical quantum mechanics. See the
textbook of Coecke and Kissinger [CK16] or paper by Coecke, Paquette, and Pavlovic
[CPP09] for further details.
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1.3.2 Hypergraph categories
Definition 1.3. A hypergraph category is a symmetric monoidal category (H,⊗)
in which each object X is equipped with a special commutative Frobenius structure
(X,µX , δX , ηX , X) such that
X ⊗ Y
X ⊗ Y
X ⊗ Y =
X
X
X
Y
Y
Y
X ⊗ Y =
X
Y
X ⊗ Y
X ⊗ Y
X ⊗ Y =
X
X
X
Y
Y
Y
X ⊗ Y =
X
Y
Note that we do not require these Frobenius morphisms to be natural in X. While
morphisms in a hypergraph category need not interact with the Frobenius structure in
any particular way, we do require functors between hypergraph categories to preserve
it.
Definition 1.4. A functor (F, ϕ) of hypergraph categories, or hypergraph functor,
is a strong symmetric monoidal functor (F, ϕ) : (H,⊗) → (H′,) such that for each
object X the following diagrams commute:
FX  FX µFX //
ϕ
''
FX
F (X ⊗X)
FµX
99 I
′ ηFX //
ϕI   
FX
FI
FηX
<<
FX
δFX //
FδX %%
FX  FX
F (X ⊗X)
ϕ−1
77 FX
FX //
FX ""
I ′
FI
ϕ−1
>>
Equivalently, a strong symmetric monoidal functor F is a hypergraph functor if
for every X the special commutative Frobenius structure on FX is
(FX, FµX ◦ ϕX,X , ϕ−1X,X ◦ FδX , FηX ◦ ϕI , ϕ−1I ◦ FX).
Just as monoidal natural transformations themselves are enough as morphisms
between symmetric monoidal functors, so too they suffice as morphisms between
hypergraph functors. Two hypergraph categories are hypergraph equivalent if
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there exist hypergraph functors with monoidal natural transformations to the identity
functors.
The term hypergraph category was introduced recently [Fon15, Kis], in reference
to the fact that these special commutative Frobenius monoids provide precisely the
structure required for their string diagrams to be directed graphs with ‘hyperedges’:
edges connecting any number of inputs to any number of outputs. More precisely,
write P(N) for the finite power set of N . Then a directed hypergraph (N,H, s, t)
comprises a set N of vertices, a set H of hyperedges, and source and target func-
tions s, t : H → P(N). We then think of morphisms in a hypergraph category as
hyperedges; for example, the morphism
f
Y1
Y2X3
X1
X2
is a hyperedge from the set {X1, X2, X3} to the set {Y1, Y2}. Roughly speaking,
two morphisms of a hypergraph category are equal by the axioms of a hypergraph
category if their string diagrams reduce, using the graphical manipulations given by
the symmetric monoidal category and Frobenius axioms, to the same hypergraph.
Details can be found in the work of Bonchi, Gadduci, Kissinger, Sobocin´ski, and
Zanasi [BGKSZ].
Like special commutative Frobenius monoids, hypergraph categories were first
defined by Walters and Carboni, under the name well-supported compact closed cat-
egory (the first appearance in print is [Car91]; see [RSW05] for a history). In recent
years they have been rediscovered a number of times, also appearing under the names
dgs-monoidal category [GH98] and dungeon category [Mor14].
1.3.3 Hypergraph categories are self-dual compact closed
Note that if an object X is equipped with a Frobenius monoid structure then the
maps
and
 ◦ µ : X ⊗X → I δ ◦ η : I → X ⊗X
obey both
= =
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and the reflected equations. Thus if an object carries a Frobenius monoid it is also
self-dual, and any hypergraph category is a fortiori self-dual compact closed.
We introduce the notation
:= :=
As in any self-dual compact closed category, mapping each morphism fX Y to
its dual morphism
f
X
Y
further equips each hypergraph category with a so-called dagger functor—an involu-
tive contravariant endofunctor that is the identity on objects—such that the category
is a dagger compact category. Dagger compact categories were first introduced in the
context of categorical quantum mechanics [AC04], under the name strongly compact
closed category, and have been demonstrated to be a key structure in diagrammatic
reasoning and the logic of quantum mechanics.
Compactness introduces a tight relationship between composition and the monoidal
product of morphisms. Firstly, there is a one-to-one correspondence between mor-
phisms X → Y and morphisms I → X ⊗ Y given by taking fX Y to its
so-called name
f
X
Y
By compactness, we have the equation
f
X
g Z
= f
X
g Z
Here the right hand side is the name of the composite f ◦ g, while the left hand side
is the monoidal product post-composed with the map
X
Y
Z
X
Z
Y
Thus this morphism, the product of a cap and two identity maps, enacts the cate-
gorical composition on monoidal products of names. We will make liberal use of this
fact.
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1.3.4 Coherence
The lack of naturality of the Frobenius maps in hypergraph categories affects some
common, often desirable, properties of structured categories. For example, it is not
always possible to construct a skeletal hypergraph category hypergraph equivalent
to a given hypergraph category: isomorphic objects may be equipped with distinct
Frobenius structures. Similarly, a fully faithful, essentially surjective hypergraph
functor does not necessarily define a hypergraph equivalence of categories.
Nonetheless, in this section we prove that every hypergraph category is hypergraph
equivalent to a strict hypergraph category. This coherence result will be important
in proving that every hypergraph category can be constructed using decorated core-
lations.
Theorem 1.5. Every hypergraph category is hypergraph equivalent to a strict hyper-
graph category. Moreover, the objects of this strict hypergraph category form a free
monoid.
Proof. Let (H,⊗) be a hypergraph category. Write I for the monoidal unit in H. As
H is a fortiori a symmetric monoidal category, a standard construction (see Mac Lane
[Mac98, Theorem XI.3.1]) gives an equivalent strict symmetric monoidal category
(Hstr, ·) with finite lists [x1 : . . . : xn] of objects of H as objects and as morphisms
[x1 : . . . : xn] → [y1 : . . . : ym] those morphisms from (((x1 ⊗ x2) ⊗ . . . ) ⊗ xn) ⊗ I →
(((y1 ⊗ y2)⊗ . . . )⊗ ym)⊗ I in H. Composition is given by composition in H.
The monoidal structure on Hstr is given as follows. The monoidal product of
objects in Hstr is given by concatenation · of lists; the monoidal unit is the empty list.
Given a list X = [x1 : . . . : xn] of objects in H, write PX = (((x1⊗x2)⊗ . . . )⊗xn)⊗I
for the ‘pre-parenthesised product of X’ in H with all open parenthesis at the front.
Note that the empty list maps to the monoidal unit I. The monoidal product of
two morphisms is given by their monoidal product in H pre- and post-composed
with the necessary canonical maps: given f : X → Y and g : Z → W , their product
f · g : X · Y → Z ·W is
P (X · Y ) ∼−→ PX ⊗ PY f⊗g−→ PZ ⊗ PW ∼−→ P (Z ·W ).
By design, the associators and unitors of Hstr are simply identity maps. The braiding
X ·Y → Y ·X is given by the braiding PX⊗PY → PY ⊗PX in H, similarly pre- and
post-composed with the necessary canonical maps. This defines a strict symmetric
monoidal category [Mac98].
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To make Hstr into a hypergraph category, we make each object [x1 : . . . : xn] into a
special commutative Frobenius monoid in a similar way, pre- and post-composing lists
of Frobenius maps with the necessary canonical maps. For example, the multiplication
on [x1 : . . . : xn] is given by
P ([x1 : . . . : xn] · [x1 : . . . : xn])
(((((((x1 ⊗ x2)⊗ . . . )⊗ xn)⊗ x1)⊗ x2)⊗ . . . )⊗ xn)⊗ I
∼

((((x1 ⊗ x1)⊗ (x2 ⊗ x2))⊗ . . . )⊗ (xn ⊗ xn))⊗ I
(((µx1⊗µx2 )⊗... )⊗µxn )⊗1I

(((x1 ⊗ x2)⊗ . . . )⊗ xn)⊗ I
P ([x1 : . . . : xn])
where the map labelled ∼ is the canonical map such that each pair of xi’s remains
in the same order. As the coherence maps are natural, each special commutative
Frobenius monoid axiom for this data on [x1 : . . . : xn] reduces to a list of the
corresponding axioms for the objects xi in H. Similarly, the coherence axioms and
naturality of the coherence maps imply the Frobenius structure on the monoidal
product of objects is given by the Frobenius structures on the factors in the required
way. This defines a hypergraph category.
The strict hypergraph category (Hstr, ·)
objects finite lists [x1 : . . . : xn] of objects of H
morphisms homHstr
(
[x1 : . . . : xn], [y1 : . . . : ym]
)
= homH
(
((x1 ⊗ . . . )⊗ xn)⊗ I, ((y1 ⊗ . . . )⊗ ym)⊗ I
)
composition composition of corresponding maps in H
monoidal product concatenation of lists
coherence maps associators and unitors are strict; braiding is inherited
from H
hypergraph maps lists of hypergraph maps in H
Mac Lane’s standard construction further gives a strong symmetric monoidal func-
tors P : Hstr → H extending the map P above, and S : H → Hstr sending x ∈ H to
the string [x] of length 1 in Hstr. These extend to hypergraph functors.
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In detail, the functor P is given on morphisms by taking a map in homHstr(X, Y )
to the same map considered now as a map in homH(PX,PY ); its coherence maps are
given by the canonical maps PX ⊗ PY → P (X · Y ). The functor S is also easy to
define: tensoring with the identity on I gives a one-to-one correspondence between
morphisms x→ y inH and morphisms [x]→ [y] inHstr, so S is a monoidal embedding
of H into Hstr. By Mac Lane’s proof of the coherence theorem for monoidal categories
these are both strong monoidal functors.
By inspection these functors also preserve hypergraph structure: note in particular
that the axioms interrelating the Frobenius structure and monoidal structure in H
are crucial for the hypergraph-preserving nature of P . Hence P and S are hypergraph
functors. As they already witness an equivalence of symmetric monoidal categories,
thus H and Hstr are equivalent as hypergraph categories.
1.4 Example: cospan categories
A central example of a hypergraph category is the category Cospan(C) of cospans
in a category C with finite colimits. We call such categories cospan categories. In
the coming chapters we will successively generalise this structure, first to decorated
cospans, then corelations, then decorated corelations. Each time, the new categories
we construct will inherit hypergraph structure from their relationship with cospan
categories.
We first recall the basic definitions. Let C be a category with finite colimits,
writing the coproduct +. A cospan
N
X
i
>>
Y
o
``
from X to Y in C is a pair of morphisms with common codomain. We refer to X
and Y as the feet, and N as the apex. Given two cospans X
i−→ N o←− Y and
X
i′−→ N ′ o′←− Y with the same feet, a map of cospans is a morphism n : N → N ′
in C between the apices such that
N
n

X
i
>>
i′   
Y
o
``
o′~~
N ′
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commutes.
Cospans may be composed using the pushout from the common foot: given
cospans X
iX−→ N oY←− Y and Y iY−→ M oZ←− Z, their composite cospan is X jN◦iX−−−→
N +Y M
jM◦iZ←−−− Z, where the maps j are given by the pushout square in the diagram
N +Y M
N
jN
::
M
jM
dd
X
iX
;;
Y
oY
dd
iY
99
Z .
oZ
dd
This composition rule is associative up to isomorphism, and so we may define a
category, in fact a symmetric monoidal category, Cospan(C) with objects the objects
of C and morphisms isomorphism classes of cospans.
The symmetric monoidal structure is ‘inherited’ from C. Indeed, we shall consider
any category C with finite colimits a symmetric monoidal category as follows. Given
maps f : A → C, g : B → C with common codomain, the universal property of the
coproduct gives a unique map A + B → C. We call this the copairing of f and g,
and write it [f, g]. The monoidal product on C is then given by the coproduct +,
with monoidal unit the initial object ∅ and coherence maps given by copairing the
appropriate identity, inclusion, and initial object maps. For example, the braiding is
given by [ιX , ιY ] : X + Y → Y + X where ιX : X → Y + X and ιY : Y → Y + X are
the inclusion maps into the coproduct Y +X.
The category Cospan(C) inherits this symmetric monoidal structure from C as
follows. Call a subcategory C of a category D wide if C contains all objects of D,
and call a functor that is faithful and bijective-on-objects a wide embedding. Note
then that we have a wide embedding
C ↪−→ Cospan(C)
that takes each object of C to itself as an object of Cospan(C), and each morphism
f : X → Y in C to the cospan
Y
X
f
??
Y,
where the extended ‘equals’ sign denotes an identity morphism. Now since the
monoidal product +: C × C → C is left adjoint to the diagonal functor, it preserves
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colimits, and so extends to a functor +: Cospan(C)× Cospan(C)→ Cospan(C). The
coherence maps are just the images of the coherence maps in C under this wide
embedding; checking naturality is routine, and clearly they still obey the required
axioms.
Remark 1.6. Recall that all finite colimits in a category C can be assembled from an
initial object and the use of pushouts [Mac98]. The monoidal category (Cospan(C),+)
thus provides an excellent setting for describing finite colimits in C: the initial ob-
ject is the monoidal unit, and pushouts are given by composition of cospans. Rose-
brugh, Sabadini, and Walters begin an exploration of the consequences of this idea
in [RSW08].
Recall also that coproduct in the category Set of sets and functions is the disjoint
union of sets. Colimits often have this sort of intuitive interpretation of combining
systems, and so are frequently useful for discussing interconnection of systems. This
intuition is a cornerstone of the present work.
The theory of symmetric monoidal categories of cospans is all well known, follow-
ing from theory originally developed for the dual concept: spans. First discussed by
Yoneda [Yon54], spans are pairs of morphisms X ← N → Y with a common domain.
Be´nabou introduced the bicategory of objects, spans, and maps of spans in a category
with finite limits as an example of a symmetric monoidal bicategory [Ben67]. The
symmetric monoidal category Cospan(C) is a decategorified version of the symmetric
monoidal bicategory of cospans.
More recently, Lack proved that cospans and Frobenius monoids are intimately
related. Write FinSet for the category of finite sets and functions. This category
is a monoidal category with the coproduct + as monoidal product. Moreover, as
a symmetric monoidal category (FinSet,+) has a strict skeleton. In the following
proposition FinSet denotes this strict skeleton.
Proposition 1.7. Special commutative Frobenius monoids in a strict symmetric
monoidal category C are in one-to-one correspondence with strict symmetric monoidal
functors Cospan(FinSet)→ C.
Proof. The special commutative Frobenius monoid is given by the image of the one
element set. See Lack [Lac04].
Over the next few chapters we will further explore this deep link between cospans
and special commutative Frobenius monoids and hypergraph categories. To begin,
we detail a hypergraph structure on each cospan category Cospan(C).
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Like the braiding, this hypergraph structure also comes from copairings of identity
morphisms. Call cospans
N
X
i
>>
Y
o
``
and
N
Y
o
>>
X
i
``
that are reflections of each other opposite cospans. Given any object X in C, the
copairing [1X , 1X ] : X +X → X of two identity maps on X, together with the unique
map ! : ∅ → X from the initial object to X, define a monoid structure on X. Con-
sidering these maps as morphisms in Cospan(C), we may take them together with
their opposites to give a special commutative Frobenius structure on X. Using the
universal property of the coproduct, and noting that the Frobenius maps and the
braiding are both given by copairings of identity morphisms, it is easily verified that
this gives a hypergraph category.
Given f : X → Y in C, abuse notation by writing f ∈ Cospan(C) for the cospan
X
f→ Y 1Y← Y , and f op for the cospan Y 1Y→ Y f← X. To summarise:
Proposition 1.8 (Rosebrugh–Sabadini–Walters [RSW08]). Given a category C with
finite colimits, we may define a hypergraph category Cospan(C) as follows:
The hypergraph category (Cospan(C),+)
objects the objects of C
morphisms isomorphism classes of cospans in C
composition given by pushout
monoidal product the coproduct in C
coherence maps inherited from (C,+)
hypergraph maps µ = [1, 1], η =!, δ = [1, 1]op,  =!op.
We will often abuse our terminology and refer to cospans themselves as morphisms
in some cospan category Cospan(C); we of course refer instead to the isomorphism
class of the said cospan.
It is not difficult to show that we in fact have a functor from the category having
categories with finite colimits as objects and colimit preserving functors as morphisms
to the category of hypergraph categories and hypergraph functors.1 In the next
1Categories with finite colimits are known as finitely cocomplete, or (rarely) rex or right exact,
while functors that preserve finite colimits are known as finitely cocontinuous or right exact. This
extra layer of terminology is not necessary here, and so we favour the more friendly, if occasionally
a touch cumbersome, terms above.
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chapter we show that this extends to a functor from a category of so-called symmetric
lax monoidal presheaves over categories with finite colimits. This is known as the
decorated cospan construction, and will be instrumental in constructing hypergraph
categories with network diagrams as morphisms.
Chapter 2
Decorated cospans: from closed
systems to open
In the previous chapter we discussed hypergraph categories as a model for network
languages, and showed that cospans provide a method of constructing such categories.
In many situations, however, we wish to model our systems not just with cospans,
but ‘decorated’ cospans, where the apex of each cospan is equipped with some extra
structure. In this chapter we detail a method for composing such decorated cospans.
The next section provides an introductory overview. Following this, we give a
formal definition of decorated cospan categories and show they are well defined in §2.2,
and do the same for functors between decorated cospan categories in §2.3. While we
first define decorated cospans on any lax symmetric monoidal functor F : (C,+) →
(D,⊗), where C has finite colimits and + is the coproduct, in §2.4 we show that
it is enough to consider the case when (D,⊗) is the category (Set,×) of sets and
functions with monoidal structure given by the cartesian product. We then conclude
the chapter with some examples.
2.1 From closed systems to open
The key idea in this chapter is that we may take our network diagrams, mark points
of interconnection, or terminals, using cospans, and connect these terminals with
others using pushouts. This marking of terminals defines a boundary of the system,
turning it from a closed system to an open system. This process freely constructs a
hypergraph category from a library of network pieces.
It has been recognised for some time that spans and cospans provide an intuitive
framework for composing network diagrams [KSW97], and the material we develop
here is a variant on this theme. Rather than use cospans in a category of network
22
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diagrams, however, we define a category which models just the interconnection struc-
ture, and then decorate cospans in this category with additional structure. In the
case of finite graphs, the intuition reflected is this: given two graphs, we may con-
struct a third by gluing chosen vertices of the first with chosen vertices of the second.
Our goal in this chapter is to view this process as composition of morphisms in a
category, in a way that also facilitates the construction of a composition rule for any
semantics associated to the diagrams, and the construction of a functor between these
two resulting categories.
To see how this works, let us start with the following graph:
0.2
1.3
0.8 2.0
We shall work with labelled, directed graphs, as the additional data help highlight
the relationships between diagrams. Now, for this graph to be a morphism, we must
equip it with some notion of ‘input’ and ‘output’. We do this by marking vertices
using functions from finite sets:
X Y
0.2
1.3
0.8 2.0
Let N be the set of vertices of the graph. Here the finite sets X, Y , and N comprise
one, two, and three elements respectively, drawn as points, and the values of the
functions X → N and Y → N are indicated by the grey arrows. This forms a cospan
in the category of finite sets, one with the set at the apex decorated by our given
graph.
Given another such decorated cospan with input set equal to the output of the
above cospan
Y Z
1.7
0.3
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composition involves gluing the graphs along the identifications
X Y
0.2
1.3
0.8 2.0
Z
1.7
0.3
specified by the shared foot of the two cospans. This results in the decorated cospan
X Z
0.2
1.3
0.8 2.0
1.7
0.3
The decorated cospan framework generalises this intuitive construction.
More precisely: fix a set L. Then given a finite set N , we may talk of the collection
of finite L-labelled directed multigraphs, to us just L-graphs or simply graphs, that
have N as their set of vertices. Write such a graph (N,E, s, t, r), where E is a finite
set of edges, s : E → N and t : E → N are functions giving the source and target
of each edge respectively, and r : E → L equips each edge with a label from the
set L. Next, given a function f : N → M , we may define a function from graphs
on N to graphs on M mapping (N,E, s, t, r) to (M,E, f ◦ s, f ◦ t, r). After dealing
appropriately with size issues, this gives a lax monoidal functor from (FinSet,+) to
(Set,×).1
Now, taking any lax monoidal functor (F, ϕ) : (C,+)→ (D,⊗) with C having finite
colimits and coproduct written +, the decorated cospan category associated to F has
as objects the objects of C, and as morphisms pairs comprising a cospan in C together
with some morphism I → FN , where I is the unit in (D,⊗) and N is the apex of
the cospan. In the case of our graph functor, this additional data is equivalent to
equipping the apex N of the cospan with a graph. We thus think of our morphisms
as having two distinct parts: an instance of our chosen structure on the apex, and
a cospan describing interfaces to this structure. Our first theorem (Theorem 2.4)
1Here (FinSet,+) is the monoidal category of finite sets and functions with disjoint union as
monoidal product, and (Set,×) is the category of sets and functions with cartesian product as
monoidal product. One might ensure the collection of graphs forms a set in a number of ways. One
such method is as follows: the categories of finite sets and finite graphs are essentially small; replace
them with equivalent small categories. We then constrain the graphs (N,E, s, t, r) to be drawn only
from the objects of our small category of finite graphs.
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says that when (D,⊗) is braided monoidal and (F, ϕ) lax braided monoidal, we may
further give this data a composition rule and monoidal product such that the resulting
decorated cospan category is hypergraph.
Suppose now we have two such lax monoidal functors; we then have two such
decorated cospan categories. Our second theorem (Theorem 2.8) is that, given also
a monoidal natural transformation between these functors, we may construct a strict
hypergraph functor between their corresponding decorated cospan categories. These
natural transformations can often be specified by some semantics associated to some
type of topological diagram. A trivial case of such is assigning to a finite graph its
number of vertices, but richer examples abound, including assigning to a directed
graph with edges labelled by rates its depicted Markov process, or assigning to an
electrical circuit diagram the current–voltage relationship such a circuit would impose.
2.2 Decorated cospan categories
Our task in this section is to define decorated cospans and prove that they can be
used to construct hypergraph categories. Motivated by our discussion in the previous
section, we thus begin with the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Let C be a category with finite colimits, and
(F, ϕ) : (C,+) −→ (D,⊗)
be a lax monoidal functor. We define a decorated cospan, or more precisely an
F -decorated cospan, to be a pair N
X
i
>>
Y
o
``
,
FN
I
s
OO

comprising a cospan X
i→ N o← Y in C together with an element I s→ FN of the
F -image FN of the apex of the cospan. We shall call the element I
s→ FN the
decoration of the decorated cospan. A morphism of decorated cospans
n :
(
X
iX−→ N oY←− Y, I s−→ FN) −→ (X i′X−→ N ′ o′Y←− Y, I s′−→ FN ′)
is a morphism n : N → N ′ of cospans such that Fn ◦ s = s′.
Observe that we may define a category with decorated cospans as objects and
morphisms of decorated cospans as morphisms.
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2.2.1 Composing decorated cospans
Our first concern is to show that isomorphism classes of decorated cospans form the
morphisms of a category. The objects in this category will be the objects of C.
Proposition 2.2. There is a category FCospan of F -decorated cospans, with objects
the objects of C, and morphisms isomorphism classes of F -decorated cospans. On
representatives of the isomorphism classes, composition in this category is given by
pushout of cospans in C
N +Y M
N
jN
::
M
jM
dd
X
iX
;;
Y
oY
dd
iY
99
Z
oZ
cc
paired with the composite
I
λ−I−→ I ⊗ I s⊗t−→ FN ⊗ FM ϕN,M−→ F (N +M) F [jN ,jM ]−→ F (N +Y M)
of the tensor product of the decorations with the F -image of the copairing of the
pushout maps.
Proof. The identity morphism on an object X in a decorated cospan category is
simply the identity cospan decorated as follows:
X
X X
,
FX
F∅
F !
OO
I
ϕI
OO
 .
We must check that the composition defined is well defined on isomorphism classes, is
associative, and, with the above identity maps, obeys the unitality axiom. These are
straightforward, but lengthy, exercises in using the available colimits and monoidal
structure to show that the relevant diagrams of decorations commute. We do this
now.
Representation independence for composition of isomorphism classes of
decorated cospans. Let
n :
(
X
iX−→ N oY←− Y, I s−→ FN) −→ (X i′X−→ N ′ o′Y←− Y, I s′−→ FN ′)
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and
m :
(
Y
iY−→M oZ←− Z, I t−→ FM) −→ (Y i′Y−→M ′ o′Z←− Z, I t′−→ FM ′)
be isomorphisms of decorated cospans. We wish to show that the composite of the
decorated cospans on the left is isomorphic to the composite of the decorated cospans
on the right. As discussed in §1.4, it is well known that the composite cospans are
isomorphic. It remains for us to check the decorations agree too. Let p : N +Y M →
N ′+Y M ′ be the isomorphism given by the universal property of the pushout and the
isomorphisms n : N → N ′ and m : M → M ′. Then the two decorations in question
are given by the top and bottom rows of the following diagram.
FN ⊗ FM
Fn⊗Fm∼

ϕN,M
// F (N +M)
F (n+m)∼

F [jN ,jM ]
// F (N +Y M)
Fp∼

I
λ−1 // I ⊗ I
s⊗t 33
s′⊗t′ ++
(I) (F) (C)
FN ′ ⊗ FM ′ ϕN′,M′ // F (N ′ +M ′) F [jN′ ,jM′ ]
// F (N ′ +Y M ′)
The triangle (I) commutes as n and m are morphisms of decorated cospans and −⊗−
is functorial, (F) commutes by the monoidality of F , and (C) commutes by properties
of colimits in C and the functoriality of F . This proves the claim.
Associativity. Suppose we have morphisms
(X
iX−→ N oY←− Y, I s−→ FN),
(Y
iY−→M oZ←− Z, I t−→ FM),
(Z
iZ−→ P oW←− W, I u−→ FP ).
It is well known that composition of isomorphism classes of cospans via pushout of
representatives is associative; this follows from the universal properties of the relevant
colimit. We must check that the pushforward of the decorations is also an associative
process. Write
a˜ : (N +Y M) +Z P −→ N +Y (M +Z P )
for the unique isomorphism between the two pairwise pushouts constructions from
the above three cospans. Consider then the following diagram, with leftmost column
the decoration obtained by taking the composite of the first two morphisms first, and
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the rightmost column the decoration obtained by taking the composite of the last two
morphisms first.
F ((N+YM)+ZP )
F a˜ // F (N+Y (M+ZP ))
(C)
F ((N+YM)+P )
F [jN+Y M ,jP ]
OO
F (N+(M+ZP ))
F [jN ,jM+ZP ]
OO
F ((N+M)+P )
F ([jN ,JM ]+1P )
gg
Fa // F (N+(M+P ))
F (1N+[jM ,jP ])
77
(F2) (F3)
F (N+YM)⊗FP
ϕN+Y M,P
OO
(F1) FN⊗F (M+ZP )
ϕN,M+ZP
OO
F (N+M)⊗FP
F [jN ,jM ]⊗1FP
gg
ϕN+M,P
OO
FN⊗F (M+P )
1FN⊗F [jM ,jP ]
77
ϕN,M+P
OO
(FN⊗FM)⊗FP
ϕN,M⊗1FP
ee
a // FN⊗(FM⊗FP )
1FN⊗ϕM,P
99
(D2)
(I⊗I)⊗I
(s⊗t)⊗u
OO
a // I⊗(I⊗I)
s⊗(t⊗u)
OO
(D1)
I⊗I
ρ−1⊗1
WW
1⊗λ−1
GG
I
λ−1
OO
This diagram commutes as (D1) is the triangle coherence equation for the monoidal
category (D,⊗), (D2) is naturality for the associator a, (F1) is the associativity
condition for the monoidal functor F , (F2) and (F3) commute by the naturality of
ϕ, and (C) commutes as it is the F -image of a hexagon describing the associativity
of the pushout. This shows that the two decorations obtained by the two different
orders of composition of our three morphisms are equal up to the unique isomorphism
a˜ between the two different pushouts that may be obtained. Our composition rule is
hence associative.
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Identity morphisms. We shall show that the claimed identity morphism on Y ,
the decorated cospan
(Y
1Y−→ Y 1Y←− Y, I F !◦ϕI−−−→ FY ),
is an identity for composition on the right; the case for composition on the left is
similar. The cospan in this pair is known to be the identity cospan in Cospan(C). We
thus need to check that, given a morphism
(X
i−→ N o←− Y, I s−→ FN),
the composite of the product s ⊗ (F ! ◦ ϕI) with the F -image of the copairing
[1N , o] : N + Y → N of the pushout maps is again the same element s; this com-
posite being, by definition, the decoration of the composite of the given morphism
and the claimed identity map. This is shown by the commutativity of the diagram
below, with the path along the lower edge equal to the aforementioned pushforward.
I
s //
λ−1I

FN
(D1) (F1)
I ⊗ I s⊗1 //
s⊗(F !◦ϕI)
''
FN ⊗ I
ρFN
33
1FN⊗ϕI// FN ⊗ F∅ ϕN,∅ //
1FN⊗F !

F (N +∅) (C)
FρN=F [1N ,!]
>>
F (1N+!)

(D2) (F2)
FN ⊗ FY ϕN,M // F (N + Y )
F [1N ,iY ]
FF
This diagram commutes as each subdiagram commutes: (D1) commutes by the nat-
urality of ρ, (D2) by the functoriality of the monoidal product in D, (F1) by the unit
axiom for the monoidal functor F , (F2) by the naturality of ϕ, and (C) due to the
properties of colimits in C and the functoriality of F .
We thus have a category.
Remark 2.3. While at first glance it might seem surprising that we can construct
a composition rule for decorations s : I → FN and t : I → FM just from monoidal
structure, the copair [jN , jM ] : N +M → N +Y M of the pushout maps contains the
data necessary to compose them. Indeed, this is the key insight of the decorated
cospan construction. To wit, the coherence maps for the lax monoidal functor allow
us to construct an element of F (N + M) from the monoidal product s ⊗ t of the
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decorations, and we may then post-compose with F [jN , jM ] to arrive at an element
of F (N +Y M). The map [jN , jM ] encodes the identification of the image of Y in N
with the image of the same in M , and so describes merging the ‘overlap’ of the two
decorations.
2.2.2 The hypergraph structure
The main theorem of this chapter is that when braided monoidal structure is present,
the category of decorated cospans is a hypergraph category, and moreover one into
which the category of ‘undecorated’ cospans widely embeds. Indeed, this embedding
motivates the monoidal and hypergraph structures we put on FCospan. This section
is devoted to stating and proving this theorem.
Theorem 2.4. Let C be a category with finite colimits, (D,⊗) a braided monoidal
category, and (F, ϕ) : (C,+) → (D,⊗) be a lax braided monoidal functor. Then we
may give FCospan a symmetric monoidal and hypergraph structure such that there is
a wide embedding of hypergraph categories
Cospan(C) ↪−→ FCospan.
We first prove a lemma. Recall that the identity decorated cospan has apex
decorated by I
ϕI−→ F∅ F !−→ FX. Given any cospan X → N ← Y , we call the
decoration I
ϕI−→ F∅ F !−→ FN the empty decoration on N . For example, in the
case of cospans of finite sets decorated by graphs, the empty decoration is simply the
graph with no edges. Our lemma shows that empty decorations indeed are empty of
content: when composed with other decorations, they have no impact.
Lemma 2.5. Let
(X
iX−→ N oY←− Y, I s−→ FN),
be a decorated cospan, and suppose we have an empty-decorated cospan
(Y
iY−→M oZ←− Z, I ϕ◦F !−→ FM).
Then the composite of these decorated cospans is(
X
jN◦iX−−−→ N +Y M jM◦oZ←−−−− Z, I FjN◦s−−−→ F (N +Y M)
)
.
In particular, the decoration on the composite is the decoration s pushed forward along
the F -image of the map jN : N → N +Y M to become an F -decoration on N +Y M .
The analogous statement also holds for composition with an empty-decorated cospan
on the left.
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Proof. As is now familiar, a statement of this sort is proved by a large commutative
diagram:
I
s //
ρ−1I

FN
FjN // F (N +Y M)
(D1) (F1) (C1)
I ⊗ I s⊗1 //
s⊗(F !◦ϕI)
''
FN ⊗ I
ρFN
>>
1FN⊗ϕI// FN ⊗ F∅ ϕN,∅//
1FN⊗F !

F (N +∅) (C2)
FρN=F [1N ,!]
cc
F [jN ,!]
<<
F (1N+!)

(D2) (F2)
FN ⊗ FM ϕN,M // F (N +M)
F [jN ,jM ]
EE
Note that identity decorated cospans are empty decorated. The subdiagrams in this
diagram commute for the same reasons as their corresponding regions in the diagram
for identity morphisms (see proof of Proposition 2.2).
Proof of Theorem 2.4. We first prove that we have a wide embedding of categories,
and then use this to transfer monoidal and hypergraph structure onto FCospan.
Embedding. Define a functor
Cospan(C) ↪−→ FCospan.
mapping each object of Cospan(C) to itself as an object of FCospan, and each cospan
in C to the same cospan decorated with the empty decoration on its apex.
To check this is functorial, it suffices to check that the composite of two empty-
decorated cospans is again empty-decorated. This is an immediate consquence of
Lemma 2.5. Glancing at the definition, it is also clear that this functor is faithful and
bijective-on-objects. We thus have a wide embedding Cospan(C) ↪→ FCospan.
Monoidal structure. We define the monoidal product of objects X and Y of
FCospan to be their coproduct X + Y in C, and define the monoidal product of
decorated cospans
(X
iX−→ N oY←− Y, I s−→ FN) and (X ′ iX′−→ N ′ oY ′←− Y ′, I t−→ FN ′)
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to be 
N +N ′
X +X ′
iX+iX′
88
Y + Y ′
oY +oY ′
ff
,
F (N +N ′)
FN ⊗ FN ′
ϕN,N′
OO
I ⊗ I
s⊗t
OO
I
λ−1
OO
 .
Using the braiding in D, we can show that this proposed monoidal product is func-
torial.
Indeed, suppose we have decorated cospans
(X
iX−→ N oY←− Y, I s−→ FN), (Y iY−→M oZ←− Z, I t−→ FM),
(U
iU−→ P oV←− V, I u−→ FP ), (V iV−→ Q oW←− W, I v−→ FQ).
We must check the so-called interchange law: that the composite of the column-wise
monoidal products is equal to the monoidal product of the row-wise composites.
Again, for the cospans we take this equality as familiar fact. Write
b : (N + P ) +(Y+V ) (M +Q)
∼−→ (N +Y M) + (P +V Q).
for the isomorphism between the two resulting representatives of the isomorphism
class of cospans. The two resulting decorations are then given by the leftmost and
rightmost columns respectively of the diagram below.
F ((N+P )+(Y+V )(M+Q))
Fb
∼ // F ((N+YM)+(P+V Q))
(C)
F ((N+P )+(M+Q))
F [jN+P ,jM+Q]
OO 22
(F2) F (N+YM)⊗F (P+V Q)
ϕN+Y M,P+V Q
OO
F (N+P )⊗F (M+Q)
ϕN+P,M+Q
OO
F (N+M)⊗F (P+Q)
ll
F [jN ,jM ]⊗F [jP ,jQ]
OO
(F1)
(FN⊗FP )⊗(FM⊗FQ)
ϕN,P⊗ϕM,Q
OO
// (FN⊗FM)⊗(FP⊗FQ)
ϕN,M⊗ϕP,Q
OO
(D)
(I⊗I)⊗(I⊗I)
(s⊗u)⊗(t⊗v)
hh
(s⊗t)⊗(u⊗v)
66
I
(λ−1⊗λ−1)◦λ−1
OO
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These two decorations are related by the isomorphism b as the diagram commutes.
We argue this more briefly than before, as the basic structure of these arguments is
now familiar to us. Briefly then, there exist dotted arrows of the above types such
that the subdiagram (D) commutes by the naturality of the associators and braiding
in D, (F1) commutes by the coherence diagrams for the braided monoidal functor F ,
(F2) commutes by the naturality of the coherence map ϕ for F , and (C) commutes
by the properties of colimits in C and the functoriality of F .
Using now routine methods, it also is straightforward to show that the monoidal
product of identity decorated cospans on objects X and Y is the identity deco-
rated cospan on X + Y ; for the decorations this amounts to the observation that
the monoidal product of empty decorations is again an empty decoration.
Choosing associator, unitors, and braiding in FCospan to be the images of those
in Cospan(C), we have a symmetric monoidal category. These transformations remain
natural transformations when viewed in the category of F -decorated cospans as they
have empty decorations.
We consider the case of the left unitor in detail; the naturality of the right unitor,
associator, and braiding follows similarly, using the relevant axiom where here we use
the left unitality axiom.
Given a decorated cospan (X
i−→ N o←− Y, I s−→ FN), we must show that the
square of decorated cospans
X +∅ i+1 //
λC

N +∅ Y +∅i+1oo
λC

X
i
// N Yo
oo
commutes, where the λC are the maps of the left unitor in C considered as empty-
decorated cospans, the top cospan has decoration
I
λ−1D−→ I ⊗ I s⊗ϕI−→ FN ⊗ F∅ ϕN,∅−→ F (N +∅),
and the lower cospan has decoration I
s−→ FN .
Now as the λ are isomorphisms in C and have empty decorations, the composite
through the upper right corner is the decorated cospan(
X +∅ i+1−−→ N +∅ (o+1)◦λ
−1
C←−−−−−− Y, I ϕN,∅◦(s⊗ϕ1)◦λ
−1
D−−−−−−−−−−→ F (N +∅)).
The composite through the lower left corner is the decorated cospan
(X +∅ [i,!]−→ N o←− Y, 1 s−→ FN).
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Then λC : N + ∅ → N gives an isomorphism between these two cospans, and the
naturality of the left unitor and the left unitality axiom in D imply that λC is in fact
an isomorphism of decorated cospans:
I s //
λ−1D

FN
I ⊗ I
s⊗1
// FN ⊗ I
1⊗ϕI
//
λD
33
FN ⊗ F∅ ϕN,∅ // F (N +∅).
FλC
OO
Thus λ is indeed a natural transformation; again the naturality of the remaining
coherence maps can be proved similarly. Moreover, the coherence maps obey the
required coherence laws as they are images of maps that obey these laws in Cospan(C).
Hypergraph structure. Similarly, to arrive at the hypergraph structure on
FCospan, we simply equip each object X with the image of the special commutative
Frobenius monoid specified by the hypergraph structure of Cospan(C). The axioms
of hypergraph structure follow from the functoriality of our embedding. Moreover,
it is evident that this choice of structures implies the above wide embedding is a
hypergraph functor.
In summary, the hypergraph category FCospan comprises:
The hypergraph category (FCospan,+)
objects the objects of C
morphisms isomorphism classes of F -decorated cospans in C
composition given by pushout
monoidal product the coproduct in C
coherence maps maps from Cospan(C) with empty decoration
hypergraph maps maps from Cospan(C) with empty decoration
Note that if the monoidal unit in (D,⊗) is the initial object, then each object
only has one possible decoration: the empty decoration. This immediately implies
the following corollary.
Corollary 2.6. Let 1C : (C,+) → (C,+) be the identity functor on a category C
with finite colimits. Then Cospan(C) and 1CCospan are isomorphic as hypergraph
categories.
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Thus we see that there is always a hypergraph functor between decorated cospan
categories 1CCospan → FCospan. This provides an example of a more general way
to construct hypergraph functors between decorated cospan categories. We detail
this in the next section. First though, we conclude this section by remarking on the
bicategory of decorated cospans.
2.2.3 A bicategory of decorated cospans
As shown by Be´nabou [Ben67], cospans are most naturally thought of as 1-morphisms
in a bicategory. To obtain the category we are calling Cospan(C), we ‘decategorify’
this bicategory by discarding 2-morphisms and identifying isomorphic 1-morphisms.
This suggests that decorated cospans might also be most naturally thought of as
1-morphisms in a bicategory. Indeed this is the case.
Recall that a morphism of F -decorated cospans is a morphism n in C such that
the diagrams
N
n

X
i
>>
i′   
Y
o
``
o′~~
N ′
and
FN
Fn

1
s
==
s′ !!
FN ′
commute. Then Courser has proved the following proposition.
Proposition 2.7. There exists a symmetric monoidal bicategory with:
The symmetric monoidal bicategory (FCospan,+)
objects the objects of C
morphisms F -decorated cospans in C
2-morphisms morphisms of F -decorated cospans in C
Further details can be found in Courser’s paper [Cou]. These 2-morphisms could
be employed to model transformations, coarse grainings, rewrite rules, and so on of
open systems and their representations.
2.3 Functors between decorated cospan categories
Decorated cospans provide a setting for formulating various operations that we might
wish to enact on the decorations, including the composition of these decorations, both
sequential and monoidal, as well as dagger, dualising, and other operations afforded by
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the hypergraph structure. In this section we observe that these operations are formu-
lated in a systematic way, so that transformations of the decorating structure—that
is, monoidal transformations between the lax monoidal functors defining decorated
cospan categories—respect these operations.
Theorem 2.8. Let C, C ′ be categories with finite colimits, abusing notation to write
the coproduct in each category +, and (D,⊗), (D′,) be braided monoidal categories.
Further let
(F, ϕ) : (C,+) −→ (D,⊗) and (G, γ) : (C ′,+) −→ (D′,)
be lax braided monoidal functors. This gives rise to decorated cospan categories
FCospan and GCospan.
Suppose then that we have a finite colimit-preserving functor A : C → C ′ with
accompanying natural isomorphism α : A(−) + A(−) ⇒ A(− + −), a lax monoidal
functor (B, β) : (D,⊗) → (D′,), and a monoidal natural transformation θ : (B ◦
F,Bϕ ◦ β)⇒ (G ◦ A,Gα ◦ γ). This may be depicted by the diagram:
(C,+) (F,ϕ) //
(A,α)

  θ
(D,⊗)
(B,β)

(C ′,+)
(G,γ)
// (D′,).
Then we may construct a hypergraph functor
(T, τ) : FCospan −→ GCospan
mapping objects X ∈ FCospan to AX ∈ GCospan, and morphisms
 N
X
i
>>
Y
o
``
,
FN
ID
s
OO
 to

AN
AX
Ai
;;
AY
Ao
bb
,
GAN
BFN
θN
OO
BID
Bs
OO
ID′
βI
OO
 .
Moreover, (T, τ) is a strict monoidal functor if and only if (A,α) is.
Proof. We must prove that (T, τ) is a functor, is strong symmetric monoidal, and
that it preserves the special commutative Frobenius structure on each object.
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Functoriality. Checking the functoriality of T is again an exercise in applying the
properties of structure available—in this case the colimit-preserving nature of A and
the monoidality of (D,), (B, β), and θ—to show that the relevant diagrams of
decorations commute.
In detail, let
(X
iX−→ N oY←− Y, I s−→ FN) and (Y iY−→M oZ←− Z, I t−→ FM),
be morphisms in FCospan. As the composition of the cospan part is by pushout in
C in both cases, and as T acts as the colimit preserving functor A on these cospans,
it is clear that T preserves composition of isomorphism classes of cospans. Write
c : AX +AY AZ
∼−→ A(X +Y Z)
for the isomorphism from the cospan obtained by composing the A-images of the
above two decorated cospans to the cospan obtained by taking the A-image of their
composite. To see that this extends to an isomorphism of decorated cospans, observe
that the decorations of these two cospans are given by the rightmost and leftmost
columns respectively in the following diagram:
GA(N +Y M) G(AN +AY AM)
Gc
∼oo
(A)
BF (N +Y M)
θN+YM
OO
(T2) GA(N +M)
GA[jN ,jM ]
ii
G(AN + AM)
G[jAN ,jAM ]
OO
∼
Gαoo
BF (N +M)
BF [jN ,jM ]
OO
θN,M
44
(T1) GAN GAM
γAN,AM
OO
B(FN ⊗ FM)
BϕN,M
OO
BFN BFM
θNθM
OO
βFN,FM
oo
(B2)
B(ID ⊗ ID)
B(s⊗t)
OO
BID BID
BsBt
OO
βI,I
oo
(B1) (D2)
BID
βλ−1I
OO
λ−1BI // ID′ BID
βI1
44
ID′  ID′
βIβI
OO
1βIoo
(D1)
ID′
βI
jj
λ−1I
44
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From bottom to top, (D1) commutes by the naturality of λ, (D2) by the functoriality
of the monoidal product−−, (B1) by the unit law for (B, β), (B2) by the naturality
of β, (T1) by the monoidality of the natural transformation θ, (T2) by the naturality
of θ, and (A) by the colimit preserving property of A and the functoriality of G.
We must also show that identity morphisms are mapped to identity morphisms.
Let
(X
1X−→ X 1X←− X, I F !◦ϕI−→ FX)
be the identity morphism on some object X in the category of F -decorated cospans.
Now this morphism has T -image
(AX
1AX−−→ AX 1AX←−− AX, I θX◦B(F !◦ϕI)◦βI−−−−−−−−−→ GAX).
But we have the following diagram
BF∅C
BF !
++
θ∅

BID
BϕI
44
BFX
θX
))
(T1) (T2)
ID′
βI
66
γI
//
γI
**
G∅C′ GαI
// GA∅C GA!
// GAX
(A1) (A2)
G∅C′
∼ G!
OO
G!
33
Here (A1) and (A2) commute by the fact A preserves colimits, (T1) commutes by
the unit law for the monoidal natural transformation θ, and (T2) commutes by the
naturality of θ.
Thus we have the equality of decorations θX ◦B(F !◦ϕI)◦βI = G!◦γI : I → GAX,
and so T sends identity morphisms to identity morphisms.
Monoidality. The coherence maps of the functor T are given by the coherence
maps for the monoidal functor A, viewed now as cospans with the empty decoration.
That is, we define the coherence maps τ to be the collection of isomorphisms
τI =

A∅C
∅C′
αI
<<
A∅C
,
GA∅C
G∅C′
G!
OO
ID′
γI
OO
 ,
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τX,Y =

A(X + Y )
AX + AY
αX,Y
77
A(X + Y )
,
GA(X + Y )
G∅C′
G!
OO
ID
γI
OO
 ,
where X, Y are objects of GCospan. As (A,α) is already strong symmetric monoidal
and τ merely views these maps in C as empty-decorated cospans in GCospan, τ is
natural in X and Y , and obeys the required coherence axioms for (T, τ) to also be
strong symmetric monoidal.
Indeed, the monoidality of a functor (T, τ) has two aspects: the naturality of the
transformation τ , and the coherence axioms. We discuss the former; since τ is just an
empty-decorated version of α, the latter then immediately follow from the coherence
of α.
The naturality of τ may be proved via the same method as that employed for
the naturality of the coherence maps of decorated cospan categories: we first use the
composition of empty decorations to compute the two paths around the naturality
square, and then use the naturality of the coherence map α to show that these two
decorated cospans are isomorphic.
In slightly more detail, suppose we have decorated cospans
(X
iX−→ N oZ←− Z, I s−→ FN) and (Y iY−→M oW←− W, I t−→ FM).
Then naturality demands that the cospans
AX + AY
AiX+AiY−−−−−→ AN + AM (oZ+oW )◦α
−1
←−−−−−−−− A(Z +W )
and
AX + AY
A(iX+iY )◦α−−−−−−−→ A(N +M) A(oZ+oW )←−−−−−− A(Z +W )
are isomorphic as decorated cospans, with decorations the top and bottom rows of
the diagram below respectively.
I⊗I
βI⊗βI // BI⊗BI Bs⊗Bt // BFN⊗BFM
θN⊗θM // GAN⊗GAM
γAN,AM
// G(AN+AM)
GαN,M

I
λ−1 66
βI (( BI
Bλ−1
// B(I⊗I)
B(s⊗t)
// B(FN⊗FM)
BϕN,M
// B(F (N+M))
θN,M
// G(A(N+M)).
As it is a subdiagram of the large functoriality commutative diagram, this diagram
commutes. The diagrams required for αN,M to be a morphism of cospans also com-
mute, so our decorated cospans are indeed isomorphic. This proves τ is a natural
tranfomation.
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Moreover, as A is coproduct-preserving and the Frobenius structures on FCospan
and GCospan are built using various copairings of the identity map, (T, τ) preserves
the hypergraph structure.
Finally, it is straightforward to observe that the maps τ are identity maps if and
only if the maps α are, so (T, τ) is a strict monoidal functor if and only (A,α) is.
When the decorating structure comprises some notion of topological diagram,
such as a graph, these natural transformations θ might describe some semantic in-
terpretation of the decorating structure. In this setting the above theorem might be
used to construct semantic functors for the decorated cospan category of diagrams.
It has the limitation, however, of only being able to construct semantic functors to
other decorated cospan categories. Note that this idea of semantic functor is loosely
inspired by, but not strictly the same as, Lawvere’s functorial semantics [Law63].
2.4 Decorations in Set are general
So far we have let decorations lie in any braided monoidal category. While this gives
us greater choice in the functors we may use for decorated cospan categories, if we
are interested in constructing a particular hypergraph category as a decorated cospan
category, it is more general than we need. In this section, we prove an observation of
Sam Staton that it is general enough to let decorations lie in the symmetric monoidal
category (Set,×) of sets, functions, and the cartesian product.
The key observation is that decorated cospans only make use of the sets of
monoidal elements x : I → X in the decorating category D. To extract this in-
formation, use the covariant hom functor D(I,−) : (D,⊗) → (Set,×). This takes
each object X in D to the homset D(I,X), and each morphism f : X → Y to the
function
D(I, f) : D(I,X) −→ D(I, Y );
x 7−→ f ◦ x.
Write 1 = {•} for the monoidal unit of (Set,×).
Proposition 2.9. Let (D,⊗) be a braided monoidal category. Define maps
d1 : 1 −→ D(I, I);
• 7−→ idI
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and
dX,Y : D(I,X)×D(I, Y ) −→ D(I,X ⊗ Y );
(x, y) 7−→ (I ρ−1−−→ I ⊗ I x⊗y−−→ X ⊗ Y ).
These are natural in X and Y .
Furthermore, with these as coherence maps, the covariant hom functor on I,
D(I,−) : (D,⊗)→ (Set,×), is a lax braided monoidal functor.
Proof. The naturality of the maps dX,Y follows from the naturality of ρ. The coher-
ence axioms immediately follow from the coherence of the braided monoidal category
D.
Composing a decorating functor F with this hom functor produces an isomorphic
decorated cospan category. Note that we write D(I, F−) = D(I,−) ◦ F .
Proposition 2.10. Let F : (C,+)→ (D,⊗) be a braided lax monoidal functor. Then
FCospan and D(I, F−)Cospan are isomorphic as hypergraph categories.
Proof. We have the commutative-by-definition triangle of braided lax monoidal func-
tors
(D,⊗)
D(I,−)

(C,+)
F
44
D(I,F−) **
(Set,×)
By Theorem 2.8, this gives a strict hypergraph functor FCospan→ D(I, F−)Cospan.
It is easily observed that this functor is bijective on objects and on morphisms.
Similarly, taking Set to be our decorating category does not impinge upon the
functors that can be constructed using decorated cospans.
Proposition 2.11. Let T : FCospan → GCospan be a decorated cospans functor.
Then there is a decorated cospans functor U such that the square of hypergraph func-
tors
FCospan T //
∼

GCospan
∼

D(I, F−)Cospan U // D′(I,G−)Cospan
commutes, where the vertical maps are the isomorphisms given by the previous propo-
sition.
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Proof. Write
(C,+) (F,ϕ) //
(A,α)

  θ
(D,⊗)
(B,β)

(C ′,+)
(G,γ)
// (D′,).
for the monoidal natural transformation yielding T , and write
βX : D(I,X) −→ D′(I, BX);
(ID
x−→ X) 7−→ (ID′ βI−→ BID Bx−→ BX)
for all X ∈ D. This defines a monoidal natural transformation β : D(I,−) ⇒
D′(I, B−), with the monoidality following from the monoidality of the functor (B, β).
Next, define U as the functor resulting from the decorated cospan construction
applied to the horizontal composition of monoidal natural transformations
(C,+) (F,ϕ) //
(A,α)

  θ
(D,⊗) D(I,−) //
(B,β)

	 β
(Set,×)
(C ′,+)
(G,γ)
// (D′,) D′(I,−) // (Set,×).
To see that the required square of hypergraph functors commutes, observe that both
functors FCospan→ D′(I,G−)Cospan take objects X to AX and morphisms
(X
i−→ N o←− Y, I s−→ FN)
to (
AX
Ai−→ AN Ao←− AY, θN ◦Bs ◦ βI ∈ D′(I,GAN)
)
.
Remark 2.12. Note that the braided monoidal categories (C,+) and (Set,×) are
both symmetric monoidal categories. As symmetric monoidal functors are just braided
monoidal functors between symmetric monoidal categories, when working with the
decorating category Set we may refer to the decorating functors F as symmetric lax
monoidal, rather than merely braided lax monoidal.
Remark 2.13. When C has finite colimits, call a lax symmetric monoidal functor
(C,+) → (Set,×) a lax symmetric monoidal copresheaf on C. A morphism between
lax symmetric monoidal copresheaves F and G on categories C and C ′ with finite
colimits is a colimit preserving functor A : F → G together with a monoidal natural
transformation θ : F ⇒ G ◦ A. This forms a category.
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The work in this chapter implies there exists a full and faithful functor from this
category to the category of hypergraph categories, taking a lax symmetric monoidal
copresheaf on a category with finite colimits to its decorated cospans category.
2.5 Examples
In this final section we outline two constructions of decorated cospan categories,
based on labelled graphs and linear subspaces respectively, and a functor between
these two categories interpreting each graph as an electrical circuit. We shall see
that the decorated cospan framework allows us to take a notion of closed system
and construct a corresponding notion of open or composable system, together with
semantics for these systems.
This electrical circuits example is the motivating application for the decorated
cospan construction, and its shortcomings motivate the further theoretical develop-
ment of decorated cospans in the next chapter. Armed with these additional tools,
we will return to the application for a full discussion in Chapter 6.
2.5.1 Labelled graphs
Recall that a [0,∞)-graph (N,E, s, t, r) comprises a finite set N of vertices (or
nodes), a finite set E of edges, functions s, t : E → N describing the source and
target of each edge, and a function r : E → [0,∞) labelling each edge. The decorated
cospan framework allows us to construct a category with, roughly speaking, these
graphs as morphisms. More precisely, our morphisms will consist of these graphs,
together with subsets of the nodes marked, with multiplicity, as ‘input’ and ‘output’
connection points.
Pick small categories equivalent to the category of [0,∞)-graphs such that we may
talk about the set of all [0,∞)-graphs on each finite set N . Then we may consider
the functor
Graph: (FinSet,+) −→ (Set,×)
taking a finite set N to the set Graph(N) of [0,∞)-graphs (N,E, s, t, r) with set of
nodes N . On morphisms let it take a function f : N →M to the function that pushes
labelled graph structures on a set N forward onto the set M :
Graph(f) : Graph(N) −→ Graph(M);
(N,E, s, t, r) 7−→ (M,E, f ◦ s, f ◦ t, r).
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As this map simply acts by post-composition, our map Graph is indeed functorial.
We then arrive at a lax braided monoidal functor (Graph, ζ) by equipping this
functor with the natural transformation
ζN,M : Graph(N)×Graph(M) −→ Graph(N +M);(
(N,E, s, t, r), (M,F, s′, t′, r′)
) 7−→ (N +M,E + F, s+ s′, t+ t′, [r, r′]),
together with the unit map
ζ1 : 1 = {•} −→ Graph(∅);
• 7−→ (∅,∅, !, !, !),
where we remind ourselves that we write [r, r′] for the copairing of the functions r and
r′. The naturality of this collection of morphisms, as well as the coherence laws for
lax braided monoidal functors, follow from the universal property of the coproduct.
Theorem 2.4 thus allows us to construct a hypergraph category GraphCospan.
For an intuitive visual understanding of the morphisms of this category and its com-
position rule, see §2.1. The main idea is that composition glues together any pair of
terminal that have the same preimage under the cospan maps. An identity morphism
is the empty decorated identity cospan or, equivalently, a graph with no edges in
which every vertex is both an input and an output:
X X
The Frobenius maps are also empty decorated, with each node in the apex marked
as input or output perhaps multiple or no times, as appropriate. For example, the
Frobenius multiplication on a one element set Y is given by the decorated cospan:
Y + Y Y
2.5.2 Linear relations
Another example of a decorated cospan category arising from a functor (FinSet,+)→
(Set,×) is closely related to the category of linear relations. Here we decorate each
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cospan in Set with a linear subspace of RN ⊕ (RN)∗, the sum of the vector space
generated by the apex N over R and its vector space dual.
First let us recall some facts about relations. Let R ⊆ X × Y be a relation; we
write this also as R : X → Y . The opposite relation Rop : Y → X, is the subset
Rop ⊆ Y ×X such that (y, x) ∈ Rop if and only if (x, y) ∈ R. We say that the image
of a subset S ⊆ X under a relation R : X → Y is the subset of all elements of the
codomain Y related by R to an element of S. Note that if X and Y are vector spaces
and S and R are both linear subspaces, then the image R(S) of S under R is again
a linear subspace.
Now any function f : N → M induces a linear map f ∗ : RM → RN by precompo-
sition. This linear map f ∗ itself induces a dual map f∗ : (RN)∗ → (RM)∗ by precom-
position. Furthermore f ∗ has, as a linear relation f ∗ ⊆ RM ⊕ RN , an opposite linear
relation (f ∗)op : RN → RM . Define the functor
LinSub: (FinSet,+) −→ (Set,×)
taking a finite set N to set of linear subspaces of the vector space RN ⊕ (RN)∗, and
taking a function f : N → M to the function LinSub(N) → LinSub(M) induced by
the sum of these two relations:
LinSub(f) : LinSub(N) −→ LinSub(M);
L 7−→ ((f ∗)op ⊕ f∗)(L).
The above operations on f used in the construction of this map are functorial, and
so it is readily observed that LinSub is indeed a functor.
It is moreover lax braided monoidal as the sum of a linear subspace of RN⊕(RN)∗
and a linear subspace of RM ⊕ (RM)∗ may be viewed as a subspace of RN ⊕ (RN)∗ ⊕
RM ⊕ (RM)∗ ∼= RN+M ⊕ (RN+M)∗ ∼= RM+N ⊕ (RM+N)∗, and the empty subspace is a
linear subspace of each RN ⊕ (RN)∗.
We thus have a hypergraph category LinSubCospan.
2.5.3 Electrical circuits
Electrical circuits and their diagrams are the motivating application for the decorated
cospan construction. Specialising to the case of networks of linear resistors, we de-
tail here how we may use the category LinSubCospan to provide semantics for the
morphisms of GraphCospan as diagrams of networks of linear resistors.
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Intuitively, after choosing a unit of resistance, say ohms (Ω), each [0,∞)-graph
can be viewed as a network of linear resistors, with the [0,∞)-graph of §2.1 now more
commonly depicted as
0.2Ω
1.3Ω
0.8Ω 2.0Ω
GraphCospan may then be viewed as a category with morphisms circuits of linear
resistors equipped with chosen input and output terminals.
The suitability of this language is seen in the way the different categorical struc-
tures of GraphCospan capture different operations that can be performed with cir-
cuits. To wit, the sequential composition expresses the fact that we can connect
the outputs of one circuit to the inputs of the next, while the monoidal composition
models the placement of circuits side-by-side. Furthermore, the symmetric monoidal
structure allows us reorder input and output wires, the compactness captures the
interchangeability between input and output terminals of circuits—that is, the fact
that we can choose any input terminal to our circuit and consider it instead as an
output terminal, and vice versa—and the Frobenius structure expresses the fact that
we may wire any node of the circuit to as many additional components as we like.
Moreover, Theorem 2.8 provides semantics. Each node in a network of resistors
can be assigned an electric potential and a net current outflow at that node, and so
the set N of vertices of a [0,∞)-graph can be seen as generating a space RN ⊕ (RN)∗
of electrical states of the network. We define a natural transformation
Res : Graph =⇒ LinSub
mapping each [0,∞)-graph on N , viewed as a network of resistors, to the linear
subspace of RN ⊕ (RN)∗ of electrical states permitted by Ohm’s law.2 In detail,
let ψ ∈ RN . We define the power Q : RN → R corresponding to a [0,∞)-graph
(N,E, s, t, r) to be the function
Q(ψ) =
∑
e∈E
1
r(e)
(
ψ
(
t(e)
)− ψ(s(e)))2.
2Note that these states need not obey Kirchhoff’s current law.
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Then the states of a network of resistors are given by a potential φ on the nodes and
the gradient of the power at this potential:
ResN : Graph(N) −→ LinSub(N)
(N,E, s, t, r) 7−→ {(φ,∇Qφ) | φ ∈ RN}.
This defines a monoidal natural transformation. Hence, by Theorem 2.8, we obtain
a hypergraph functor GraphCospan→ LinSubCospan.
The semantics provided by this functor match the standard interpretation of net-
works of linear resistors. The maps of the Frobenius monoid take on the interpre-
tation of perfectly conductive wires, forcing the potentials at all nodes they con-
nect to be equal, and the sum of incoming currents to equal the sum of outgoing
currents—precisely the behaviour implied by Kirchhoff’s laws. More generally, let
(X
i→ N o← Y, (N,E, s, t, r)) be a morphism of GraphCospan, with Q the power func-
tion corresponding to the graph Γ = (N,E, s, t, r). The image of this decorated cospan
in LinSubCospan is the decorated cospan (X
i→ N o← Y, {(φ,∇Qφ) | φ ∈ RN}). Then
it is straightforward to check that the subspace
LinSub[i, o]
(
ResN(Γ)
) ⊆ RX+Y ⊕ (RX+Y )∗
is the subspace of electrical states on the terminals X + Y such that currents and
potentials can be chosen across the network of resistors (N,E, s, t, r) that obey Ohm’s
and, on its interior, Kirchhoff’s laws. In particular, after passing to a subspace of
the terminals in this way, composition in LinSubCospan corresponds to enforcing
Kirchhoff’s laws on the shared terminals of the two networks.
This behaviour at the terminals X +Y is often all we are interested in: for exam-
ple, in a large electrical network, substituting a subcircuit for a different subcircuit
with the same terminal behaviour will not affect the rest of the network. Yet this ter-
minal behaviour is not yet encoded directly in the categorical structure. The images
of circuits in GraphCospan in LinSubCospan are cospans decorated by a subspace of
RN ⊕ (RN)∗, keeping track of all the internal behaviour as well. This can be undesir-
able, for reasons of information compression as well as reasoning about equivalence.
The next chapter addresses this issue by introducing corelations.
Chapter 3
Corelations: a tool for black boxing
As we have seen, cospans are a useful tool for describing finite colimits, and so for de-
scribing the interconnection of systems. In the previous chapter we defined decorated
cospans to take advantage of this fact and provide a tool for composing structures
that had no inherent composition law, like graphs and subspaces. In many situa-
tions, however, the colimit contains more information than we care about. Rather
than concerning ourselves with all the internal structure of a system, we only find
a certain aspect of it relevant—roughly, the part that affects what happens at the
boundary. This is better modelled by corelations. In this chapter we develop the
theory of corelations.
As usual, we begin by giving an intuitive overview of the aims of this chapter in
§3.1. We then give the formal details of corelation categories (§3.2) and their functors
(§3.3), before concluding in §3.4 with two important examples: equivalence relations
as epi-mono corelations in (Set,+), and linear relations as epi-mono corelations in
(Vect,⊕). This sets us up for a decorated version of this theory in Chapter 4.
3.1 The idea of black boxing
Thus far we have argued that network languages should be modelled using hyper-
graph categories, and shown that cospans provide a good language for talking about
interconnection. We then developed the theory of decorated cospans, which allows us
to take diagrams, mark ‘inputs’ and ‘outputs’ using cospans, and then compose these
diagrams using pushouts. This turns a notion of closed system into a notion of open
one.
A serious limitation of using cospans alone, however, is that cospans indiscri-
mately accumulate information. For example, suppose we consider the morphisms of
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GraphCospan as open electrical circuits as in §2.5.3. Pursuing this, let us depict a
graph decorated cospan from (X
i−→ N o←− Y, (N,E, s, t, r)) by
where the bullets • on the left represent the elements of the set X, those on the right
represent the elements of Y , and we draw a line from x ∈ X or y ∈ Y to a node n in
the graph when i(x) = n or o(y) = n. We omit the labels (resistances) on the edges
as these are not essential to the main point here.
We also depict an example of composition of these open circuits using decorated
cospans:
7→
Note in particular that the composite of these open circuits contains a unique resistor
for every resistor in the factors. If we are interested in describing the syntax of
a diagrammatic language, then this is useful: composition builds given expressions
into a larger one. If we are only interested in the semantics, however, this is often
unnecessary and thus often wildly inefficient.
Indeed, suppose our semantics for open circuits is given by the information that
can be gleaned by connecting other open circuits, such as measurement devices, to
the terminals. In these semantics we consider two open circuits equivalent if, should
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they be encased, but for their terminals, in a black box
we would be unable to distinguish them through our electrical investigations. In this
case, at the very least, the previous circuit is equivalent to the circuit
where we have removed circuitry not connected to the terminals. Moreover, this sec-
ond circuit is a much more efficient representation, as it does not model inaccessible,
internal structure. If we wish to construct a hypergraph category modelling the se-
mantics of open circuits, we require circuit representations and a composition rule
that only retain the information relevant to the black boxed circuit.
Dealing with this problem fully requires further discussion of the semantics of
circuit diagrams, and the introduction of structures more flexible than graphs, such
as linear relations. We deal with this in depth in Chapter 6. In this chapter, however,
we are able to contribute an important piece of the puzzle: corelations.
Corelations allow us to pursue a notion of composition that discards extrane-
ous information as we compose our systems. Consider, for example, the category
Cospan(FinSet) of cospans in the category of finite sets and functions. A morphism
is then a finite set N together with functions X → N and Y → N . We depict these
like so:
X N Y
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Here X is a two element set, while N and Y are four element sets.
Suppose we have a pair of cospans X → N ← Y , Y → M ← Z. By definition,
their composite has apex the pushout N +Y M which, roughly speaking, is the union
of N and M with two points identified if they are both images of the same element
of Y . For example, the following pair of cospans:
X N Y M Z
becomes
X N +Y M Z
Here we see essentially the same phenomenon as we described for circuits above: the
apex of the cospan is much larger than the image of the maps from the feet.
Corelations address this with what is known as a (E ,M)-factorisation system. A
factorisation system comprises subcategories E andM of C such that every morphism
in C factors, in a coherent way, as the composite of a morphism in E followed by a
morphism inM. An example, known as the epi-mono factorisation system on Set, is
yielded by the observation that every function can be written as a surjection followed
by an injection.
Corelations, or more precisely (E ,M)-corelations, are cospans X → N ← Y such
that the copairing X + Y → N of the two maps is an element of the first factor E of
the factorisation system. Composition of corelations proceeds first as composition of
cospans, but then takes only the so-called E-part of the composite cospan, to ensure
the composite is again a corelation. If we take the E-part of a cospan X → N ← Y ,
we write the new apex N , and so the resulting corelation X → N ← Y .
Mapping the above two cospans to epi-mono corelations in FinSet they become
X N Y M = M Z,
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with composite
X N +Y M Z.
Note that the apex of the composite corelation is the subset of the apex of the
composite cospan comprising those elements that are in the image of the maps from
the feet. The intuition, again, is that composition of corelations discards irrelevant
information—of course, exactly what it discards depends on our choice of factorisation
system.
In this chapter we show that given a category C with finite colimits and a factori-
sation system (E ,M), if M obeys a condition known as ‘stability under pushout’,
then corelations in C form a hypergraph category. We also show that given a colimit-
preserving functor A between such categories C, C ′ with factorisation systems (E ,M),
(E ′,M′), A induces a hypergraph functor between their corelation categories if the
image of M lies in M′.
3.2 Corelations
Given sets X, Y , a relation X → Y is a subset of the product X × Y . Note that
by the universal property of the product, spans X ← N → Y are in one-to-one
correspondence with functions N → X×Y . When this map is monic, we say that the
span is jointly monic. More abstractly then, we might say a relation is an isomorphism
class of jointly monic spans in the category of sets. Here we generalise the dual
concept: these are our so-called corelations.
Relations and, equivalently, multi-valued functions have long been a structure of
mathematical interest, with their formalisation going back to De Morgan [DeM60]
and Pierce [Pie70] in the nineteenth century. One hundred years later, their category
theoretic generalisation as subobjects of pairwise products was introduced by Puppe
[Pup62] and Mac Lane [Mac63a] in the setting of abelian categories, and Barr [Bar70]
for regular categories. Subsequently, Klein [Kle70] provided conditions under which
these relations can be given an associative composition rule—albeit conditions slightly
more restrictive than that which we use here—and by now the categorical theory of
relations is well studied [FS90, Mil00, JW00]. The key insight is the definition of a
factorisation system. We begin this section by introducing this idea, before developing
the theory of not just categories of relations, but monoidal categories of (co)relations.
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3.2.1 Factorisation systems
The relevant properties of jointly monic spans come from the fact that monomor-
phisms form one half of a factorisation system. A factorisation system allows any
morphism in a category to be factored into the composite of two morphisms in a
coherent way. This subsection introduces factorisation systems and monoidal factori-
sation systems.
Definition 3.1. A factorisation system (E ,M) in a category C comprises subcat-
egories E , M of C such that
(i) E and M contain all isomorphisms of C.
(ii) every morphism f ∈ C admits a factorisation f = m ◦ e, e ∈ E , m ∈M.
(iii) given morphisms f, f ′, with factorisations f = m ◦ e, f ′ = m′ ◦ e′ of the above
sort, for every u, v such that the square
f
//
u

v

f ′
//
commutes, there exists a unique morphism s such that
e //
u

m //
∃!s

v

e′
//
m′
//
commutes.
Examples 3.2.
• Write IC for the wide subcategory of C containing exactly the isomorphisms of
C. Then (IC, C) and (C, IC) are both factorisation systems in C. While these
may seem too trivial to mention, we will see they are of central importance in
what follows.
• The prototypical example of a factorisation system is the epi-mono factorisation
system (Sur, Inj) in Set. Here we write Sur for the subcategory of surjections
in Set, and Inj for the subcategory of injections.
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Recall that a split monomorphism is a map m : X → Y such that there exists
a one-sided inverse, i.e. a map m′ : Y → X such that m′m = idX . Observe
that, assuming the axiom of choice, all monos in Set split. One way of proving
that the above is a factorisation system on Set is via the more general fact,
true in any category: if every arrow can be factorised as an epi followed by a
split mono, then epimorphisms and split monomorphisms form the factors of
a factorisation system. The only non-trivial part to check is the uniqueness
condition: given epis e1, e2, split monos m1,m2, and commutative diagram
e1 //
u

m1 //
∃!t

v

e2
//
m2
//
we must show that there is a unique t that makes the diagram commute. Indeed
let t = m′2vm1 where m
′
2 satisfies m
′
2m2 = id. To see that the right square
commutes, observe
m2te1 = m2m
′
2vm1e1 = m2m
′
2m2e2u = m2e2u = vm1e1
and since e1 is epi we have m2t = vm1. For the left square,
te1 = m
′
2vm1e1 = m
′
2m2e2u = e2u.
Uniqueness is immediate, since, e1 is epi and m2 is mono.
• Recall that a regular epimorphism is an epimorphism that is the coequaliser
for some pair of parallel morphisms. (Dually, a regular monomorphism is an
equaliser for some pair of parallel morphisms.) In any so-called regular category
the regular epimorphisms and monomorphisms form a factorisation system.
Examples of regular categories include Set, toposes, and abelian categories.
Regular categories were introduced by Barr and Grillet; for more details see
[Bar71, Gri71].
More details and further examples can be found in [AHS04, §14].
As we are concerned with building monoidal categories of corelations, it will be
important that our factorisation systems are monoidal factorisation systems.
Definition 3.3. Call a factorisation system (E ,M) in a monoidal category (C,⊗) a
monoidal factorisation system if (E ,⊗) is a monoidal category.
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One might wonder whyM does not appear in the above definition. To give a touch
more intuition for this definition, we quote a theorem of Ambler. Recall a symmetric
monoidal closed category is one in which each functor − ⊗ X has a specified right
adjoint [X,−].
Proposition 3.4. Let (E ,M) be a factorisation system in a symmetric monoidal
closed category (C,⊗). Then the following are equivalent:
(i) (E ,M) is a monoidal factorisation system.
(ii) E is closed under −⊗X for all X ∈ C.
(iii) M is closed under [X,−] for all X ∈ C.
Proof. See Ambler for proof and further details [Amb91, Lemma 5.2.2].
We need not worry too much, however, about the distinction between factorisation
systems and monoidal factorisation systems. The reason is that for our purposes—
where the underlying category C has finite colimits and the monoidal product is
the coproduct—all factorisation systems are monoidal factorisation systems. This is
implied by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let C be a category with finite coproducts, and let (E ,M) be a factori-
sation system on C. Then (E ,+) is a symmetric monoidal category.
Proof. The only thing to check is that E is closed under +. That is, given f : A→ B
and g : C → D in E , we wish to show that f + g : A + C → B + D, defined in C, is
also a morphism in E .
Let f + g have factorisation A + C
e−→ B +D m−→ B + D, where e ∈ E and
m ∈ M. We will prove that m is an isomorphism. To construct an inverse, recall
that by definition, as f and g lie in E , there exist morphisms x : B → B +D and
y : D → B +D such that
A
f
//

B
x

B

A+ C e
// B +D m
// B +D
and C
g
//

D
y

D

A+ C e
// B +D m
// B +D
(1)
The copairing [x, y] is an inverse to m.
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Indeed, taking the coproduct of the top rows of the two diagrams above and the
copairings of the vertical maps gives the commutative diagram
A+ C
f+g
// B +D
[x,y]

B +D
A+ C e // B +D m // B +D
Reading the right-hand square immediately gives m ◦ [x, y] = 1.
Conversely, to see that [x, y] ◦m = 1, remember that by definition f + g = m ◦ e.
So the left-hand square above implies that
A+ C e // B +D
[x,y]◦m

A+ C e
// B +D
commutes. But by the universal property of factorisation systems, there is a unique
map B +D → B +D such that this diagram commutes, and clearly the identity map
also suffices. Thus [x, y] ◦m = 1.
3.2.2 Corelations
Now that we have introduced factorisation systems, observe that relations are just
spans X ← N → Y in Set such that N → X×Y is an element of Inj, the right factor
in the factorisation system (Sur, Inj). Relations may thus be generalised as spans
such that the span maps jointly belong to some class M of an (E ,M)-factorisation
system. We define corelations in the dual manner.
Definition 3.6. Let C be a category with finite colimits, and let (E ,M) be a factori-
sation system on C. An (E ,M)-corelation X → Y is a cospan X i−→ N o←− Y in
C such that the copairing [i, o] : X + Y → N lies in E .
When the factorisation system is clear from context, we simply call (E ,M)-
corelations ‘corelations’.
We also say that a cospan X
i−→ N o←− Y with the property that the copairing
[i, o] : X + Y → N lies in E is jointly E-like. Note that if a cospan is jointly E-
like then so are all isomorphic cospans. Thus the property of being a corelation is
closed under isomorphism of cospans, and we again are often lazy with our language,
referring to both jointly E-like cospans and their isomorphism classes as corelations.
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If f : A → N is a morphism with factorisation f = m ◦ e, write N for the object
such that e : A→ N and m : N → N . Now, given a cospan X iX−→ N oY←− Y , we may
use the factorisation system to write the copairing [iX , oY ] : X + Y → N as
X + Y
e−→ N m−→ N.
From the universal property of the coproduct, we also have maps ιX : X → X + Y
and ιY : Y → X + Y . We then call the corelation
X
e◦ιX−→ N e◦ιY←− Y
the E-part of the above cospan. On occasion we will also write e : X + Y → N for
the same corelation.
Examples 3.7. Many examples of corelations are already familiar.
• For the morphism-isomorphism factorisation system (C, IC), corelations are just
cospans.
• For the isomorphism-morphism factorisation (IC, C), jointly IC-like cospans
X → Y are simply isomorphisms X + Y ∼→ N . Thus there is a unique iso-
morphism class of corelations between any two objects.
• Note that the category Set has finite colimits and an epi-mono factorisation
system (Sur, Inj). Epi-mono corelations from X → Y in Set are surjective func-
tions X +Y → N ; thus their isomorphism classes are partitions, or equivalence
relations on X + Y .
While this compositional structure on equivalence relations has not the promi-
nence of that on relations, these corelations have been recognised as an im-
portant structure. Ellerman gives a detailed treatment from a logic viewpoint
in [Ell14], while basic category theoretic aspects can be found in Lawvere and
Rosebrugh [LR03]. Note that in these and in other sources, including [CF, BF],
the term corelation is used to solely refer to these (Sur, Inj)-corelations in Set,
while here we use the term corelation primarily in the generalised sense.
Our next task is to define a composition rule on corelations.
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3.2.3 Categories of corelations
We begin this subsection by defining a composition rule on isomorphism classes of
corelations. The end goal, however, is to define a hypergraph category in which
the morphism are corelations. Here we will explain how to define such a category,
introducing and exploring the important condition that M is stable under pushout.
We leave the proof that we have truly defined a hypergraph category for the next
subsection.
We compose corelations by taking the E-part of their composite cospan. That is,
given corelations X
iX−→ N oY←− Y and Y iY−→ M oZ←− Z, their composite is given by
the cospan X
e◦ιX−−→ N +Y M e◦ιZ←−− Z in the commutative diagram
N +Y M
N +Y M
N X + Z M
X Y Z,
m
jN
ιX ιZ
e
jM
iX
oY iY
oZ
where m ◦ e is the (E ,M)-factorisation of [jN ◦ iX , jM ◦ oZ ] : X + Z → N +Y M .
It is well known that this composite is unique up to isomorphism, and that when
M is well behaved it defines a category with isomorphism classes of corelations as
morphisms. For instance, a bicategorical version of the dual theorem, for spans and
relations, can be found in [JW00]. Nonetheless, for the sake of completeness we will
explain all the details and sketch our own argument here. The first fact to show is
that, as we have just stated, the composite of corelations is unique up to isomorphism.
Proposition 3.8. Let C be a category with finite colimits and with a factorisation
system (E ,M). Then the above is a well-defined composition rule on isomorphism
classes of corelations.
Proof. Let (X
iX−→ N oY←− Y , X i
′
X−→ N ′ o
′
Y←− Y ) and (Y iY−→ M oZ←− Z, Y i
′
Y−→
M ′
o′Z←− Z) be pairs of isomorphic jointly E-like cospans. By Proposition 2.2 their
composites as cospans are isomorphic via an isomorphism p : N +Y M → N ′ +Y M ′.
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The factorisation system then gives an isomorphism s such that the diagram
X + Z e // N +Y M
m //
s∼

N +Y M
∼ p

X + Z
e′
// N ′ +Y M ′
m′
// N ′ +Y M ′
commutes. Thus s is an isomorphism of the composite corelations.
As we have said, this composition rule only gives a category when M is well
behaved. The reason is that composition of corelations is not associative in general.
It is, however, associative when M is stable under pushout. We now define this,
provide some examples, and prove a crucial lemma.
Definition 3.9. Given a category C, we say that a subcategoryM is stable under
pushout if for every pushout square
j
//
OO
m //
OO
such that m ∈M, we also have that j ∈M.
Examples 3.10. There are many examples of (E ,M)-factorisation systems withM
stable under pushout, including the factorisation systems (IC, C) and (C, IC) in C, and
(Sur, Inj) in Set.
This last example generalises to any topos. Indeed, Lack and Sobocin´ski showed
that monomorphisms are stable under pushout in any adhesive category [LS04]. Since
any topos is both a regular category and an adhesive category [LS06, Lac11], the
regular epimorphism-monomorphism factorisation system in any topos is an (E ,M)-
factorisation system with M stable under pushout.
Another example is the dual of any regular category. Such a category is known
as a coregular category, and is by definition a category that has finite colimits and
an epimorphism-regular monomorphism factorisation system with regular monomor-
phisms stable under pushout. Examples of these include the category of topological
spaces and continuous maps, as well as Setop, any cotopos, and so on.
Stability under pushout is a powerful property. A key corollary, both for associa-
tivity and in general, is that it implies M is also closed under +.
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Lemma 3.11. Let C be a category with finite colimits, and letM be a subcategory of C
stable under pushouts and containing all isomorphisms. Then (M,+) is a symmetric
monoidal category.
Proof. It is enough to show that for all morphisms m,m′ ∈ M we have m + m′ in
M. Since M contains all isomorphisms, the coherence maps are inherited from C.
The required axioms—the functoriality of the tensor product, the naturality of the
coherence maps, and the coherence laws—are also inherited as they hold in C.
To see m+m′ is in M, simply observe that we have the pushout square
A+ C
m+1
// B + C
A
m //
ι
OO
B
ι
OO
in C. AsM is stable under pushout, m+ 1 ∈M. Similarly, 1 +m′ ∈M. Thus their
composite m+m′ lies in M, as required.
An analogous argument shows that pushouts of maps m+Ym
′ also lie inM. Using
this lemma it is not difficult to show associativity—the key point is that factorisation
‘commutes’ with pushouts, and that we have a category Corel(E,M)(C). Again, this is
all well known, and can be found in [JW00]. We will incidentally reprove these facts
in the following, while pursuing richer structure.
Indeed, for modelling networks, we require not just a category, but a hypergraph
category. Corelation categories come equipped with this extra structure. Recall
that we gave decorated cospan categories a hypergraph structure by defining a wide
embedding Cospan(C) ↪→ FCospan, via which FCospan inherited the coherence and
Frobenius maps (Theorem 2.4). We will argue similarly here, after showing that the
map
Cospan(C) −→ Corel(C)
taking each cospan to its jointly E-like part is functorial. Indeed, we define the
coherence and Frobenius maps of Corel(C) to be their image under this map. For
the monoidal product we again use the coproduct in C; the monoidal product of two
corelations is their monoidal product as cospans.
Theorem 3.12. Let C be a category with finite colimits, and let (E ,M) be a fac-
torisation system on C such that M is stable under pushout. Then there exists a
hypergraph category Corel(E,M)(C) with
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The hypergraph category (Corel(E,M)(C),+)
objects the objects of C
morphisms isomorphism classes of (E ,M)-corelations in C
composition given by the E-part of pushout
monoidal product the coproduct in C
coherence maps inherited from Cospan(C)
hypergraph maps inherited from Cospan(C)
Again, we will drop explicit reference to the factorisation system when context
allows, simply writing Corel(C).
Examples 3.13. In each factorisation system of Examples 3.7 the right factorM is
stable under pushout. The hypergraph category Corel(C,IC)(C) is just the hypergraph
category of cospans in C. In the hypergraph category Corel(IC ,C)(C), the only mor-
phism between any two objects X and Y is the isomorphism class of the corelation
X
ιX−→ X + Y ιY←− Y corresponding to the identity map X + Y → X + Y in IC. Thus
Corel(IC ,C)(C) is the indiscrete category on the objects of C.
We discussed epi-mono corelations in FinSet informally in our motivation section
§3.1. These are equivalence relations between finite sets. This example is perhaps the
most instructive for black-boxing open systems, and we will return to it in §3.4.1.
Proposition 3.8 shows that our composition rule is a well-defined function; Lemma
3.5 shows likewise for the monoidal product +: Corel(C)×Corel(C)→ Corel(C). Thus
we have the required data for a hypergraph category. It remains to check a number
of axioms: associativity and unitality of the categorical composition, functoriality of
the monoidal product, naturality of the coherence maps, the coherence axioms for
symmetric monoidal categories, the Frobenius laws.
Our strategy for this will be to show that the surjective function from cospans to
corelations defined by taking a cospan to its jointly E-part preserves both composition
and the monoidal product. This then implies that to evaluate an expression in the
monoidal category of corelations, we may simply evaluate it in the monoidal category
of cospans, and then take the E-part. Thus if an equation is true for cospans, it is
true for corelations.
Instead of proving just this, however, we will prove a generalisation regarding an
analogous map between any two corelation categories. Such a map exists whenever
we have two corelation categories Corel(E,M)(C) and Corel(E ′,M′)(C ′) and a colimit
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preserving functor A : C → C ′ such that the image of M lies in M′. As (C, IC)-
corelations are just cospans, this reduces to the desired special case by taking the
domain to be the category of (C, IC)-corelations, C ′ to be equal to C, and A to be the
identity functor. But the generality is not spurious: it has the advantage of proving
the existence of a class of hypergraph functors between corelation categories in the
same fell swoop.
Although a touch convoluted, this strategy is worth the pause for thought. We
will use it once again for decorated corelations, to great economy.
3.3 Functors between corelation categories
We have seen that to construct a functor between cospan categories one may start
with a colimit-preserving functor between the underlying categories. Corelations are
cospans where we forget the M-part of each cospan. Hence for functors between
corelation categories, we require not just a colimit-preserving functor but, loosely
speaking, also that we don’t forget too much in the domain category compared to the
codomain category.
We devote the next few pages to proving the following proposition. Along the
way we prove, as promised, that corelation categories are well-defined hypergraph
categories.
Proposition 3.14. Let C, C ′ have finite colimits and respective factorisation systems
(E ,M), (E ′,M′), such thatM andM′ are stable under pushout. Further let A : C →
C ′ be a functor that preserves finite colimits and such that the image ofM lies inM′.
Then we may define a hypergraph functor  : Corel(C)→ Corel(C ′) sending each
object X in Corel(C) to AX in Corel(C ′) and each corelation
X
iX−→ N oY←− Y
to the E ′-part
AX
e′◦ιAX−−−−→ AN e′◦ιAY←−−−− AY.
of the image cospan. The coherence maps are the E ′-part κX,Y of the isomorphisms
κX,Y : AX + AY → A(X + Y ) given as A preserves colimits.
As discussed, we still have to prove that Corel(C) is a hypergraph category. We
address this first with two lemmas regarding these proposed functors.
Lemma 3.15. The above function  : Corel(C)→ Corel(C ′) preserves composition.
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Proof. Let f = (X −→ N ←− Y ) and g = (Y −→M ←− Z) be corelations in C. By
definition, the corelations (g) ◦ (f) and (g ◦ f) are given by the first arrows in
the top and bottom row respectively of the diagram:
AX+AZ
E ′ // AN+AY AM
M′ //
OO
n

AN+AY AM
m′AN+AYm
′
AM // AN+AY AM
AX+AZ
E ′ // A(N+YM)
M′ // A(N+YM)
AmN+Y M // A(N+YM)

∼
OO
(∗)
The morphisms labelled E ′ lie in E ′, and similarly for M′; these are given by the
factorisation system on C ′. The maps AmN+YM and m′AN +AY m′AM lie in M′ too:
AmN+YM as it is in the image of M, and m′AN +AY m′AM as M′ is stable under
pushout.
Moreover, the diagram commutes as both maps AX+AZ → AN+AYAM compose
to that given by the pushout of the images of f and g over AY . Thus the diagram
represents two (E ′,M′) factorisations of the same morphism, and there exists an
isomorphism n between the corelations (g) ◦ (f) and (g ◦ f). This proves that
 preserves composition.
This first lemma allows us to verify the associativity and unit laws for Corel(C).
Corollary 3.16. Corel(C) is well defined as a category.
Proof. Consider the case of Proposition 3.14 with C = C ′, (E ,M) = (C, IC), and
A = 1C. Then the domain of  is Cospan(C) by definition. In this case, the function
 : Cospan(C)→ Corel(C) is bijective-on-objects and surjective-on-morphisms. Thus
to compute the composite of any two corelations, we may consider them as cospans,
compute their composite as cospans, and then take the E-part of the result. Since
composition of cospans is associative and unital, so is composition of corelations, with
the identity corelation just the image of the identity cospan.
Note that the identity in Corel(C) may not be the identity cospan itself. For
example, with the factorisation system (IC, C) the IC-part of the identity cospan is
simply X
ιX1−−→ X + X ιX2←−− X, where ιXi is the inclusion of X into the Xi factor of
the coproduct X +X.
This first lemma is also useful in proving the second important lemma: the natu-
rality of κ.
Lemma 3.17. The maps κX,Y , as defined in Proposition 3.14, are natural.
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Proof. Let f = (X −→ N ←− Y ), g = (Z −→ M ←− W ) be corelations in C. We
wish to show that
AX + AY
(f)+(g)
//
κX,Y

AZ + AW
κZ,W

A(X + Y )
(f+g)
// A(Z +W )
commutes in Corel(C ′).
Consider the following commutative diagram in C ′, with the outside square equiva-
lent to the naturality square for the coherence maps of the monoidal functor
Cospan(C)→ Cospan(C ′):
(AX + AY ) + (AZ + AW )
E ′+E ′
//
κX,Y +κZ,W

AN + AM
M′+M′
//
p

AN + AM
κN,M

A(X + Y ) + A(Z +W ) E
′
// A(N +M) M
′
// A(N +M)
(#)
We have factored the top edge as the coproduct of the respective factorisations of f
and g, and the bottom edge simply as the factorisation of the coproduct f + g.
Note that by Lemma 3.5 the coproduct of two maps in E ′ is again in E ′, while
Lemma 3.11 implies the same forM′. Thus the top edge is an (E ′,M′)-factorisation,
and the uniqueness of factorisations gives the isomorphism n. Given that the map
reducing cospans to corelations is functorial, the commutative square
(AX + AY ) + A(Z +W )
1+κ−1Z,W
// (AX + AY ) + (AZ + AW )
E ′+E ′
// AN + AM
n

(AX + AY ) + A(Z +W )
κX,Y +1
// A(X + Y ) + A(Z +W ) E
′
// A(N +M)
then implies the naturality of the maps κ.
These lemmas now imply that Corel(C) is a well-defined hypergraph category.
Proof of Theorem 3.12. To complete the proof then, again consider the case of Propo-
sition 3.14 with C = C ′, (E ,M) = (C, IC), and A = 1C. Note that by definition this
function maps the coherence and hypergraph maps of Cospan(C) onto the correspond-
ing maps of Corel(C). As Cospan(C) is a hypergraph, and  preserves composition
and respects the monoidal and hypergraph structure, Corel(C) is also a hypergraph
category.
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For instance, suppose we want to check the functoriality of the monoidal product
+. We then wish to show (g ◦ f) + (k ◦ h) = (g + k) ◦ (f + h) for corelations of the
appropriate types. But  preserves composition, and the naturality of κ, here the
identity map, implies that for any two cospans the E-part of their coproduct is equal
to the coproduct of their E-parts. Thus we may compute these two expressions by
viewing f , g, h, and k as cospans, evaluating them in the category of cospans, and
then taking their E-parts. Since the equality holds in the category of cospans, it holds
in the category of corelations.
Corollary 3.18. There is a strict hypergraph functor
 : Cospan(C) −→ Corel(C)
that takes each object of Cospan(C) to itself as an object of Corel(C) and each cospan
to its E-part.
Finally, we complete the proof that  is always a hypergraph functor.
Proof of Proposition 3.14. We show  is a functor, a symmetric monoidal functor,
and then finally a hypergraph functor.
Functoriality. First, recall that  preserves composition (Lemma 3.15). Thus to
prove  is a functor it remains to show identities are mapped to identities. The
general idea for this and for similar axioms is to recall that the special maps are given
by reduced versions of particular colimits, and that (E ′,M′) reduces maps more than
(E ,M).
In this case, recall the identity corelation is given by the E-part X + X → X of
[1, 1] : X +X → X. Thus the image of the identity on X and the identity on AX are
given by the top and bottom rows of the commuting square
A(X +X)
κ−1∼

E ′ // AX M
′
//
n

AX AM // AX
AX + AX E
′
// AX M
′
// AX
The outside square commutes as we know A maps the identity cospan of C to the
identity cospan of C ′. The top row is the image under A of the identity cospan in
C, factored first in C, and then in C ′. The bottom row is just the factored identity
cospan on AX in C ′. As A mapsM intoM′, the map marked AM lies inM′. Thus
both rows are (E ′,M′)-factorisations, and so we have the isomorphism n. Thus 
preserves identities.
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Strong monoidality. We proved in Lemma 3.17 that our proposed coherence maps
are natural. The rest of the properties follow from the composition preserving map
Cospan(C ′) → Corel(C ′). Since the κ obey all the required axioms as cospans, they
obey them as corelations too.
Hypergraph structure. The proof of preservation of the hypergraph structure
follows the same pattern as the identity maps.
Example 3.19. In the notation of Proposition 3.14, note that if both (E ,M) and
(E ′,M′) are epi-split mono factorisations, then we always have that A(M) ⊆M′. In-
deed, if an (one-sided) inverse exists in the domain category, it exists in the codomain
category. Thus colimit-preserving functors between categories with finite colimits and
epi-split mono factorisation systems also induce a functor between the epi-split mono
corelation categories. We will use this in Chapter 5.
Remark 3.20. On any category C with finite colimits, reverse inclusions of the right
factor M defines a partial order on the set of factorisation systems (E ,M) with M
stable under pushout. That is, we write (E ,M) ≥ (E ,M′) whenever M⊆M′. The
trivial factorisation systems (C, IC) and (IC, C) are the top and bottom elements of
this poset respectively.
Corelation categories realise this poset as a subcategory of the category of hyper-
graph categories. One way to understand this is that corelations are cospans with
theM-part ‘forgotten’. Using a morphism-isomorphism factorisation system nothing
is forgotten, so these corelations are just cospans. Using the isomorphism-morphism
factorisation system everything is forgotten, so there is a unique corelation between
any two objects.
We can construct a hypergraph functor between two corelation categories if the
codomain forgets more than the domain: i.e. if the codomain is less than the do-
main in the poset. In particular, this implies there is always a hypergraph functor
from the cospan category Corel(C,IC)(C) = Cospan(C) to any other corelation cate-
gory Corel(E,M)(C), and from Corel(E,M)(C) any corelation category to the indiscrete
category Corel(IC ,C)(C) on the objects of C.
3.4 Examples
We conclude this chapter with two examples of corelation categories. These both play
a central role in the applications of Part II: the first as an algebra of ideal wires, and
the second as semantics for signal flow graphs.
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3.4.1 Equivalence relations as corelations in Set
As we saw in Examples 3.13, an epi-mono corelation X → Y in Set is an equivalence
relation on X + Y . We might depict these as follows
X Y
Here we have a corelation from a set X of five elements to a set Y of six elements.
Elements belonging to the same equivalence class of X+Y are grouped (‘connected’)
by a dashed line.
Composition of corelations first takes the transitive closure of the two partitions
(the pushout in Set), before restricting the partition to the new domain and codomain
(restricting to the jointly epic part). For example, suppose in addition to the corela-
tion α : X → Y above we have another corelation β : Y → Z
Y Z
Then the composite β ◦ α of our two corelations is given by
X Z
Y
= X Z
Informally, this captures the idea that two elements of X + Z are ‘connected’ if we
may travel from one to the other staying within connected components of α and β.
For a greater resemblance of the diagrams in the motivating comments of §3.1,
epi-mono corelations in Set can also be visualised as terminals connected by junctions
of ideal wires. We draw these by marking each equivalence class with a point (the
‘junction’), and then connecting each element of the domain and codomain to their
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equivalence class with a ‘wire’. The junction serves as the apex of the corelation,
the terminals as the feet, and the wires depict a function from the feet to the apex.
Composition then involves collapsing connected junctions down to a point.
X Z
Y
= X Z
The composition law captures the idea that connectivity is all that matters: as long
as the wires are ‘ideal’, the exact path does not matter.
In Coya–Fong [CF] we formalise this idea by saying that corelations are the prop
for extraspecial commutative Frobenius monoids. An extraspecial commutative
Frobenius monoid (X,µ, η, δ, ) in a monoidal category (C,⊗) is a special commu-
tative Frobenius monoid that further obeys the extra law
=
Two morphisms built from the generators of an extraspecial commutative Frobe-
nius monoid are equal and if and only if their diagrams impose the same connectivity
relations on the disjoint union of the domain and codomain. This is an extension of
the spider theorem for special commutative Frobenius monoids.
3.4.2 Linear relations as corelations in Vect
Recall that a linear relation L : U ; V is a subspace L ⊆ U ⊕ V . We compose linear
relations as we do relations, and vector spaces and linear relations form a category
LinRel. It is straightforward to show that this category can be constructed as the
category of relations in the category Vect of vector spaces and linear maps with respect
to epi-mono factorisations: monos in Vect are simply injective linear maps, and hence
subspace inclusions. We show that they may also be constructed as corelations in
Vect with respect to epi-mono factorisations.
If we restrict to the full subcategory FinVect of finite dimensional vector spaces
duality makes this easy to see: after picking a basis for each vector space the transpose
yields an equivalence of FinVect with its opposite category, so the category of (E ,M)-
corelations (jointly epic cospans) is isomorphic to the category of (E ,M)-relations
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(jointly monic spans) in FinVect. This fact has been fundamental in work on finite
dimensional linear systems and signal flow diagrams [BE15, BSZ14, FRS16].
We prove the general case in detail. To begin, note Vect has an epi-mono fac-
torisation system with monos stable under pushouts. This factorisation system is
inherited from Set: the epimorphisms in Vect are precisely the surjective linear maps,
the monomorphisms are the injective linear maps, and the image of a linear map is
always a subspace of the codomain, and so itself a vector space. Monos are stable
under pushout as the pushout of a diagram V
f←− U m−→ W is V ⊕W/Im [f −m]. The
map m′ : V → V ⊕W/Im [f −m] into the pushout has kernel f(kerm). Thus when
m is a monomorphism, m′ is too.
Thus we have a category of corelations Corel(Vect). We show that the map
Corel(Vect)→ LinRel sending each vector space to itself and each corelation
U
f−→ A g←− V
to the linear subspace ker[f − g] is a full, faithful, and bijective-on-objects functor.
Indeed, corelations U
f−→ A g←− V are in one-to-one correspondence with surjective
linear maps U⊕V → A, which are in turn, by the isomorphism theorem, in one-to-one
correspondence with subspaces of U ⊕ V . These correspondences are described by
the kernel construction above. Thus our map is evidently full, faithful, and bijective-
on-objects. It also maps identities to identities. It remains to check that it preserves
composition.
Suppose we have corelations U
f−→ A g←− V and V h−→ B k←− W . Then their pushout
is given by P = A⊕B/Im [g − h], and we may draw the pushout diagram
U
f 
V
g
 h   
W
k~~
A
ιA

B
ιB
~~
P
We wish to show the equality of relations
ker[f − g]; ker[h − k] = ker[ιAf − ιBg].
Now (u,w) ∈ U ⊕W lies in the composite relation ker[f − g]; ker[h − k] iff there
exists v ∈ V such that fu = gv and hv = kw. But as P is the pushout, this is true
iff
ιAfu = ιAgv = ιBhv = ιBkw.
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This in turn is true iff (u,w) ∈ ker[ιAf − ιBk], as required.
This corelations perspective is important as it fits the relational picture into our
philosophy of black boxing. In Chapter 5 we will see it is the corelation construction
of LinRel that correctly generalises to the case of non-controllable systems.
In the next chapter we discuss decorations on corelations.
Chapter 4
Decorated corelations: black-boxed
open systems
When enough structure is available to us, we may decorate corelations too. Fur-
thermore, and key to the idea of ‘black-boxing’, we get a hypergraph functor from
decorated cospans to decorated corelations. This assists with constructing hyper-
graph categories of semantics for network-style diagrammatic languages. Indeed, we
will prove that every hypergraph category can be constructed using decorated core-
lations, and so can every hypergraph functor.
In the next section we motivate this chapter by discussing how to construct the
category of matrices using decorations, illustrating the shortcomings of decorated
cospans and how they are overcome by decorated corelations. As usual, we then
use the subsequent two sections to get into the technical details, defining decorated
corelations (§4.2) and their functors (§4.3). This sets us up to state and prove the
climactic theorem of Part I: roughly, decorated corelations are powerful enough to
construct all hypergraph categories and functors. We do this in §4.4. Finally, in §4.5,
we give some examples.
4.1 Black-boxed open systems
Suppose we have devices built from paths that take the signal at some input, amplify
it, and deliver it to some output. For simplicity let these signals be real numbers, and
amplication be linear: we just multiply by some fixed scalar. We depict an example
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device like so:
5
1
−2
2.1
−0.4
Here there are three inputs, four outputs, and five paths. Formally, we might model
these devices as finite sets of inputs X, outputs Y , and paths N , together with
functions i : N → X and o : N → Y describing the start and end of each path, and
a function s : N → R describing the amplification along it. In other words, these are
cospans X → N ← Y in FinSetop decorated by ‘scalar assignment’ functions N → R.
This suggests a decorated cospans construction.
Such a construction can be obtained from the lax symmetric monoidal functor
R(−) : FinSetop → Set taking a finite set N to the set RN of functions s : N → R,
and opposite functions f op : N →M to the map taking s : N → R to s ◦ f : M → R.
Note that the coproduct in FinSetop is the cartesian product of sets. The coherence
maps of the functor which, recall, are critical for the composition of the decorations,
are given by ϕN,M : RN × RM → RN×M , taking (s, t) ∈ RN × RM to the function
s · t : N ×M → R defined by pointwise multiplication in R.
Composition in this decorated cospan category is thus given by the multiplication
in R. In detail, given decorated cospans (X
iopX−→ N o
op
Y←−− Y,N s−→ R) and (Y i
op
Y−→M o
op
Z←−−
Z,M
t−→ R), the composite has a path from x ∈ X to z ∈ Z for every triple (y, n,m)
where y ∈ Y , n ∈ N , and m ∈M , such that n is a path from x to y and m is a path
from y to z. The scalar assigned to this path is the product of those assigned to n
and m. For example, we have the following composite
5
1
−2
2.1
−0.4 −1
3
−2.3
1
3 =
15
1
2
6.3
0.4
5
3
There are four paths between the top-most element x1 of the domain and the top-
most element z1 of the codomain: we may first take the path that amplifies by 5×
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and then the path that amplifies by 1× for a total amplification of 5×, or 5× and 3×
for 15×, and so on. This means we end up with four elements relating x1 and z1 in
the composite. The apex of the composite is in fact given by the pullback N ×Y M
of the cospan N
oY−→ Y iY←−M in FinSet.
Here we again see the problem of decorated cospans: the composite of the above
puts decorations on N×Y M , which can be of much larger cardinality than N and M .
We wish to avoid the size of our decorated cospan from growing so fast. Moreover,
from our open systems perspective, we care not about the path but by the total
amplification of the signal from some chosen input to some chosen output. The
intuition is that if we black box the system, then we cannot tell what paths the signal
took through the system, only the total amplification from input to output.
We thus want to restrict our apex to contain at most one point for each input–
output pair (x, y). We do this by pushing the decoration along the surjection e in the
epi-mono factorisation of the function N ×Y M e−→ N ×Y M m−→ X × Z. Put another
way, we want the category of decorated corelations, not decorated cospans.
Represented as decorated corelations, the above composite becomes
6
−2
2.1
−0.4 −1
−2.3
4
3 =
24
2
6.7
Note that composite is not simply the composite as decorated cospans, but the com-
posite decorated cospan reduced to a decorated corelation. In §4.5.1, we will show
that this decorated corelations category is equivalent to the category of real vector
spaces and linear maps, with monoidal product the tensor product.
It is not a trivial fact that the above composition rule for decorated corelations
defines a category. Indeed, the reason that it is possible to push the decoration
along the surjection e is that the lax symmetric monoidal functor R(−) : FinSetop →
Set extends to a lax symmetric monoidal functor (FinSetop; Surop) → Set. Here
FinSetop; Surop is the subcategory of Cospan(FinSetop) comprising cospans of the
form
fop−−→ eop←−−, where f is any function but e must be a surjection.
More generally, given a category C with finite colimits and a subcategory M
stable under pushouts, we may construct a symmetric monoidal category C;Mop
with isomorphisms classes of cospans of the form
f−→ m←−, where f ∈ C, m ∈ M, as
morphisms. The monoidal product is again derived from the coproduct in C.
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We prove two key theorems in this section. The first, Theorem 4.8, is that these
decorated corelations form a hypergraph category. That is, given a category C with
finite colimits, factorisation system (E ,M) such that M is stable under pushouts,
and a lax symmetric monoidal functor
F : C;Mop −→ Set,
define a decorated corelation to be, as might be expected, an (E ,M)-corelation
X → N ← Y in C together with an element of FN . Then there is a hypergraph
category FCorel with the objects of C as objects and isomorphism classes of deco-
rated corelations as morphisms. As usual, functors between these so-called decorated
corelations categories can be defined from natural transformations between the dec-
orating functors.
The second key theorem is that every hypergraph category and hypergraph functor
can be constructed in this way, yielding an equivalence of categories (Theorem 4.15).
This shows our decorated corelations construction is as general as we need for the
study of hypergraph categories, and hence network-style diagrammatic languages.
4.2 Decorated corelations
Decorating cospans requires more than just choosing a set of decorations for each
apex: for composition, we need to describe how these decorations transfer along the
copairing of pushout maps [jN , jM ] : N+M → N+YM . Thus to construct a decorated
cospan category we need, as we have seen, not merely a function from the objects of
C to Set, but a lax symmetric monoidal functor (C,+)→ (Set,×).
Similarly, decorating (E ,M)-corelations requires still more information: we now
further need to know how to transfer decorations backwards along the morphisms
N +Y M
m←− N +Y M . We thus introduce the symmetric monoidal category C;Mop
with morphisms isomorphism classes of cospans of the form
f−→ m←−, where f ∈ C and
m ∈M. For constructing categories of decorated (E ,M)-corelations, we then require
a lax symmetric monoidal functor F from C;Mop to Set.
This section is structured in the same way as §3.2. First, in §4.2.1, we introduce the
categories C;Mop, a prerequisite for the definition of decorated corelations. Next, in
§4.2.2, we define decorated corelations, and then, in §4.2.3 the hypergraph category
of decorated corelations. As in the previous chapter, we defer the proof that our
hypergraph category is a well-defined category until our discussion of functors in the
following section, §4.3.
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4.2.1 Adjoining right adjoints
Suppose we have a cospan X + Y → N with a decoration on N . Reducing this to
a corelation requires us to factor this to X + Y
e→ N m→ N . To define a category of
decorated corelations, then, we must specify how to take decoration on N and ‘pull
it back’ along m to a decoration on N .
For decorated cospans, it is enough to have a functor F from a category C with
finite colimits; the image Ff of morphisms f in C describes how to move decorations
forward along f . In this subsection we explain how to expand C to include morphisms
mop for each m ∈ C, so that the image Fmop of mop describes how to move morphisms
backwards along m. The construction of this expanded category C;Mop is a simple
consequence of the stability of M under pushouts.
Proposition 4.1. Let C be a category with finite colimits, and letM be a subcategory
of C stable under pushouts. Then we define the category C;Mop as follows
The symmetric monoidal category (C;Mop,+)
objects the objects of C
morphisms isomorphism classes of cospans of the form
c→m←, where
c lies in C and m in M
composition given by pushout
monoidal product the coproduct in C
coherence maps the coherence maps in C
Proof. Our data is well defined: composition because M is stable under pushouts,
and monoidal composition by Lemma 3.11. The coherence laws follow as this is a
symmetric monoidal subcategory of Cospan(C).
Remark 4.2. As we state in the proof, the category C;Mop is a subcategory of
Cospan(C). We can in fact view it as a sub-bicategory of the bicategory of cospans
in C, where the 2-morphisms given by maps of cospans. In this bicategory every
morphism of M has a right adjoint.
Examples 4.3. The factorisation systems introduced in Examples 3.2 and considered
again in Examples 3.13 all have M stable under pushout. This yields the following
examples.
• C; Cop is by definition equal to Cospan(C).
• C; IopC is isomorphic to C.
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• Set; Injop is the category with sets as objects and partial functions as morphisms.
The following lemma details how to construct functors between this type of cate-
gory.
Lemma 4.4. Let C, C ′ be categories with finite colimits, and let M, M′ be subcate-
gories of C, C ′ respectively each stable under pushouts. Let A : C → C ′ be functor that
preserves colimits and such that the image of M lies in M′. Then A extends to a
symmetric strong monoidal functor
A : C;Mop −→ C ′;M′op.
mapping X to AX and
c→m← to Ac→Am←.
Proof. Note A(M) ⊆ M′, so Ac→Am← is indeed a morphism in C ′;M′op. This is then
a restriction and corestriction of the usual functor Cospan(C) → Cospan(C ′) to the
above domain and codomain.
Note that a similar construction giving subcategories of cospan categories could
be defined more generally using any two isomorphism-containing wide subcategories
stable under pushout. The above, however, suffices for decorated corelations.
4.2.2 Decorated corelations
As we have said, decorated corelations are constructed from a lax symmetric monoidal
functor from C;Mop to Set. In this subsection we define decorated corelations and
give a composition rule for them, showing that this composition rule is well defined
up to isomorphism.
Definition 4.5. Let C be a category with finite colimits, (E ,M) be a factorisation
system on C with M stable under pushout, and
F : (C;Mop,+) −→ (Set,×)
be a lax symmetric monoidal functor. We define an F -decorated corelation to a
pair  N
X
i
>>
Y
o
``
,
FN
1
s
OO

where the cospan is jointly E-like. A morphism of decorated corelations is a morphism
of decorated cospans between two decorated corelations. As usual, we will be lazy
about the distinction between a decorated corelation and its isomorphism class.
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Suppose we have decorated corelations N
X
iX
>>
Y
oY
``
,
FN
1
s
OO
 and
 M
Y
iY
>>
Z
oZ
``
,
FM
1
t
OO
 .
Then, recalling the notation introduced in §3.2.3, their composite is given by the
composite corelation
N +Y M
X
e◦ιX
::
Z
e◦ιZ
dd
paired with the decoration
1
ϕN,M◦〈s,t〉−−−−−−→ F (N +M) F [jN ,jM ]−−−−−→ F (N +Y M) F (m
op)−−−−→ F (N +Y M).
As composition of corelations and decorated cospans are both well defined up to
isomorphism, this too is well defined up to isomorphism.
Proposition 4.6. Let C be a category with finite colimits and a factorisation system
(E ,M) with M stable under pushout. Then the above is a well-defined composition
rule on isomorphism classes of decorated corelations.
Proof. Let(
X
iX−→ N oY←− Y, 1 s−→ FN) ∼−→ (X i′X−→ N ′ o′Y←− Y, 1 s′−→ FN ′)
and (
Y
iY−→M oZ←− Z, 1 t−→ FM) ∼−→ (Y i′Y−→M ′ o′Z←− Z, 1 t′−→ FM ′)
be isomorphisms of decorated corelations. We wish to show that the composite of
the decorated corelations on the left is isomorphic to the composite of the decorated
corelations on the right.
As discussed in Proposition 4.6, the composites of the underlying corelations are
isomorphic, via an isomorphism s which exists by the factorisation system. We need
to show this s is an isomorphism of decorations. This is a matter of showing the
diagram
F (N +Y M)
Fmop //
∼ Fp

F (N +Y M)
∼ Fs

1
F [jN ,jM ]◦ϕN,M◦〈s,t〉 33
F [jN′ ,jM′ ]◦ϕN′,M′◦〈s′,t′〉 ++
F (N ′ +Y M ′)
Fm′op
// F (N ′ +Y M ′)
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The triangle commutes as composition of decorated cospans is well defined (Propo-
sition 2.2), while the square commutes as composition of corelations is well defined
(Proposition 4.6).
Remark 4.7. Note that we have chosen to define decorated corelations only for lax
symmetric monoidal functors
(C;Mop,+) −→ (Set,×),
and not more generally for lax braided monoidal functors
(C;Mop,+) −→ (D,⊗)
for braided monoidal categories D. While we could use the latter type of functor
for our constructions, a similar arguments to those in Section 2.4 show we gain no
extra generality. On the other hand, keeping track of this possibly varying category
D in the following distracts from the main insights. We thus merely remark that it
is possible to make the more general definition, and leave it at that.
4.2.3 Categories of decorated corelations
In this subsection we define the hypergraph category FCorel of decorated corelations.
Having defined decorated corelations and their composition in the previous subsec-
tion, the key question to address is the provenance of the monoidal and hypergraph
structure.
Recall, from §3.2.3, that to define the monoidal and hypergraph structure on
categories of corelations, we used functors Cospan(C) → Corel(C), leveraging the
monoidal and hypergraph structure on cospan categories. In analogy, here we leverage
the same fact for decorated cospans, this time using a structure preserving map
 : FCospan −→ FCorel.
Here FCospan denotes the decorated cospan category constructed from the restriction
of the functor F : C;Mop → Set to the domain C.
The monoidal product of two decorated corelations is their monoidal product as
decorated cospans. To define the coherence maps for this monoidal product, as well
as the coherence maps, we introduce the notion of a restricted decoration.
Given a cospan X → N ← Y , write m : N → N for theM factor of the copairing
X + Y → N . The map  takes a decorated cospan
(X
i−→ N o←− Y, 1 s−→ FN)
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to the decorated corelation
(X
i−→ N o←− Y, 1 Fmop◦s−−−−→ FN),
where the corelation is given by the jointly E-part of the cospan, and the decoration is
given by composing s with the F -image Fmop : FN → FN of the map N 1N→ N m← N
in C;Mop. This is well-defined up to isomorphism of decorated corelations. We call
Fmop ◦ s the restricted decoration of the decoration on the cospan (X → N ←
Y, 1
s→ FN).
We then make the following definition.
Theorem 4.8. Let C be a category with finite colimits and factorisation system
(E ,M) with M stable under pushout, and let
F : (C;Mop,+) −→ (Set,×)
be a lax symmetric monoidal functor. Then we may define
The hypergraph category (FCorel,+)
objects the objects of C
morphisms isomorphism classes of F -decorated corelations in C
composition given by E-part of pushout with restricted decoration
monoidal product the coproduct in C
coherence maps maps from Cospan(C) with restricted empty decoration
hypergraph maps maps from Cospan(C) with restricted empty decoration
Similar to Theorem 3.12 defining the hypergraph category Corel(C), we have now
specified well-defined data and just need to check a collection of coherence axioms.
As before, we prove this in the next section, alongside a theorem regarding functors
between decorated corelation categories.
Examples 4.9. Recall that corelations with respect to the trivial
morphism–isomorphism factorisation system (C, IC) are simply cospans. Using this
factorisation system, we see that decorated cospans are a special case of decorated
corelations.
Example 4.10. ‘Undecorated’ corelations are also a special case of decorated core-
lations: they are corelations decorated by the functor
1 : C;Mop → Set
that maps each object to the one element set 1, and each morphism to the identity
function on 1. This is a symmetric monoidal functor with the coherence maps all also
the identity function on 1.
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4.3 Functors between decorated corelation cate-
gories
In this section we show how to construct hypergraph functors between decorated
corelation categories. The construction of these functors holds no surprises: their
requirements combine the requirements of corelations and decorated cospans. In the
process of proving that our construction gives well-defined hypergraph functors, we
complete the necessary prerequisite proof that decorated corelation categories are
well-defined hypergraph categories.
Recall that Lemma 4.4 says that, when the image ofM lies inM′, we can extend
a colimit-preserving functor C → C ′ to a symmetric monoidal functor C;Mop →
C ′;M′op .
Proposition 4.11. Let C, C ′ have finite colimits and respective factorisation systems
(E ,M), (E ′,M′), such that M and M′ are stable under pushout, and suppose that
we have lax symmetric monoidal functors
F : (C;Mop,+) −→ (Set,×)
and
G : (C ′;M′op,+) −→ (Set,×).
Further let A : C → C ′ be a functor that preserves finite colimits and such that the
image of M lies in M′. This functor A extends to a symmetric monoidal functor
C;Mop → C ′;M′op.
Suppose we have a monoidal natural transformation θ:
C;Mop
A

F
**
 θ Set
C ′;M′op G
44
Then we may define a hypergraph functor T : FCorel → GCorel sending each
object X ∈ FCorel to AX ∈ GCorel and each decorated corelation N
X
i
>>
Y
o
``
,
FN
1
s
OO

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to 
AN
AX
e′◦ιAX
<<
AY
e′◦ιAY
bb
,
GAN
GAN
GmopAN
OO
FN
θN
OO
1
s
OO

The coherence maps κX,Y are given by the coherence maps of A with the restricted
empty decoration.
Proof of Theorem 4.8 and Proposition 4.11. In the proof of Theorem 3.12 and Propo-
sition 3.14 we proved that the map
 : Corel(C) −→ Corel(C ′)
preserved composition and had natural coherence maps. Specialising to the case
when Corel(C) = Cospan(C ′), we saw that this bijective-on-objects, surjective-on-
morphisms, composition and monoidal product preserving map proved Corel(C ′) is a
hypergraph category, and it immediately followed that  is a hypergraph functor.
The analogous argument holds here: we simply need to prove
 : F Corel −→ GCorel
preserves composition and has natural coherence maps. Theorem 4.8 then follows
from examining the map F Cospan→ F Corel obtained by choosing C = C ′, (E ,M) =
(C ′, IC′), F the restriction of G to C ′, A the identity functor on C ′, and θ the identity
natural transformation. Subsequently Proposition 4.11 follows from noting that all
the axioms hold for the corresponding maps in GCospan.
 preserves composition. Suppose we have decorated corelations
f = (X
iX−→ N oY←− Y, 1 s→ FN) and g = (Y iY−→M oY←− Z, 1 t→ FM)
We know the functor  preserves composition on the cospan part; this is precisely
the content of Proposition 3.14. It remains to check that (g ◦ f) and g ◦ f
have isomorphic decorations. This is expressed by the commutativity of the following
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diagram:
GA(N+YM)
Gn // G(AN+AY AM)
GA(N+YM)
Gmop
A(N+Y M)
OO
(∗∗) G(AN+AY AM)
Gmop
AN+AY AM
OO
F (N+YM)
θ
N+Y M
OO
GA(N+YM)
GAmopN+Y M
ff
G(AN+AY AM)
G∼oo
G(mopAN+AYm
op
AM )
77
(c) G(AN+AM)
G[j
AN
,j
AM
]
OO
(tn) (a)
F (N+YM)
FmopN+Y M
OO
GA(N+M)
GA[jN ,jM ]
OO
G(AN+AM)
G[jAN ,jAM ]
OO
GαN,M
oo
G(mopAN+m
op
AM )
88
(gm) GAN×GAM
γ
AN,AM
OO
F (N+M)
F [jN ,jM ]
OO
θN+M
88
(tm) GAN×GAM
GmopAN×GmopAM
OO
γAN,AM
hh
FN×FM
ϕN,M
jj
θN×θM
33
1
ρ1◦(s×t)
OO
This diagram does indeed commute. To check this, first observe that (tm) commutes
by the monoidality of θ, (gm) commutes by the monoidality of G, and (tn) commutes
by the naturality of θ. The remaining three diagrams commute as they are G-images
of diagrams that commute in C ′;M′op. Indeed, (a) commutes since A preserves
colimits and G is functorial, (c) commutes as it is the G-image of a pushout square
in C ′, so
mAN+mAM←−−−−−−− [jAN ,jAM ]−−−−−−→ and [jAN ,jAM ]−−−−−−→ mAN+AYmAM←−−−−−−−−−
are equal as morphisms of C ′;M′op, and (∗∗) commutes as it is the G-image of the
right-hand subdiagram of (∗) used to define n in the proof of Lemma 3.15.
Coherence maps are natural. Let f = (X −→ N ←− Y, 1→ FN), g = (Z −→
M ←− W, 1→ FM) be F -decorated corelations in C. We wish to show that
AX + AY
f+g
//
κX,Y

AZ + AW
κZ,W

A(X + Y )
(f+g)
// A(Z +W )
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commutes in GCorel, where the coherence maps are given by
κX,Y =

A(X + Y )
AX + AY
77
A(X + Y )
gg
,
G(A(X + Y ))
GA(X + Y )
GmopAX+AY
OO
G∅
G!
OO
1
γ1
OO
 .
Lemma 3.17 shows that the composites of corelations agree. It remains to check that
the decorations also agree.
Here Lemma 2.5 is helpful. Since  is composition preserving, we can replace the
κ with the empty decorated coherence maps κ of GCospan, and compute these com-
posites in GCospan, before restricting to the E ′-parts. Lemma 2.5 then implies that
the restricted empty decorations on the isomorphisms κ play no role in determining
the composite decorations. It is thus enough to prove that the decorations of f+g
and (f + g) are the same up to the isomorphism p : G(AN +AM)→ GA(N +M)
between their apices, as defined in the diagram (#) in the proof of Lemma 3.17.
This comes down to proving the following diagram commutes:
GAN ×GAM
γ
''
Gm×Gm
// GAN ×GAM γ // G(AN + AM)
Gp∼

(G)
1
〈s,t〉
// FN × FM
θ
77
ϕ
''
(T) G(AN + AM)
G(m+m)
66
Gκ

(##)
F (N +M)
θ
// GA(N +M)
Gm
// GA(N +M)
This is straightforward to check: (T) commutes by the monoidality of θ, (G) by the
monoidality of G, and (##) as it is the G-image of the rightmost square in (#).
In particular, we get a hypergraph functor from the category of F -decorated
cospans to the category of F -decorated corelations. In our applications, this is often
the key aspect of constructing ‘black box’ or semantic functors.
Corollary 4.12. Let C be a category with finite colimits, and let (E ,M) be a factori-
sation system on C. Suppose that we also have a lax monoidal functor
F : (C;Mop,+) −→ (Set,×).
Then we may define a category FCorel with objects the objects of C and morphisms
isomorpism classes of F -decorated corelations.
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Write also F for the restriction of F to the wide subcategory C of C;Mop. We can
thus also obtain the category FCospan of F -decorated cospans. We moreover have a
functor
FCospan→ FCorel
which takes each object of FCospan to itself as an object of FCorel, and each decorated
cospan  N
X
i
>>
Y
o
``
,
FN
1
s
OO

to its jointly E-part
N
X
e◦ιX
??
Y
e◦ιY
__
decorated by the composite
1 s // FN
FmopN // FN.
4.4 All hypergraph categories are decorated core-
lation categories
Not all hypergraph categories are decorated cospan categories. To see this, we can
count so-called scalars: morphisms from the monoidal unit ∅ to itself. In a decorated
cospan category, the set of morphisms from X to Y always comprises all decorated
cospans (X → N ← Y, 1→ FN). Now for any object N in the underlying category
C, there is a unique morphism ∅→ N . This means that the morphisms ∅→ ∅ are
indexed by (isomorphism classes of) elements of FN , ranging over N .
Suppose we have a decorated cospan category with a unique morphism ∅ → ∅.
By the previous paragraph, and replacing C with an equivalent skeletal category, this
implies there is only one object N such that FN is nonempty. But FN must always
contain at least one element, the empty decoration 1
ϕI−→ F∅ F !−→ FN . This implies
there is only one object N in C: the object ∅. Thus C must be the one object discrete
category, and F : C → Set is the functor that sends the object of C to the one element
set 1.
Hence any decorated cospan category with a unique morphism ∅ → ∅ is the
one object discrete category. But the hypergraph category of finite sets and equiva-
lence relations, discussed in Subsection 3.4.1, is a nontrivial category with a unique
morphism ∅→ ∅. Thus it cannot be constructed as a decorated cospan category.
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Decorated corelation categories, however, are more powerful. In this section we
show that all hypergraph categories are decorated corelation categories, and provide
some examples for intuition.
4.4.1 Representing a morphism with its name
Suppose we are given a hypergraph category H and wish to construct a hypergraph
equivalent decorated corelation category. The main idea to is to take advantage of the
compact closed structure: recall from §1.3.3 that morphisms X → Y in a hypergraph
category are in one-to-one correspondence with their so-called names I → X ⊗ Y .
We shall also witness the great utility of the seemingly trivial isomorphism-morphism
factorisation system.
We start with the wide subcategory of H comprising, roughly speaking, just the
coherence and hypergraph maps. Then, choosing the isomorphism-morphism factori-
sation system on this subcategory, we use the restriction of hom functor H(I,−) to
this subcategory to decorate each corelation X → X ⊗ Y ← Y with the monoidal
elements of X ⊗ Y . The morphisms in the resulting category are cospans X 1X⊗ηY−−−−→
X ⊗ Y ηX⊗1Y←−−−− Y decorated by a map I → X ⊗ Y . This recovers the original hyper-
graph category.
Theorem 4.13. Every hypergraph category is hypergraph equivalent to a decorated
corelation category. That is, given a hypergraph category (H,⊗), there exists a lax
symmetric monoidal functor F such that (H,⊗) is hypergraph equivalent to FCorel.
Proof. Let (H,⊗) be a hypergraph category. By Theorem 1.5, we have a hypergraph
equivalent strict hypergraph category (Hstr, ·) with objects finite lists of objects in H.
We will build Hstr as a decorated corelation category.
Write O for the collection of objects in H. Recall that we may write FinSet for
the skeletal strict symmetric monoidal category of finite sets and functions, and here
let us further denote the objects of FinSet as n = {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} for n ∈ N, where
0 is the empty set. We then write FinSetO for the category of O-labelled finite sets
(i.e. an object is a finite set n with each element in n labelled by some object in H,
and a morphism is a function that preserves labels). Note that, due to the chosen
ordering on elements of each finite set n, the objects of FinSetO are in one-to-one
correspondence with finite lists of objects of H, and hence can be considered the
same as the objects of Hstr.
Next, observe that the category FinSetO has finite colimits: the colimit is just
the colimit set in FinSet with each element labelled by the label of any element that
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maps to it in the colimit diagram. This labelling exists and is unique by the universal
property of the colimit. Thus we view FinSetO as a symmetric monoidal category
with the coproduct, written + as per usual, as its monoidal product.
We define a strict hypergraph functor that is a wide embedding of categories
H : (Cospan(FinSetO),+) −→ (Hstr, ·),
whose image is the hypergraph structure of Hstr. More precisely, H sends each ob-
ject of Cospan(FinSetO) to the same as an object of Hstr. As the morphisms of
FinSet—that is, all functions between finite sets—can be generated via composition
and coproduct from the unique functions µ : 2→ 1, η : 0→ 1, and the braiding 2→ 2
in FinSet, the morphisms of FinSetO are generated as a symmetric monoidal category
by the unique morphisms µx : [x : x] → [x] and ηx : ∅ → [x], where x ranges over
objects of H. This then implies the morphisms of Cospan(FinSetO) are generated as
a symmetric monoidal category by the cospans µx, ηx, δx = µ
op
x , and x = η
op
x . The
functor H maps these generators to the corresponding Frobenius maps on [x] in Hstr.
Since Cospan(FinSet) is the ‘generic special commutative monoid’ (see Proposition
1.7), it is straightforward to check this defines a hypergraph functor.
Next, recall that the hom functor Hstr(I,−) : (Hstr, ·)→ (Set,×) is a lax symmet-
ric monoidal functor taking each object X of Hstr to the homset Hstr(I,X) (Propo-
sition 2.9). Write F for the composite of these two functors:
F : (Cospan(FinSetO),+)
H−→ (Hstr, ·) Hstr(I,−)−−−−−→ (Set,×).
This is lax symmetric monoidal functor mapping a finite list X of objects in H to the
homset Hstr(I,X), and a cospan between lists of objects in H to the corresponding
Frobenius map.
Now consider FinSetO with an isomorphism-morphism factorisation system. This
implies F defines a decorated corelation category FCorel with the objects of Hstr as
objects, and the unique isomorphism-morphism corelation X
ιX−→ X + Y ιY←− Y from
X → Y decorated by some morphism s ∈ Hstr(I,X · Y ) as morphisms X → Y . We
complete this proof by showing (FCorel,+) and (Hstr, ·) are isomorphic as hypergraph
categories.
First, let us examine composition in FCorel. As morphismsX → Y are completely
specified by their decoration s ∈ Hstr(I,X · Y ), we will abuse terminology and refer
to the decorations themselves as the morphisms. Given morphisms s ∈ Hstr(I,X ·Y )
and t ∈ Hstr(I, Y · Z) in FCorel, composition is given by the map
Hstr(I,X · Y · Y · Z)→ Hstr(I,X · Z)
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arising as the F -image of the cospanX+Y +Y +Z
[jX+Y ,jY+Z ]−−−−−−−→ X+Y +Z [ιX ,ιZ ]←−−−− X+Z,
where these maps come from the pushout square
X + Y + Z
X + Y
jX+Y
77
Y + Z
jY+Z
gg
X
ιX
;;
Y
ιY
gg
ιY
77
Z
ιZ
cc
and the trivial isomorphism-morphism factorisation X+Z = X+Z
[ιX ,ιZ ]−−−−→ X+Y +Z
in FinSetO.
In terms of string diagrams in Hstr, this means composing the maps
s
X
Y
t
Y
Z
with the Frobenius map
X
Y
Y
Z
X
Z
=
X
Y
Y
Z
X
Z
to get
t ◦ s X
Z
=
s
t
X
Z
in Hstr(I,X · Z).
The monoidal product is given by
s
X
Y
+ t
Z
W
=
s
t
X
Z
Y
W.
Taking a hint from the compact closed structure, the isomorphism between FCorel
and Hstr is then clear: the functors act as the identity on objects, and on morphisms
take f : X → Y in Hstr to its name fˆ : I → X ·Y as a morphism of FCorel, and vice
versa.
It is straightforward to check that these are strict hypergraph functors. To demon-
strate the most subtle aspect, the Frobenius structure, we consider the multiplica-
tion on an object X of FCorel. To obtain this, we start with the multiplication in
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FCospan, the cospan X + X
[1,1]−−→ X 1←− X decorated with the empty decoration,
which in this case is ηX ∈ Hstr(I,X), and restrict this empty decoration along the
map X
[1,1,1]←−−− X +X +X. Thus the multiplication on X in FCorel is
X
X
X
∈ Hstr(I,X ·X ·X),
which corresponds under our isomorphism to the map µX : X · X → X ∈ Hstr, as
required.
Similarly, every hypergraph functor can be recovered using decorated corelations.
The key point here is again the compact closed structure: a hypergraph functor
(T, τ) : (H,⊗)→ (H′,) takes morphisms f : X → Y to morphisms Tf : TX → TY ,
and hence induces a function from the set of names I → X ⊗ Y to the set of names
I ′ → TX  TY .
Theorem 4.14. Every hypergraph functor can be constructed as a decorated corelation
functor.
More precisely, let (H,⊗), (H′,) be hypergraph categories and (T, τ) : H → H′
be a hypergraph functor. By the previous theorem, there exist lax symmetric monoidal
functors
F : Cospan(FinSetO)→ Set and F ′ : Cospan(FinSetO′)→ Set
such that we have isomorphisms Hstr ∼= FCorel and H′str ∼= F ′Corel.
There exists a colimit-preserving functor A : FinSetO → FinSetO′ and a monoidal
natural transformation
Cospan(FinSetO)
A

F
++
 θ Set
Cospan(FinSetO′)
F ′
33
such that the resulting decorated corelation functor makes the diagram of hypergraph
functors
H
∼

T //H′
∼

FCorel // F ′Corel
commute.
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Proof. On objects, define the functor A : Cospan(FinSetO) → Cospan(FinSetO′) to
take each O-labelled set X = [x1 : . . . : xn], written here as a string of elements of O,
to the O′-labelled set TX = [Tx1 : . . . : Txn] comprising the same set but changing
each label xi to Txi. On morphisms, let it take a function between O-labelled sets to
the same function between the underlying sets, noting that the function now preserves
the O′-labels. This functor A clearly preserves colimits: again, colimits in FinSetO
are just colimits in FinSet with the labels inherited as described above.
Let X = [x1 : . . . : xn] be an O-labelled set, and recall that we write PX =
(((x1⊗x2)⊗ . . . )⊗xn)⊗ I for the monoidal product of this string in H with all open
parentheses at the front. We define
θX : Hstr(I,X) = H(I, PX) −→ H′str(I ′, TX) = H′(I ′, PTX);(
I
s→ PX
)
7−→
(
I ′
τI−→ TI Ts−→ TPX τ∗−→ PTX
)
,
where τ∗ is the appropriate composite of coherence isomorphisms of T . This collection
of maps θ is natural because (i) functions in FinSetO act as the Frobenius maps on
the homsets H(I,X) and H′(I ′, TX), and (ii) the functor T is hypergraph and thus
sends, loosely speaking, Frobenius maps to Frobenius maps. Moreover θ is monoidal
as T is monoidal. Thus θ defines a monoidal natural transformation.
The hypergraph functor FCorel → F ′Corel induced by θ is by definition the
map taking the decoration s ∈ H(I, P (X · Y )) to the decoration τ∗ ◦ Ts ◦ τI ∈
H′(I ′, PT (X · Y )). It is immediate that the above square commutes. We thus say
that T can be constructed as a decorated corelation functor.
4.4.2 A categorical equivalence
Choose Grothendieck universes so that we may talk about the category Set now only
of all so-called small sets, and the category Cat of all small categories. If we restrict
our attention to small hypergraph categories, we may summarise these results as a
categorical equivalence.
Indeed, given some fixed object set O, we have a category of lax symmetric
monoidal functors and monoidal natural transformations
LaxSymMon(Cospan(FinSetO), Set).
This is equivalent to some subcategory of the category HypCat of hypergraph cate-
gories. To get a category equivalent to HypCat, we must patch together these functor
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categories by varying the object set and specifying morphisms from objects in one
category to objects in another. For this we use the Grothendieck construction.
Given a (contravariant) functor S : B → Cat from some category B to Cat, we
define the (contravariant) Grothendieck construction B ∫ S to be the category
with pairs (O, F ) where O is an object of B and F is an object of SO as objects, and
pairs
(f, θ) : (O, F ) −→ (O′, F ′)
where f : O → O′ is a morphism in B and θ : F → Sf(F ′) is a morphism in SO
as morphisms. Given another morphism (g, ζ) : (O′, F ′) → (O′′, F ′′), the composite
morphism in the pair (g ◦ f, Sfζ ◦ θ).
Now, define the functor
LaxSymMon(Cospan(FinSet−), Set) : Set −→ Cat
as follows. On objects let it map a set O to the lax symmetric monoidal functor
category LaxSymMon(Cospan(FinSetO), Set). For morphisms, we noted at the be-
ginning of the proof of Theorem 4.14 that a function r : O → O′ from one set of labels
to another induces a functor R : Cospan(FinSetO) → Cospan(FinSetO′) taking each
O-labelled set N l→ O to the O′-labelled set N r◦l−→ O′. This in turn defines a functor
LaxSymMon(Cospan(FinSetO′), Set) −→ LaxSymMon(Cospan(FinSetO), Set);(
F ′ : Cospan(FinSetO′)→ Set
)
7−→
(
R ◦ F ′ : Cospan(FinSetO)→ Set
)
.
by post-composition with R. Note that LaxSymMon(Cospan(FinSet−), Set) is a well-
defined functor: in particular, it preserves composition on the nose.
The Grothendieck construction
Set
∫
LaxSymMon(Cospan(FinSet−), Set)
thus gives a category where the objects are some label setO together with an object in
LaxSymMon(Cospan(FinSetO), Set)—that is, with a lax symmetric monoidal functor
F : (Cospan(FinSetO),+) → (Set,×). The morphisms (O, F ) → (O, F ′) are func-
tions of label sets r : O → O′ together with a natural transformation θ : R ◦F ′ ⇒ F .
In the case of small categories, it is not difficult to show that Theorems 4.13 and
4.14 imply:
Theorem 4.15. There is an equivalence of categories
HypCat ∼= Set
∫
LaxSymMon(Cospan(FinSet−), Set).
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The 2-categorical version of the above equivalence is also the subject of a forth-
coming paper by Vagner, Spivak, and Schultz, from their operadic perspective [VSS].
Remark 4.16. It is prudent, to wonder, in the definition of hypergraph category,
why it is useful to define a structure—the Frobenius maps—on a category that does
not interact with the morphisms of the category. This affects, for example, invariance
under equivalence of symmetric monoidal categories: given two equivalent symmetric
monoidal categories, the hypergraph structures on these categories need not be in
one-to-one correspondence. The Frobenius maps, however, are seen by the monoidal
product and by hypergraph functors. Theorem 4.15 provides a more invariant defini-
tion of the category of hypergraph categories.
4.4.3 Factorisations as decorations
We have seen that every hypergraph category can be constructed as a decorated
corelations category. More precisely, we have seen that every hypergraph category
can be constructed as a decorated corelation category with the factorisation system
the trivial isomorphism-morphism factorisation system. But we can also use other
factorisation systems to construct decorated corelation categories, and these are also
hypergraph categories. This implies that we might have multiple decorated corelation
constructions for the same hypergraph category. How do these constructions relate
to each other?
Recall from Remark 3.20 that for any category C with finite colimits there exists a
poset of factorisation systems (E ,M) withM stable under pushout, where the order
is given by reverse inclusion onM. Suppose we choose a factorisation system (E ,M)
and have a lax symmetric monoidal functor
F : C;Mop −→ Set.
This defines a decorated corelation category. Although we will not prove it here, it
is in fact possible to construct a hypergraph equivalent decorated corelation category
using any factorisation system (E ′,M′) less than (E ,M). Roughly, the idea is that
although moving to a smaller factorisation system results in fewer corelations, we may
store any lost information in the decorations by altering the functor F in the right
way. The proof of Theorem 4.13 shows how to do this for the factorisation system at
the bottom of this poset, the isomorphism-morphism factorisation system (IC,M).
For illustration, we example this interaction for the simplest hypergraph category:
Cospan(FinSet), the free hypergraph category on a single object.
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Example 4.17. As per Example 4.10, Cospan(FinSet) is the hypergraph category
of undecorated morphism-isomorphism corelations in FinSet. Theorem 4.13 shows it
is also the hypergraph category of function-decorated isomorphism-morphism corela-
tions in FinSet.
The construction in Theorem 4.13 proceeds as follows. First, we construct a lax
symmetric monoidal functor F : Cospan(FinSet) → Set. On objects F takes each
finite set X to the set of isomorphism classes of cospans ∅ → D ← X from the
monoidal unit ∅ to X or, equivalently, the set FX of functions s : X → D, where a
unique codomain D is chosen for each finite cardinality. On morphisms, F takes a
cospan X
f→ N g← Y to the function FX → FY that maps s : X → D in FX to the
function Y → N +X D in FY given by
X s //
f

D

Y
g
// N // N +X D
where the square is a pushout square. For coherence maps, the map ϕ1 : 1 → F∅
takes the unique element of 1 to the unique function ! : ∅ → ∅, while ϕX,Y takes a
pair of functions a : X → D, b : Y → E to a+ b : X + Y → D+E. This defines a lax
symmetric monoidal functor (F, ϕ).
A decorated cospan in FinSet with respect to (F, ϕ) is then a cospan of finite sets
X → N ← Y together with a function of finite sets N → D. Using the isomorphism-
morphism factorisation, a decorated corelation is thus a cospan X
ιX−→ X + Y ιY←− Y
together with a function X + Y → D. As there is a unique isomorphism class of
IFinSet-like cospans X ιX−→ X + Y ιY←− Y , a decorated corelation is thus specified by
its decoration X + Y → D alone. Note that maps X + Y → D are in one-to-one
correspondence with cospans X → D ← Y in FinSet via the coproduct inclusion
maps.
As observed in the proof of Theorem 4.13, the hypergraph structure on FCorel
agrees with that on Cospan(FinSet) via this correspondence; the multiplication
µX : X + X → X in FCorel is simply given by the decoration (X + X) + X → X,
and so on. The intuition is that F takes the ‘factored out part’ of the corelation and
puts it into the decoration.
This correspondence between maps X + Y → D and cospans X → D ← Y
suggests an isomorphism. Indeed, the equivalence given by Theorem 4.13 is precisely
this. We can construct one direction, the one from the smaller to larger M—that
is, from M = IFinSet to M = FinSet—as a decorated corelations functor. Note that
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the identity on FinSet maps the subcategory IFinSet into FinSet, and so extends to
a morphism FinSet → Cospan(FinSet). Also recall (from say Example 4.10) that
the ‘undecorated’ cospan category Cospan(FinSet) is equal to the decorated cospan
category given by the functor 1 : FinSet→ Set mapping each finite set to some chosen
one element set 1, and each morphism to the identity morphism on 1. Define monoidal
natural transformation
FinSet = FinSet; IopFinSet
ι

1
,,
	 θ Set
Cospan(FinSet) = FinSet; FinSetop
G
22
with each θX : 1→ GX mapping the unique element to the identity function 1X : X →
X. This gives the hypergraph functor we expect, mapping the undecorated cospan
X → N ← Y to the trivial cospan X → X + Y ← Y decorated by X + Y → N . It
is now routine to verify this is an isomorphism.
The previous example extends to any category C with finite colimits: the hy-
pergraph category Cospan(C) can always be constructed as (i) trivially decorated
(C, IC)-corelations, or (ii) (IC, C)-corelations decorated by equivalence classes of mor-
phisms with domain the apex of the corelation. Moreover, the isomorphism of these
hypergraph categories is given by the analogous monoidal natural transformation
between the decorating functors.
More general still, a category of trivially decorated (E ,M)-corelations in C can
always be constructed also as (IC, C)-corelations decorated by equivalence classes of
morphisms in E with domain the apex of the corelation, and the isomorphism of these
hypergraph categories a decorated corelations functor.
Most generally, we can still perform this construction on decorated corelation
categories: Theorem 4.13 implies any category of (E ,M)-decorated corelations can be
constructed also as (IC, C)-corelations decorated by codomain decorated morphisms
in E . Given some lax symmetric monoidal functor
F : C;Mop −→ Set,
the decorated (IC, C)-corelations are specified by the functor
F ′ : Cospan(C) −→ Set
taking any object Z ∈ Cospan(C) to the pair (Z e→ N, 1 s→ FN), where e is a
morphism in E .
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What is the utility of this variety of constructions? Different constructions suit dif-
ferent purposes. At the top of the poset, consider the morphism-isomorphism factori-
sation system: these give decorated cospan categories. Decorated cospan categories
provide, as we saw for open electric circuits, an intuitive way to construct a ‘syntac-
tic’ hypergraph category from some notion of network-style diagrammatic language.
Moreover, they are decorated corelation categories withM = IC as small as possible.
This makes it easy to use decorated corelations to construct hypergraph functors—
such as those describing the semantics of diagrams—from a decorated cospan category
to another category.
To do this, however, we need to construct hypergraph categories of semantics.
Here epi-mono corelations are a useful tool. Indeed, some hypergraph categories are
very naturally constructed as corelation (or, dually, relation) categories, such as the
categories of equivalence relations, relations, or linear relations. Here the factorisation
system has an intuitive interpretation, such as the epimorphisms retaining only the
structure in the apex that is ‘accessible’ or ‘mapped onto’ by the feet/boundary.
Decorating these corelations retains the same sort of intuition.
Finally, at the bottom of the poset, we have the isomorphism-morphism factori-
sation system. These give rise to the decorated corelation categories constructed in
Theorem 4.13, in which the factorisation system is the trivial isomorphism-morphism
one and all interesting structure is carried by the apex of the decorated corelation.
Note that these have M = C as large as possible, and also large sets of decorations.
This makes it easy to construct functors into a given hypergraph category. Thus we
might first define a semantic category as an epi-mono corelation category to match
our intuitions, and then later use an equivalent definition as a isomorphism-morphism
corelation category to facilitate construction of semantic functors.
Indeed, the ability to construct functors from one hypergraph category to another
is essential for the understanding of hypergraph categories as network-type diagram-
matic languages, with functors not just giving rise to notions of semantics, but hence
also notions of equivalence of diagrams, and reasoning tools.
We will illustrate these principles in greater depth in Part II, which delves into
applications of this philosophy and framework. We conclude this section and Part I
with two examples of a more abstract nature.
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4.5 Examples
We give two extended examples. Our first example is to revisit the matrix example
from the introduction, having now developed the necessary material. Our second
example is to revisit the category of linear relations once more, showing that we can
also construct it as a decorated corelation category.
4.5.1 Matrices
Let R be a commutative rig.1 In this subsection we will construct matrices over R as
decorated corelations over FinSetop.
In FinSetop the coproduct is the Cartesian product × of sets, the initial object is
the one element set 1, and cospans are spans in FinSet. The notation will thus be
less confusing if we talk of decorated spans on (FinSet,×) given by the contravariant
lax monoidal functor
R(−) : (FinSet,×) −→ (Set,×);
N 7−→ RN(
f : N →M
)
7−→
(
Rf : RM → RN ; v 7→ v ◦ f).
The coherence maps ϕN,M : R
N ×RM → RN×M take a pair (s, t) of maps s : N → R,
t : M → R to the pointwise product s · t : N ×M → R; (n,m) 7→ s(n) · t(m). The unit
coherence map ϕ1 : 1 → R1 sounds almost tautological: it takes the unique element
of the one element set 1 to the function 1→ R that maps the unique element of the
one element set to the multiplicative identity 1R of the rig R. As described in Section
4.1, R(−)Cospan can be considered as the category of ‘multivalued matrices’ over R,
and R(−)Corel the category of matrices over R.
Just as the coherence map ϕ1 gives the unit for the multiplication, it is the co-
herence maps ϕN,M that enact multiplication of scalars: the composite of decorated
spans (X
iX←− N oY−→ Y, N s−→ R) and (Y iY←− M oZ−→ Z, M t−→ R) is the span
X ← N ×Y M → Z decorated by the map
N ×Y M ↪−→ N ×M ϕN,M (s,t)=s·t−−−−−−−−→ R,
where the inclusion from N ×Y M into N × M is that given by the categorical
product. We discussed the intuition for this composition rule, in terms of paths
between elements of X and those of Z, in Section 4.1.
1Also known as a semiring, a rig is a ring without negatives.
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As ϕ1 selects the multiplicative unit 1R of R, the empty decoration on any set
N is the function that sends every element of N to 1R. This implies the identity
decorated span on X = {x1, . . . , xn} is that represented by the diagram
...
1
1
1
...
...
x1
x2
xn
x1
x2
xn
while the Frobenius multiplication and unit are
...
1
1
1
...
...
x1
x2
xn
(x1, x1)
(x2, x2)
(xn, xn)
(x1, x2)
...
...
(x2, x1)
(xn, xn−1)
and ...
1
1
1
...
x1
x2
xn
respectively, with the comultiplication and counit the mirror images.
These morphisms are multivalued matrices in the following sense: the cardinalities
of the domain X and the codomain Y give the dimensions of the matrix, and the apex
N indexes its entries. If n ∈ N maps to x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , we say there is an entry
of value s(n) ∈ R in the xth row and yth column of the matrix. It is multivalued in
the sense that there may be multiple entries in any position (x, y) of the matrix.
To construct matrices proper, and not just multivalued matrices, as decorated
relations, we extend R(−) to the contravariant functor
R(−) : (Span(FinSet),×) −→ (Set,×)
mapping now a span N
f← A g→M to the function
Rf
op;g : RM −→ RN ;
v 7−→
(
n 7→
∑
a∈f−1(n)
v ◦ g(a)
)
.
It is simply a matter of computation to check this is functorial.
Decorated corelations in this category then comprise trivial spans X
piX←− X ×
Y
piY−→ Y , where pi is the projection given by the categorical product, together with a
decoration X×Y → R. Such morphisms give a value of R for each pair (x, y) ∈ X×Y ,
and thus are trivially in one-to-one correspondence with |X| × |Y |-matrices.
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The map R(−)Cospan→ R(−)Corel transports the decoration N×Y M → R along
the function N ×Y M → N ×M that identifies elements over the same pair (x, y).
In terms of the multivalued matrices, this sums over (the potentially empty) set of
entries over (x, y) to create a single entry. It is thus easily observed that composition
in this category is matrix multiplication. Moreover, it is not difficult to check that the
monoidal product is the Kroenecker product of matrices, and thus that R(−)Corel is
monoidally equivalent to the monoidal category of (FinVect,⊗) of finite dimensional
vector spaces, linear maps, and the tensor product.
Note that RX is always an R-module, and Rf a homomorphism of R-modules.
Thus we could take decorations here in the category RMod of R-modules, rather than
the category Set. While Proposition 2.10 shows that the resulting decorated cospan
category would be isomorphic, this may hint at an enriched version of the theory.
4.5.2 Two constructions for linear relations
We saw in §3.4.2 that linear relations are epi-mono corelations in Vect. As linear
relations thus form a hypergraph category LinRel, we can also give a decorated core-
lations construction.
Indeed, Theorem 4.13 shows that from the hom functor LinRel(0,−) on the
monoidal unit of the hypergraph category LinRel, we can build the functor
Lin: Cospan(FinSet) −→ Set
taking a finite set N to the set Lin(N) of linear subspaces of the vector space kN .
Moreover, the image Lin(f) of a function f : N → M maps a subspace L ⊆ kN to
{v | v ◦ f ∈ L} ⊆ kM , while the image Lin(f op) of an opposite function gop : N →M
maps a subspace L ⊆ kN to {v = u ◦ g | u ∈ L} ⊆ kM .
Given this functor, it can be shown that LinCospan is the category of cospans
decorated by subspaces, while LinCorel is the category of linear relations.
This pair of constructions is important for circuits work [BF, BSZ14]. Recall the
functor LinSub : FinSet→ Set of Section 2.5, which takes a finite set X to the set of
subspaces of RX ⊕ (RX)∗. This may be extended to a functor Cospan(FinSet)→ Set,
giving a decorated corelations category of linear relations where the objects are the
direct sum of a vector space and its dual. Recall also that in Section 2.5 we discussed
a functor
GraphCospan→ LinSubCospan
interpreting labelled graphs as linear subspaces. Composing this with the quotient
functor LinSubCospan → LinSubCorel, this gives a compositional linear relations
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semantics for circuit diagrams. This hints at the material we explore in depth in
Chapter 6.
Part II
Applications
99
Chapter 5
Signal flow diagrams
In this chapter we use corelations to guide the development of a graphical language
for reasoning about linear time-invariant systems.
We begin in the next section with motivation and an overview of this chapter. In
§5.2 we then develop a categorical account of complete LTI discrete dynamical sys-
tems. This serves as a denotational semantics for the graphical language, introduced
in §5.3, where we also derive the equational characterisation. In §5.4 we relate this to
an operational semantics, in terms of biinfinite streams of elements of k. We conclude
in §5.5 with a structural account of controllability.
5.1 Behavioural control theory
Control theory begins with the following picture:
systeminput output
In this picture we have an object under study, referred to as a system, which when
fed certain inputs produces certain outputs. These outputs need not be uniquely
determined by the inputs; in general the relationship may be stochastic or non-
deterministic, or depend also on internal states of the system. Although we take
it as given that the system is an open system—so it interacts with its environment,
and so we can observe its inputs and outputs—we assume no access to the details of
these internal states or the inner workings of the system, and this can add consid-
erable complexity to our models. The end goal of control theory is then to control
the system: to understand how to influence its behaviour in order to achieve some
desired goal. Two key questions arise:
100
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• Analysis: Given a system, what is the relationship it induces between input
and output?
• Synthesis: Given a target relationship between input and output, how do we
build a system that produces this relationship?
The first, the question of system analysis, provides the basic understanding required
to find the inputs that lead to the desired outputs. The second question, the question
of synthesis, is the central question of feedback control theory, which aims to design
controllers to regulate other systems. We give a brief overview of the field, illustrated
with some questions of these kinds.
Control has a long history. Indeed, many systems found in the biology and chem-
istry of living organisms have interesting interpretations from a control theoretic view-
point, such as those that are responsible for body temperature regulation or bipedal
balance [Son04]. Human understanding of control developed alongside engineering,
and so dates back at least as far as antiquity, with for example the ancient Romans
devising elaborate systems to maintain desired water levels in aqueducts [Son98].
The origin of formal mathematical control theory, however, is more recent, and in
general taken to be James Clerk Maxwell’s seminal analysis of centrifugal governors,
presented to the Royal Society of London in 1868 [Max68].
The techniques used and developed from Maxwell’s paper, in particular by Rayleigh
and Heaviside, are in general known as transfer function techniques. A transfer func-
tion is a linear map from the set of inputs to the set of outputs of a linear time-
invariant system with zero initial conditions. Transfer functions are commonly used
in the analysis of single-input single-output linear systems, but become unwieldy or
inapplicable for more general systems.
In the 1960s, led by Wiener and Kalman, so-called state space techniques were
developed to address multiple-input multiple-output, time-varying, nonlinear systems
[Fri86]. These methods are characterised by defining a system as a collection of input,
output, and internal state variables, with the state changing as a function of the input
and state variables over time, and the output a function of the input and state. These
functions are often implicitly specified by differential equations.
In general, however, classical control theory remains grounded in a paradigm
that defines and analyses systems in terms of inputs and outputs or, from another
perspective, causes and effects. In recent years Willems, among others, has argued
that this input-output perspective is limiting, as in the case of many systems studied
through control theory there is no clear distinction between input and output variables
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[Wil07]. For example, given a circuit component for which the relevant variables are
the voltages and currents, different contexts may call for the voltage to be viewed as
the input and current output, or vice versa. It is useful to have a single framework
capable of discussing the behaviour of the component without making this choice.
Moreover, in the drive to understand larger and more complex systems, increasing
emphasis has been put on understanding the way systems can be broken down into
composite subsystems, and conversely how systems link together to form larger sys-
tems [Wil89, KT84]. Indeed, interconnection or composition of systems has always
played a central role in systems engineering, and the difficulty of discussing how sys-
tems compose within an input-output framework lends support to Willems’ call for
a more nuanced definition of control system. To illustrate these difficulties, consider
the simple example, due to Willems, of two water tanks each with two access pipes:
For each tank, the relevant variables are the pressure p and the flow f . A typical
control theoretic analysis might view the water pressure as inducing flow through the
tank, and hence take pressure as the input variable, flow as the output variable, and
describe each tank as a transfer function H• : P• → F• between the sets P• and F•
these vary over.
Ideally then, the composite system below, connecting pipe 2 of Tank A to pipe
1 of Tank B, would be described by the composite of the transfer functions HA and
HB of these tanks.
pA1
fA1
pB2
fB2
pA2
fA2
pB1
fB1
Tank A Tank B
This is rarely the case, and indeed makes little sense: the output of transfer function
HA describes the flow through Tank A, while the domain of the transfer function HB
describes pressures through Tank B, so taking the output of HA as the input of HB
runs into type issues. Instead, here the relationship between the transfer functions HA
and HB, and the transfer function HAB of the composite system can be understood
through the fact that connection requires that the pressure at pipe 1 of Tank A must
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be equal to the pressure at pipe 2 of Tank B, and that the flow out of the former
pipe must equal the flow into the latter—that is, by imposing the relations
pA2 = pB1
fA2 = −fB1
on the variables. Indeed in many contexts, hydraulics and electronics among them,
connections between systems are characterised not by the ‘output’ of one system
forming the ‘input’ of the next, but by variable sharing between the systems. Such
relations are often difficult to describe using the language of transfer functions and
state space methods.
The themes of this thesis fit tightly into this programme of modelling control the-
oretic systems with an emphasis on interconnection—Willems’ so-called behavioural
approach. Willems first demonstrated this approach in the setting of linear time-
invariant discrete-time (LTI) dynamical systems [Wil86]. A limitation of the ap-
proach has been lack of formal language for representing and reasoning about the
interconnection of systems. In this chapter we address this by developing a graphical
language for LTI systems.
The expressions of this graphical language, closely resembling the signal flow
graphs of Shannon [Sha42], will form the morphisms of a category of corelations,
and its derivation as such will be crucial in developing a sound and complete equa-
tional theory of LTI systems.
To acquaint ourselves with signal flow graphs, we begin with the example below,
rendered in traditional, directed notation.
s
s-1
(5.1)
This system takes, as input on the left, a stream of values from a field k, e.g. the
rational numbers, and on the right outputs a processed stream of values. The white
circles are adders, the black circles are duplicators, the s gates are 1-step delays and
the −1 gate is an instance of an amplifier that outputs −1 times its input. Processing
is done synchronously according to a global clock.
For instance, assume that at time 0 the left s gate ‘stores’ the value 1 and the
right s gate stores 2. Given an input of −1, the flow graph first adds the left stored
value 1, and then adds −1× 2, for an output of −2. Immediately after this time step
the s gates, acting as delays, now store −1 and −2 respectively, and we repeat the
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process with the next input. Thus from this time 0 an input stream of −1, 1,−1, 1 . . .
results in an output stream of −2, 2,−2, 2, . . . .
We can express (5.1) as a string diagram by forgetting the directionality of wires
and composing the following basic building blocks using the operations of monoidal
categories:
;
s
⊕ ; ; ⊕ ; ⊕ ;
-1
⊕ ;
s
⊕ ; ⊕ ; ⊕ ; ⊕
The building blocks come from the signature of an algebraic theory—a symmetric
monoidal theory to be exact. The terms of this theory comprise the morphisms of a
prop, a symmetric monoidal category in which the objects are the natural numbers.
With an operational semantics suggested by the above example, the terms can also
be considered as a process algebra for signal flow graphs. The idea of understanding
complex systems by “tearing” them into more basic components, “zooming” to un-
derstand their individual behaviour and “linking” to obtain a composite system is at
the core of the behavioural approach in control. The algebra of symmetric monoidal
categories thus seems a good fit for a formal account of these compositional principles.
This work is the first to make this link between monoidal categories and the
behavioural approach to control explicit. Moreover, it is the first to endow signal flow
graphs with their standard systems theoretic semantics in which the registers—the
‘s’ gates—are permitted to hold arbitrary values at the beginning of a computation.
This extended notion of behaviour is not merely a theoretical curiosity: it gives the
class of complete LTI discrete dynamical systems. The interest of systems theorists
is due to practical considerations: physical systems seldom evolve from zero initial
conditions.
Although previous work [BSZ16, BSZ15, Zan15] made the connection between sig-
nal flow graphs and string diagrams, their operational semantics is more restrictive
than that considered here, considering only trajectories with finite past and demand-
ing that, initially, all the registers contain the value 0. Indeed, with this restriction,
it is not difficult to see that the trajectories of (5.1) are those where the output is the
same as the input. The input/output behaviour is thus that of a stateless wire. The
equational presentation in this case is the theory IHk[s] of interacting Hopf algebras
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[Zan15], and indeed, in IHk[s]:
s
-1 s
=
s s
=
(5.2)
Note that (5.2) is not sound for circuits with our more liberal, operational seman-
tics. Indeed, recall that when the registers of (5.1) initially hold values 1 and 2, the
input −1, 1,−1, 1, . . . results in the output −2, 2,−2, 2, . . . . This trajectory is not
permitted by a stateless wire, so IHk[s] is not sound for reasoning about LTI systems
in general. We have provided a sound and complete theory to do just that.
In terms of the algebraic semantics, the difference from previous work is that where
there streams were handled with Laurent (formal power) series, here we use biinfinite
streams. These are sequences of elements of k that are infinite in the past as well as
in the future—that is, elements of kZ. Starting with the operational description, one
obtains a biinfinite trajectory by executing circuits forwards and backwards in time,
for some initialisation of the registers. The dynamical system defined by a signal
flow diagram is the set of trajectories obtained by considering all possible executions
from all possible initialisations. Indeed, this is the very extension that allows us to
discuss non-controllable behaviours; in [BSZ14, BSZ15, Zan15, BE15] all definable
behaviours were controllable.
An equational theory also requires equations between the terms. We obtain the
equations in two steps. First, we show there is a full, but not faithful, morphism
from the prop Cospan Mat k[s, s−1] of cospans of matrices over the ring k[s, s−1] to
the prop LTI of complete LTI discrete dynamical systems. Using the presentation of
Cospan Mat k[s, s−1] in [BSZ16, Zan15], the result is a sound, but not complete, proof
system. The second ingredient is restricting our attention from cospans to corelations.
This gives a faithful morphism, allowing us to present the prop of corelations as a
symmetric monoidal theory, and hence giving a sound and complete proof system for
reasoning about LTIs (Theorem 5.15).
The advantages of the string diagram calculus over the traditional matrix calcu-
lus are manifold. The operational semantics make the notation intuitive, as does the
compositional aspect: it is cumbersome to describe connection of systems using ma-
trices, whereas with string diagrams you just connect the right terminals. Moreover,
the calculus unifies the variety of distinct methods for representing LTI systems with
matrix equations—built from kernel and image representations [Wil07, Wil86]—into
a single framework, heading off possibilities for ambiguity and confusion.
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We hope, however, the greatest advantage will be the way these properties can be
leveraged in analysis of controllability. In Theorem 5.24, we show that in our setting
controllability has an elegant structural characterisation. Compositionality pays off
here, with our proof system giving a new technique for reasoning about control of
compound systems (Proposition 5.28). From the systems theoretic point of view,
these results are promising since the compositional, diagrammatic techniques we bring
to the subject seem well-suited to problems such as controllability of interconnections,
of primary interest for multiagent and spatially interconnected systems [OFM07].
5.2 Linear time-invariant dynamical systems
Following Willems [Wil86], a dynamical system (T,W,B) is: a time axis T , a
signal space W , and a behaviour B ⊆ W T . We refer to w ∈ B as trajectories.
Here we are interested in discrete trajectories that are biinfinite: infinite in past
and future. Our time axis is thus the integers Z. Let k be a field: for concreteness
one may take this to be the rationals Q, the reals R or the booleans Z2. The signal
space is kd, where d is the number of terminals of a system. These, in engineering
terms, are the interconnection variables that enable interaction with an environment.
The dynamical systems of concern to us are thus specified by some natural number
d and a subsetB of (kd)Z. The sets (kd)Z are k-vector spaces, with pointwise addition
and scalar multiplication. We restrict attention to linear systems, meaning that B
is required to be a k-linear subspace—i.e. closed under addition and multiplication
by k-scalars—of (kd)Z.
We partition terminals into a domain and codomain of m and n terminals respec-
tively, writing B ⊆ (km)Z⊕ (kn)Z ∼= (kd)Z. This may seem artificial, in the sense that
the assignment is arbitrary. In particular, it is crucial not to confuse the domains
(codomains) with inputs (outputs). In spite of the apparent contrivedness of choosing
such a partition, Willems and others have argued that it is vital for a sound theory of
system decomposition; indeed, it enables the “tearing” of Willems’ tearing, zooming
and linking [Wil07].
Once the domains and codomains have been chosen, systems are linked by con-
necting terminals. In models of physical systems this means variable coupling or shar-
ing; in our discrete setting where behaviours are subsets of a cartesian product—i.e.
relations—it amounts to relational composition. Since behaviours are both relations
and linear subspaces, a central underlying mathematical notion is a linear relation.
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A behaviour is time-invariant when for every trajectory w ∈ B and any fixed
i ∈ Z, the trajectory whose value at every time t ∈ Z is w(t+ i) is also in B. Time-
invariance brings with it a connection with the algebra of polynomials. Following
the standard approach in control theory, going back to Rosenbrock [Ros70], we work
with polynomials over an indeterminate s as well as its formal inverse s−1—i.e. the
elements of the ring k[s, s−1].
The indeterminate s acts on a given biinfinite stream w ∈ kZ as a one-step delay,
and s−1 as its inverse, a one step anticipation:
(s · w)(t) def= w(t− 1), (s−1 · w)(t) def= w(t+ 1).
We can extend this, in the obvious linear, pointwise manner, to an action of any
polynomial p ∈ k[s, s−1] on w. Since kZ is a k-vector space, any such p defines a
k-linear map kZ → kZ (w 7→ p · w).
Given this, we can view n×m matrices over k[s, s−1] as k-linear maps from (km)Z
to (kn)Z. This viewpoint can be explained succinctly as a functor from the prop
Mat k[s, s−1], defined below, to the category of k-vector spaces and linear transfor-
mations Vectk.
Recall that a prop is a strict symmetric monoidal category where the set of
objects is the natural numbers N, and monoidal product (⊕) on objects is addition.
Homomorphism of props are identity-on-objects strict symmetric monoidal functors.
Definition 5.1. The prop Mat k[s, s−1] has as arrows m → n the n × m-matrices
over k[s, s−1]. Composition is matrix multiplication, and the monoidal product of A
and B is [ A 00 B ]. The symmetries are permutation matrices.
The functor of interest
θ : Mat k[s, s−1] −→ Vectk
takes a natural number n to (kn)Z, and an n × m matrix to the induced linear
transformation (km)Z → (kn)Z. Note that θ is faithful.
The final restriction on the set of behaviours is called completeness, and is a touch
more involved. For t0, t1 ∈ Z, t0 ≤ t1, write w|[t0,t1] for the restriction of w : Z → kn
to the set [t0, t1] = {t0, t0 + 1, . . . , t1}. Write B|[t0,t1] for the set of the restrictions of
all trajectories w ∈ B to [t0, t1]. Then B is complete when w|[t0,t1] ∈ B|[t0,t1] for all
t0, t1 ∈ Z implies w ∈ B. This topological condition is important as it characterises
the linear time-invariant behaviours that are kernels of the action of Mat k[s, s−1]; see
Theorem 5.4.
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Definition 5.2. A linear time-invariant (LTI) behaviour comprises a domain
(km)Z, a codomain (kn)Z, and a subset B ⊆ (km)Z⊕ (kn)Z such that (Z, km⊕ kn,B)
is a complete, linear, time-invariant dynamical system.
The algebra of LTI behaviours is captured concisely as a prop.
Proposition 5.3. There exists a prop LTI with morphisms m→ n the LTI behaviours
with domain (km)Z and codomain (kn)Z. Composition is relational. The monoidal
product is direct sum.
The proof of Proposition 5.3 relies on kernel representations of LTI systems. The
following result lets us pass between behaviours and polynomial matrix algebra.
Theorem 5.4 (Willems [Wil86, Theorem 5]). Let B be a subset of (kn)Z for some
n ∈ N. Then B is an LTI behaviour iff there exists M ∈ Mat k[s, s−1] such that
B = ker(θM).
The prop Mat k[s, s−1] is equivalent to the category FMod k[s, s−1] of finite di-
mensional free k[s, s−1]-modules. Since FModR over a principal ideal domain (PID)
R has finite colimits [BSZ16], and k[s, s−1] is a PID, Mat k[s, s−1] has finite colimits,
and thus it has pushouts.
We can therefore define the prop Cospan Mat k[s, s−1] where arrows are (isomor-
phism classes of) cospans of matrices: arrows m → n comprise a natural number d
together with a d×m matrix A and a d× n matrix B; we write this m A−→ d B←− n.
We can then extend θ to the functor
Θ: Cospan Mat k[s, s−1] −→ LinRelk
where on objects Θ(n) = θ(n) = (kn)Z, and on arrows
m
A−→ d B←− n
maps to {
(x,y)
∣∣ (θA)x = (θB)y} ⊆ (km)Z ⊕ (kn)Z. (5.3)
It is straightforward to prove that this is well defined.
Proposition 5.5. Θ is a functor.
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Proof. Identities are clearly preserved; it suffices to show that composition is too.
Consider the diagram below, where the pushout is calculated in Mat k[s, s−1].
A1

B1

A2

B2

C

D

To show that Θ preserves composition we must verify that
{(x,y) | θCA1x = θDB2y} = {(x, z) | θA1x = θB1z}; {(z,y) | θA2z = θB2y}.
The inclusion ⊆ follows from properties of pushouts in Mat k[s, s−1] (see [BSZ16,
Proposition 5.7]). To see ⊇, we need to show that if there exists z such that θA1x =
θB1z and θA2z = θB2y, then θCA1x = θDB2y. But θCA1x = θCB1z = θDA2z =
θDB2y.
Rephrasing the definition of Θ on morphisms (5.3), the behaviour consists of those
(x,y) that satisfy
θ
[
A −B
] [ x
y
]
= 0,
so one may say—ignoring for a moment the terminal domain/codomain assignment—
that
Θ(
A−→ B←−) = ker θ
[
A −B
]
.
With this observation, as a consequence of Theorem 5.4, Θ has as its image
(essentially) the prop LTI. This proves Proposition 5.3. We may thus consider Θ
a functor onto the codomain LTI; denote this corestriction Θ. We thus have a full
functor:
Θ: Cospan Mat k[s, s−1] −→ LTI .
Remark 5.6. It is important for the sequel to note that Θ is not faithful. For
instance, Θ(1
[1]−→ 1 [1]←− 1) = Θ(1 [
1
0 ]−−→ 2 [
1
0 ]←−− 1), yet the cospans are not isomorphic.
The task of the next section is to develop a setting where these cospans are nonetheless
equivalent.
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5.3 Presentation of LTI
Recall that a symmetric monoidal theory (SMT) is a presentation of a prop: a
pair (Σ, E) where Σ is a set of generators σ : m → n, where m is the arity and
n the coarity. A Σ-term is a obtained from Σ, identity id : 1 → 1 and symmetry
tw: 2→ 2 by composition and monoidal product, according to the grammar
τ ::= σ | id | tw | τ ; τ | τ ⊕ τ
where ; and ⊕ satisfy the standard typing discipline that keeps track of the domains
(arities) and codomains (coarities)
τ : m→ d τ ′ : d→ n
τ ; τ ′ : m→ n
τ : m→ n τ ′ : m′ → n′
τ ⊕ τ ′ : m+m′ → n+ n′
The second component E of an SMT is a set of equations, where an equation is a
pair (τ, µ) of Σ-terms with compatible types, i.e. τ, µ : m→ n for some m,n ∈ N.
Given an SMT (Σ, E), the prop S(Σ,E) has as arrows the Σ-terms quotiented by
the smallest congruence that includes the laws of symmetric monoidal categories and
equations E. We sometimes abuse notation by referring to S(Σ,E) as an SMT. Given
an arbitrary prop X, a presentation of X is an SMT (Σ, E) s.t. X ∼= S(Σ,E).
In this section we give a presentation of LTI as an SMT. This means that (i) we
obtain a syntax—conveniently expressed using string diagrams—for specifying every
LTI behaviour, and (ii) a sound and complete equational theory for reasoning about
them.
5.3.1 Syntax
We start by describing the graphical syntax of dynamical systems, the arrows of the
category S = S(Σ,∅), where Σ is the set of generators:
{ , , , , s , , , , , s }
∪ { a | a ∈ k } ∪ { a | a ∈ k } (5.4)
For each generator, we give its denotational semantics, an LTI behaviour, thereby
defining a prop morphism J−K : S→ LTI.
7→ { (( τυ ) , τ + υ) | τ, υ ∈ kZ } : 2→ 1
7→ { ((), 0) } ⊆ kZ : 0→ 1
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7→ { (τ, ( ττ )) | τ ∈ kZ } : 1→ 2
7→ { (τ, ()) | τ ∈ kZ } : 1→ 0
a 7→ { (τ, a · τ) | τ ∈ kZ } : 1→ 1 (a ∈ k)
s 7→ { (τ, s · τ) | τ ∈ kZ } : 1→ 1
The denotations of the mirror image generators are the opposite relations. Paren-
thetically, we note that a finite set of generators is possible over a finite field, or the
field Q of rationals, cf. §5.3.2.
The following result guarantees that the syntax is fit for purpose: every behaviour
in LTI has a syntactic representation in S.
Proposition 5.7. J−K : S→ LTI is full.
Proof. The fact that J−K is a prop morphism is immediate since S is free on the
SMT (Σ,∅) with no equations. Fullness follows from the fact that J−K factors as the
composite of two full functors:
S

J−K
((
Cospan Mat k[s, s−1]
Θ
// LTI
The functor Θ is full by definition. The existence and fullness of the functor S →
Cospan k[s, s−1] follows from [Zan15, Theorem 3.41]. We give details in the next two
subsections.
Having defined the syntactic prop S capable of representing every behaviour in
LTI, our task for this section is to identify an equational theory that characterises
equivalent representations in LTI: i.e. one that is sound and complete. The first
step is to use the existence of Θ: with the results of [BSZ16, Zan15] we can obtain a
presentation for Cospan Mat k[s, s−1]. This is explained in the next subsection, where
we present Mat k[s, s−1] and Cospan Mat k[s, s−1].
5.3.2 Presentations of Mat k[s, s−1] and Cospan Mat k[s, s−1]
To obtain a presentation of Mat k[s, s−1] as an SMT we only require some of the
generators:
{ , , , , s , s } ∪ { a | a ∈ k }
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and the following equations. First, the white and the black structure forms a (bicom-
mutative) bimonoid:
=
=
=
=
= =
=
=
=
Next, the formal indeterminate s is compatible with the bimonoid structure and has
its mirror image as a formal inverse.
s s = ss=
s =
s
s s =
s
s
= s s =
Finally, we insist that the algebra of k be compatible with the bimonoid structure
and commute with s.
a =
a
a a =
a
a
= a a =
a b = ba
1 =
a
b
= a+b
0 =
a s = s a
The three sets of equations above form the theory of Hopf algebras. Write HAk[s,s−1]
for the prop induced by the SMT consisting of the equations above. The following
follows from [Zan15, Proposition 3.9].
Proposition 5.8. Mat k[s, s−1] ∼= HAk[s,s−1].
Arrows of Mat k[s, s−1] are matrices with polynomial entries, but it may not be
obvious to the reader how polynomials arise with the string diagrammatic syntax.
We illustrate this below.
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Example 5.9. Any polynomial p =
∑v
i=u ais
i, where u ≤ v ∈ Z and with coefficients
ai ∈ k, can be written graphically using the building blocks of HAk[s,s−1]. Rather than
giving a tedious formal construction, we illustrate this with an example for k = R. A
term for 3s−3 − pis−1 + s2 is:
3 s s s
-π s
s s
As an arrow 1→ 1 in MatR[s, s−1], the above term represents a 1×1-matrix over
R[s, s−1]. To demonstrate how higher-dimensional matrices can be written, we also
give a term for the 2× 2-matrix
[
2 3s
s−1 s+ 1
]
:
2
s 3
s
s
The above examples are intended to be suggestive of a normal form for terms in
HAk[s,s−1]; for further details see [Zan15].
To obtain the equational theory of Cospan Mat k[s, s−1] we need the full set of
generators (5.4), along with the equations of HAk[s,s−1], their mirror images, and the
following
=
=
=
pp =
= =
p
p = p
p
p=p
-1 -1
where p ranges over the nonzero elements of k[s, s−1] (see Example 5.9). Note that
in the second equation on the right-hand side, we use the so-called ‘empty diagram’,
or blank space, to represent the identity map on the monoidal unit, 0.
The equations ofHAk[s,s−1] ensure the generators ofHAk[s,s−1] behave as morphisms
in Mat k[s, s−1], while their mirror images ensure the remaining generators behave as
morphisms in the opposite category Mat k[s, s−1]op. The additional equations above
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govern the interaction between these two sets of generators, axiomatising pushouts in
Mat k[s, s−1]. Let IHCsp denote the resulting SMT. The procedure for obtaining the
equations from a distributive law of props is explained in [Zan15, §3.3].
Proposition 5.10 (Zanasi [Zan15, Theorem 3.41]).
Cospan Mat k[s, s−1] ∼= IHCsp.
Using Proposition 5.10 and the existence of Θ, the equational theory of IHCsp is
a sound proof system for reasoning about LTI. Due to the fact that Θ is not faithful
(see Remark 5.6), however, the system is not complete. Achieving completeness is
our task for the remainder of this section.
5.3.3 Corelations in Mat k[s, s−1]
In this subsection we identify a factorisation system in Mat k[s, s−1], and show that
the induced prop Corel Mat k[s, s−1] of corelations is isomorphic to LTI. We then give
a presentation of Corel Mat k[s, s−1] and arrive at a sound and complete equational
theory for LTI.
Recall that split mono is a morphism m : X → Y such that there exists m′ : Y →
X with m′m = idX . Every morphism in Mat k[s, s−1] admits a factorisation into an
epi followed by a split mono.
Proposition 5.11. Every morphism R ∈ Mat k[s, s−1] can be factored as R = BA,
where A is an epi and B is a split mono.
Proof. Given any matrix R, the Smith normal form [Kai80, Section 6.3] gives us
R = V DU , where U and V are invertible, and D is diagonal. In graphical notation
we can write it thus:
U D' V
k k
l l
This implies we may write it as R = U ′;D′;V ′, where U ′ is a split epimorphism, D′
diagonal of full rank, and V ′ a split monomorphism. Explicitly, the construction is
given by
U' U:=
k
l V' := V
k
l
Recall that k[s, s−1] is a PID, so the full rank diagonal matrix D′ is epi. It can be
checked that R = V ′(D′U ′) is an epi-split mono factorisation.
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Recalling the argument in Example 3.2, Proposition 5.11 yields:
Corollary 5.12. Let E be the subcategory of epis and M the subcategory of split
monos. The pair (E ,M) is a factorisation system on Mat k[s, s−1], with M stable
under pushout.
Definition 5.13. The prop Corel Mat k[s, s−1] has as morphisms equivalence classes
of jointly epic cospans in Mat k[s, s−1].
We have a full morphism
F : Cospan Mat k[s, s−1] −→ Corel Mat k[s, s−1]
mapping a cospan to its jointly epic counterpart given by the factorisation system.
Then Θ factors through F as follows:
Cospan Mat k[s, s−1]
F

Θ
((
Corel Mat k[s, s−1]
Φ
// LTI
The morphism Φ along the base of this triangle is an isomorphism of props, and this
is our main technical result, Theorem 5.15. The proof relies on the following beautiful
result of systems theory.
Proposition 5.14 (Willems [Wil86, p.565]). Let M,N be matrices over k[s, s−1].
Then ker θM ⊆ ker θN iff ∃ a matrix X s.t. XM = N .
Further details and a brief history of the above proposition can be found in Schu-
macher [Sch88, pp.7–9].
Theorem 5.15. There is an isomorphism of props
Φ: Corel Mat k[s, s−1] −→ LTI
taking a corelation
A−→ B←− to Θ( A−→ B←−) = ker θ[A −B].
Proof. For functoriality, start from θ : Mat k[s, s−1] → Vect. Now (i) Vect has an
epi-mono factorisation system, (ii) θ maps epis to epis and (iii) split monos to monos,
so θ preserves factorisations. Since it is a corollary of Proposition 5.5 that θ pre-
serves colimits, it follows that θ extends to Ψ: Corel Mat k[s, s−1]→ Corel Vect. But
Corel Vect is isomorphic to LinRel (see §3.4.2). By Theorem 5.4, the image of Ψ is
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LTI, and taking the corestriction to LTI gives us precisely Φ, which is therefore a full
morphism of props.
As corelations n→ m are in one-to-one correspondence with epis out of n+m, to
prove faithfulness it suffices to prove that if two epis R and S with the same domain
have the same kernel, then there exists an invertible matrix U such that UR = S.
This is immediate from Proposition 5.14: if kerR = kerS, then we can find U, V such
that UR = S and V S = R. Since R is an epimorphism, and since V UR = V S = R,
we have that V U = 1 and similarly UV = 1. This proves that any two corelations
with the same image are isomorphic, and so Φ is full and faithful.
5.3.4 Presentation of Corel Mat k[s, s−1]
Thanks to Theorem 5.15, the task of obtaining a presentation of LTI is that of ob-
taining one for Corel Mat k[s, s−1]. To do this, we start with the presentation IHCsp
for Cospan Mat k[s, s−1] of §5.3.2; the task of this section is to identify the additional
equations that equate exactly those cospans that map via F to the same corelation.
In fact, only one new equation is required, the ‘white bone’ or ‘extra’ law:
= (5.5)
where we have carefully drawn the empty diagram to the right of the equality symbol.
Expressed in terms of cospans, equation (5.5) asserts that 0→ 1← 0 and 0→ 0← 0
are identified: indeed, the two clearly yield the same corelation. The intuition here is
that cospans X
i−→ S j←− Y map to the same corelation if their respective copairings
[i, j] : X + Y → S have the same jointly epic parts. More colloquially, this allows
us to ‘discard’ any part of the cospan that is not connected to the terminals. This
is precisely what equation (5.5) represents. Further details on this viewpoint can be
found in [CF].
Let IHCor be the SMT obtained from the equations of IHCsp together with equa-
tion (5.5).
Theorem 5.16. Corel Mat k[s, s−1] ∼= IHCor.
Proof. Since equation (5.5) holds in Corel Mat k[s, s−1], we have a full morphism
IHCor → Corel Mat k[s, s−1]; it remains to show that it is faithful. It clearly suffices
to show that in the equational theory IHCor one can prove that every cospan is equal
to its corelation. Suppose then that m
A−→ k B←− n is a cospan and m A′−→ k′ B′←− n its
corelation. Then, by definition, there exists a split mono M : k′ → k such that MA′ =
A and MB′ = B. Moreover, by the construction of the epi-split mono factorisation
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in Mat k[s, s−1], M is of the form
k'
M'k-k'
k where M ′ : k → k is invertible. We can
now give the derivation in IHCor:
A Bm nk
IHCsp
=
A' B'm nk'
M' M'k-k'
k
k-k'
k'
IHCsp
= A' B'
m nk'
k-k'
(5.5)
= A' B'm nk'
We therefore have a sound and complete equational theory capable of representing
all LTI systems, and also a normal form for each LTI system: every such system can
be written, in an essentially unique way, as a jointly epic cospan of terms in HAk[s,s−1]
in normal form. We summarise the axioms in Figure 5.1.
Remark 5.17. IHCor can also be described as having the equations of IHk[s,s−1] (see
[BSZ16, Zan15]), but without p p = , p p =
p
, and pp=
p
.
Our results generalise; given any PID R we have (informally speaking):
IHCorR = IHR −

r r = ,
r
r = r ,
r
r=r
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ r 6= 0 ∈ R

∼= Corel MatR
and, because of the transpose duality of matrices:
IHRelR = IHR −

r r = ,
r
r = r ,
r
r=r
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ r 6= 0 ∈ R

∼= Rel MatR.
Remark 5.18. The omitted equations each associate a cospan with a span that, in
terms of behaviour, has the effect of passing to a sub-behaviour1. Often this is a strict
sub-behaviour, hence the failure of soundness of IH identified in the introduction.
For example, consider the system B represented by the cospan
s s
1In fact the ‘largest controllable sub-behaviour’ of the system. We explore controllability in
Section 5.5.
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Figure 5.1: The axioms of IHCor.
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We met this system in the introduction; indeed the following derivation can be per-
formed in IHCor:
s
-1 s
=
s s
The trajectories are w = (w1, w2) ∈ kZ ⊕ kZ where (s+ 1) ·w1 = (s+ 1) ·w2; that is,
they satisfy the difference equation
w1(t− 1) + w1(t)− w2(t− 1)− w2(t) = 0.
As we saw in the introduction, however, an equation of IHk[s] omitted from IHCork[s,s−1]
equates this to the identity system , with the identity behaviour those sequences
of the form w = (w1, w1) ∈ kZ ⊕ kZ. The identity behaviour is strictly smaller than
B; e.g., B contains (w1, w2) with w1(t) = (−1)t and w2(t) = 0.
The similarity between our equational presentations of IHCork[s,s−1] and that of IHk[s]
given in [BSZ14, BSZ15] is remarkable, considering the differences between the in-
tended semantics of signal flow graphs that string diagrams in those theories represent,
as well as the underlying mathematics of streams, which for us are elements of the
k vector space kZ and in [BSZ14, BSZ15] are Laurent series. We contend that this
is evidence of the robustness of the algebraic approach: the equational account of
how various components of signal flow graphs interact is, in a sense, a higher-level
specification than the technical details of the underlying mathematical formalisations.
5.4 Operational semantics
In this section we relate the denotational account given in previous sections with an
operational view.
Operational semantics is given to Σ∗-terms—that is, to arrows of the prop S∗ =
S(Σ∗,∅)—where Σ
∗ is obtained from set of generators in (5.4) by replacing the formal
variables s and s−1 with a family of registers, indexed by the scalars of k:
s ; { s k | k ∈ k}
s ; { s k | k ∈ k}
The idea is that at any time during a computation the register holds the signal it has
received on the previous ‘clock-tick’. There are no equations, apart from the laws of
symmetric monoidal categories.
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Next we introduce the structural rules: the transition relations that occur at each
clock-tick, turning one Σ∗-term into another. Each transition is given two labels,
written above and below the arrow. The upper refers to the signals observed at the
‘dangling wires’ on the left-hand side of the term, and the lower to those observed
on the right hand side. Indeed, transitions out of a term of type m→ n have upper
labels in km and lower ones in kn.
Because—for the purposes of the operational account—we consider these terms to
be syntactic, we must also account for the twist and identity . A summary
of the structural rules is given below; the rules for the mirror image generators are
symmetric, in the sense that upper and lower labels are swapped.
k−→
k k
k−→
k l−−→
k+l
−→
0
a
l−→
al
a s l
k−→
l
s k
k−→
k
k l−→
l k
s
u−→
v
s′ t v−→
w
t′
s ; t u−→
w
s′ ; t′
s
u1−−→
v1
s′ t
u2−−→
v2
t′
s⊕ t u1 u2−−−→
v1 v2
s′ ⊕ t′
Here k, l, a ∈ k, s, t are Σ∗-terms, and u,v,w,u1,u2,v1,v2 are vectors in k of the
appropriate length. Note that the only generators that change as a result of compu-
tation are the registers; it follows this is the only source of state in any computation.
Let τ : m → n ∈ S be a Σ-term. Fixing an ordering of the delays s in τ
allows us to identify the set of delays with a finite ordinal [d]. A register assignment
is then simply a function σ : [d] → k. We may instantiate the Σ-term τ with the
register assignment σ to obtain the Σ∗-term τσ ∈ S∗ of the same type: for all i ∈ [d]
simply replace the ith delay with a register in state σ(i).
A computation on τ initialised at σ is an infinite sequence of register assignments
and transitions:
τσ
u1−−→
v1
τσ1
u2−−→
v2
τσ2
u3−−→
v3
. . .
The trace induced by this computation is the sequence
(u1,v1), (u2,v2), . . .
of elements of km ⊕ kn.
To relate the operational and denotational semantics, we introduce the notion of
biinfinite trace: a trace with an infinite past as well as future. To define these, we
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use the notion of a reverse computation: a computation using the operational rules
above, but with the rules for delay having their left and right hand sides swapped:
s k
k−→
l
s l .
Definition 5.19. Given τ : m → n ∈ S, a biinfinite trace on τ is a sequence
w ∈ (km)Z ⊕ (kn)Z such that there exists
(i) a register assignment σ;
(ii) an infinite forward trace φσ of a computation on τ initialised at σ; and,
(iii) an infinite backward trace ψσ of a reverse computation on τ initialised at σ,
obeying
w(t) =
{
φ(t) t ≥ 0;
ψ(−(t+ 1)) t < 0.
We write bit(τ) for the set of all biinfinite traces on τ .
The following result gives a tight correspondence between the operational and
denotational semantics, and follows via a straightforward structural induction on τ .
Lemma 5.20. For any τ : m→ n ∈ S, we have
JτK = bit(τ)
as subsets of (km)Z × (kn)Z.
5.5 Controllability
Suppose we are given a current and a target trajectory for a system. Is it always
possible, in finite time, to steer the system onto the target trajectory? If so, the
system is deemed controllable, and the problem of controllability of systems is at the
core of control theory. The following definition is due to Willems [Wil89].
Definition 5.21. A system (T,W,B) (or simply the behaviour B) is controllable
if for all w,w′ ∈ B and all times t0 ∈ Z, there exists w′′ ∈ B and t′0 ∈ Z such that
t′0 > t0 and w
′′ obeys
w′′(t) =
{
w(t) t ≤ t0
w′(t− t′0) t ≥ t′0.
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As mentioned previously, a novel feature of our graphical calculus is that it allows
us to consider non-controllable behaviours.
Example 5.22. Consider the system in the introduction, further elaborated in Re-
mark 5.18. As noted previously, the trajectories of this system are precisely those
sequences w = (w1, w2) ∈ kZ ⊕ kZ that satisfy the difference equation
w1(t− 1) + w1(t)− w2(t− 1)− w2(t) = 0.
To see that the system is non-controllable, note that
w1(t− 1)− w2(t− 1) = −(w1(t)− w2(t)),
so (w1 − w2)(t) = (−1)tcw for some cw ∈ k. This cw is a time-invariant property of
any trajectory. Thus if w and w′ are trajectories such that cw 6= cw′ , then it is not
possible to transition from the past of w to the future of w′ along some trajectory in
B.
Explicitly, taking w(t) = ((−1)t, 0) and w′(t) = ((−1)t2, 0) suffices to show B is
not controllable.
5.5.1 A categorical characterisation
We now show that controllable systems are precisely those representable as spans of
matrices. This novel characterisation leads to new ways of reasoning about control-
lability of composite systems.
Among the various equivalent conditions for controllability, the existence of image
representations is most useful for our purposes.
Proposition 5.23 (Willems [Wil07, p.86]). An LTI behaviour B is controllable iff
there exists M ∈ Mat k[s, s−1] such that B = Im θM .
Restated in our language, Proposition 5.23 states that controllable systems are
precisely those representable as spans of matrices.
Theorem 5.24. Let m
A−→ d B←− n be a corelation in Corel Mat k[s, s−1]. Then the
LTI behaviour Φ(
A−→ B←−) is controllable iff there exists R : e→ m, S : e→ n such that
m
R←− e S−→ n = m A−→ d B←− n
as morphisms in Corel Mat k[s, s−1].
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Proof. To begin, note that the behaviour of a span is its joint image. That is, Φ(
R←− S−→)
is the composite of linear relations ker θ[idm −R] and ker θ[S − idn], which comprises
all (x,y) ∈ (km)Z ⊕ (kn)Z s.t. ∃ z ∈ (ke)Z with x = θRz and y = θSz. Thus
Φ(
R←− S−→) = Im θ
[
R
S
]
.
The result then follows immediately from Proposition 5.23.
In terms of the graphical theory, this means that a term in the formHAk[s,s−1];HAopk[s,s−1]
(‘cospan form’) is controllable iff we can find a derivation, using the rules of IHCor,
that puts it in the form HAopk[s,s−1];HAk[s,s−1] (‘span form’). This provides a general,
easily recognisable representation for controllable systems.
Span representations also lead to a test for controllability: take the pullback of the
cospan and check whether the system described by it coincides with the original one.
Indeed, note that as k[s, s−1] is a PID, the category Mat k[s, s−1] has pullbacks. A
further consequence of Theorem 5.24, together with Proposition 5.14, is the following.
Proposition 5.25. Let m
A−→ d B←− n be a cospan in Mat k[s, s−1], and write the
pullback of this cospan m
R←− e S−→ n. Then the behaviour of the pullback span Φ( R←− S−→)
is the maximal controllable sub-behaviour of Φ(
A−→ B←−).
Proof. Suppose we have another controllable behaviour C contained in ker θ[A −B].
Then this behaviour is the Φ-image of some span m
R′←− e′ S′−→ n. As Im θ
[
R′
S ′
]
lies
in ker θ[A − B], the universal property of the pullback gives a map e′ → e such
that the relevant diagram commutes. This implies that the controllable behaviour
C = Im θ
[
R′
S ′
]
is contained in Im θ
[
R
S
]
, as required.
Corollary 5.26. Suppose that an LTI behaviour B has cospan representation
m
A−→ d B←− n.
Then B is controllable iff the Φ-image of the pullback of this cospan in Mat k[s, s−1]
is equal to B.
Moreover, taking the pushout of this pullback span gives another cospan. The
morphism from the pushout to the original cospan, given by the universal property
of the pushout, describes the way in which the system fails to be controllable.
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To continue Remark 5.17, the theory of interacting Hopf algebras IHk[s,s−1] [BSZ16,
Zan15] may be viewed as our theory IHCor of LTI systems together with the axioms
given by the pullback in Mat k[s, s−1]. Thus, graphically, the pullback may be com-
puted by using the axioms of IHk[s,s−1]. For example, the pullback span of the system
of Example 5.22 is simply the identity span, as derived in equation (5.2) of the pre-
vious section. In the traditional matrix calculus for control theory, one derives this
by noting the system has kernel representation ker θ
[
s+ 1 −(s+ 1)
]
, and eliminat-
ing the common factor s + 1 between the entries. Either way, we conclude that the
maximally controllable subsystem of 1
[s+1]−−−→ 1 [s+1]←−−− 1 is simply the identity system
1
[1]−→ 1 [1]←− 1.
5.5.2 Control and interconnection
From this vantage point we can make useful observations about controllable systems
and their composites: we simply need to ask whether we can rewrite them as spans.
Example 5.27. Suppose that B has cospan representation m
A−→ d B←− n. Then B is
easily seen to be controllable when A or B is invertible. Indeed, if A is invertible, then
m
A−1B←−−− n idn−−→ n is an equivalent span; if B is invertible, then m idm←−− m B−1A−−−→ n.
More significantly, the compositionality of our framework aids understanding of
how controllability behaves under the interconnection of systems—an active field of
investigation in current control theory. We give an example application of our result.
First, consider the following proposition.
Proposition 5.28. LetB,C be controllable systems, given by the respective Φ-images
of the spans m
B1←− d B2−→ n and n C1←− e C2−→ l. Then the composite C ◦B : m → l is
controllable if Φ(
B2−→ C1←−) is controllable.
Proof. Replacing
B2−→ C1←− with an equivalent span gives a span representation for C ◦
B.
Example 5.29. Consider LTI systems
s
s
and
s
s
.
These systems are controllable because each is represented by a span in Mat k[s, s−1].
Indeed, recall that each generator of LTI = Corel Mat k[s, s−1] arises as the image of
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a generator in Mat k[s, s−1] or Mat k[s, s−1]op; for example, the white monoid map
represents a morphism in Mat k[s, s−1], while the black monoid map
represents a morphism in Mat k[s, s−1]op. The above diagrams are spans as we may
partition the diagrams above so that each generator in Mat k[s, s−1]op lies to the left
of each generator in Mat k[s, s−1].
To determine controllability of the interconnected system
s
s
s
s
Proposition 5.28 states that it is enough to consider the controllability of the subsys-
tem
s
s .
The above diagram gives a representation of the subsystem as a cospan in Mat k[s, s−1].
We can prove it is controllable by rewriting it as a span using an equation of LTI:
s
s =
s
.
Thus the composite system is controllable.
Remark 5.30. Note the converse of Proposition 5.28 fails. For a simple example,
consider the system
s s
This is equivalent to the empty system, and so trivially controllable. The central
span, however, is not controllable (Example 5.22).
5.5.3 Comparison to matrix methods
The facility with which the graphical calculus formalises and solves such controlla-
bility issues is especially appealing in view of potential applications in the analysis
of controllability of systems over networks (see [OFM07]). To make the reader fully
appreciate such potential, we sketch how complicated such analysis is using standard
algebraic methods and dynamical system theory even for the highly restrictive case
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of two systems that compose to make a single-input, single-output system. See also
pages 513 to 516 of Fuhrmann and Helmke’s recent book [FH15], where a generaliza-
tion of the result of Proposition 5.28 is given in a polynomial- and operator-theoretic
setting.
In the following we abuse notation by writing a matrix for its image under the
functor θ. The following is a useful result for analysing the controllability of kernel
representations applying only to the single-input single-output case.
Proposition 5.31 (Willems [Wil07, p.75]). Let B ⊆ (k2)Z be a behaviour given by
the kernel of the matrix θ
[
A B
]
, where A and B are column vectors with entries in
k[s, s−1]. Then B is controllable if and only if the greatest common divisor gcd(A,B)
of A and B is 1.
Using the notation of Proposition 5.28, the trajectories of B and C respectively
are those (w1, w2) ∈ (kn)Z ⊕ (km)Z and (w′2, w3) ∈ (km)Z ⊕ (kp)Z such that[
w1
w2
]
=
[
B1
B2
]
`1 and
[
w′2
w3
]
=
[
C1
C2
]
`2 (5.6)
for some `1 ∈ (kb)Z, `2 ∈ (kc)Z. These are the explicit image representations of the
two systems. We assume without loss of generality that the representations (5.6)
are observable (see [Wil07]); this is equivalent to gcd(B1, B2) = gcd(C1, C2) = 1.
Augmenting (5.6) with the interconnection constraint w2 = B2`1 = C1`2 = w
′
2 we
obtain the representation of the interconnection:
w1
w2
w′2
w3
0
 =

B1 0
B2 0
0 C1
0 C2
B2 −C1

[
`1
`2
]
. (5.7)
Proposition 5.28 concerns the controllability of the set C ◦B of trajectories (w1, w3)
for which there exist trajectories w2, w
′
2, `1, `2 such that (5.7) holds.
To obtain a representation of such behaviour the variables `1, `2, w2 and w
′
2 must
be eliminated from (5.7) via algebraic manipulations (see the discussion on p. 237
of [Wil89]). Denote G = gcd(B1, C2), and write C2 = GC
′
2 and B1 = GB
′
1, where
gcd(B′1, C
′
2) = 1. Without entering in the algebraic details, it can be shown that a
kernel representation of the projection of the behaviour of (5.7) on the variables w1
and w3 is [
C ′2B2 −B′1C2
] [w1
w3
]
= 0 . (5.8)
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We now restrict to the single-input single-output case. Recalling Proposition 5.31,
the behaviour represented by (5.8) is controllable if and only if gcd(C ′2B2, B
′
1C1) = 1.
Finally then, to complete our alternate proof of the single-input single-output
case of Proposition 5.28, note that Θ(
B2−→ C1←−) is controllable if gcd(B2, C1) = 1.
Given the observability assumption, this implies gcd(C ′2B2, B
′
1C1) = 1, and so the
interconnected behaviour C ◦B represented by (5.8) is controllable.
In the multi-input, multi-output case stating explicit conditions on the controlla-
bility of the interconnection given properties of the representations of the individual
systems and their interconnection is rather complicated. This makes the simplicity of
Proposition 5.28 and the straightforward nature of its proof all the more appealing.
Chapter 6
Passive linear networks
This chapter is about using decorated corelations to build semantic functors.
A thorough introduction to this chapter can be found in the next section. Here
we give a quick overview of the structure of this chapter. The first focus is the
traditional, closed semantics of circuit diagrams. We begin in §6.2 with a discussion
of circuits of linear resistors, developing the intuition for the governing laws of passive
linear circuits—Ohm’s law, Kirchhoff’s voltage law, and Kirchhoff’s current law—
in a time-independent setting, and showing that Dirichlet forms represent circuit
behaviours. In §6.3, the Laplace transform then allows us to recapitulate these ideas
after introducing inductors and capacitors, speaking of impedance where we formerly
spoke of resistance, and generalizing Dirichlet forms from the field R to the field R(s)
of real rational functions.
The goal of this applications chapter is to show how decorated corelations can
make these semantics compositional. As a network-style diagrammatic language, it
should thus be no surprise that we begin by using decorated cospans to construct a
hypergraph category of circuits (§6.4). At the end of this section, however, we show
that Dirichlet forms do not provide the flexibility to construct a semantic category
for circuits. This motivates the development of more powerful machinery.
In §6.5 we review the basic theory of linear Lagrangian relations, giving details to
the correspondence we have defined between Dirichlet forms, and hence passive linear
circuits, and Lagrangian relations. Subsection 6.6 then takes immediate advantage of
the added flexibility of Lagrangian relations, discussing the ‘trivial’ circuits comprising
only perfectly conductive wires, which mediate the notion of composition of circuits.
With these application-specific tools, we can use decorated corelations to prove
the functoriality of black-boxing circuits in §6.7.
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6.1 Introduction
In late 1940s, just as Feynman was developing his diagrams for processes in particle
physics, Eilenberg and Mac Lane initiated their work on category theory. Over the
subsequent decades, and especially in the aforementioned work of Joyal and Street
[JS91, JS93], it became clear that these developments were profoundly linked: as we
have seen, monoidal categories have a precise graphical representation in terms of
string diagrams, and conversely monoidal categories provide an algebraic foundation
for the intuitions behind Feynman diagrams [BS11]. The key insight is the use of cate-
gories where morphisms describe physical processes, rather than structure-preserving
maps between mathematical objects [CP11].
But even before physicists began using Feynman diagrams, various branches of
engineering were using diagrams that in retrospect are closely related. In the last
chapter we investigated signal flow diagrams. But even before these, and even more
well known, are the ubiquitous electrical circuit diagrams. These are broad in their
application, and similar diagrams are used to describe networks consisting of me-
chanical, hydraulic, thermodynamic and chemical systems. Further work, pioneered
in particular by Forrester [For61] and Odum [Odu84], even applies similar diagram-
matic methods to biology, ecology, and economics.
As discussed in detail by Olsen [Ols43], Paynter [Pay61] and others, there are
mathematically precise analogies between these different systems. We give a few
examples in Table 6.1. In each case, the system’s state is described by variables that
come in pairs, with one variable in each pair playing the role of ‘displacement’ and the
other playing the role of ‘momentum’. In engineering, the time derivatives of these
variables are sometimes called ‘flow’ and ‘effort’. In classical mechanics, this pairing
of variables is well understood using symplectic geometry. Thus, any mathematical
formulation of the diagrams used to describe networks in engineering needs to take
symplectic geometry as well as category theory into account.
Table 6.1: Analogies between variables in various physical settings
displacement flow momentum effort
q q˙ p p˙
Electronics charge current flux linkage voltage
Mechanics (translation) position velocity momentum force
Mechanics (rotation) angle angular velocity angular momentum torque
Hydraulics volume flow pressure momentum pressure
Thermodynamics entropy entropy flow temperature momentum temperature
Chemistry moles molar flow chemical momentum chemical potential
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Although we shall keep the broad applicability of network diagrams in the back of
our minds, we couch our discussion in terms of electrical circuits, for the sake of famil-
iarity. In this section our goal is somewhat limited. We only study circuits built from
‘passive’ components: that is, those that do not produce energy. Thus, we exclude
batteries and current sources. We only consider components that respond linearly
to an applied voltage. Thus, we exclude components such as nonlinear resistors or
diodes. Finally, we only consider components with one input and one output, so that
a circuit can be described as a graph with edges labeled by components. Thus, we
also exclude transformers. The most familiar components our framework covers are
linear resistors, capacitors and inductors.
While we hope to expand our scope in future work, the class of circuits made
from these components has appealing mathematical properties, and is worthy of deep
study. Indeed, this class has been studied intensively for many decades by electrical
engineers [AV73, Bud74, Sle68]. Even circuits made exclusively of resistors have
inspired work by mathematicians of the caliber of Weyl [Wey23] and Smale [Sma72].
The present work relies on this research. All we add here is an emphasis on
symplectic geometry and an explicitly ‘compositional’ framework, which clarifies the
way a larger circuit can be built from smaller pieces. This is where monoidal cate-
gories become important: the main operations for building circuits from pieces are
composition and tensoring.
Our strategy is most easily illustrated for circuits made of linear resistors. Such a
resistor dissipates power, turning useful energy into heat at a rate determined by the
voltage across the resistor. However, a remarkable fact is that a circuit made of these
resistors always acts to minimize the power dissipated this way. This ‘principle of
minimum power’ can be seen as the reason symplectic geometry becomes important
in understanding circuits made of resistors, just as the principle of least action leads
to the role of symplectic geometry in classical mechanics.
Here is a circuit made of linear resistors:
inputs outputs
3Ω
1Ω
4Ω
The wiggly lines are resistors, and their resistances are written beside them: for
example, 3Ω means 3 ohms, an ‘ohm’ being a unit of resistance. To formalize this,
define a circuit of linear resistors to consist of:
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• a set N of nodes,
• a set E of edges,
• maps s, t : E → N sending each edge to its source and target node,
• a map r : E → (0,∞) specifying the resistance of the resistor labelling each
edge,
• maps i : X → N , o : Y → N specifying the inputs and outputs of the circuit.
When we run electric current through such a circuit, each node n ∈ N gets a
‘potential’ φ(n). The ‘voltage’ across an edge e ∈ E is defined as the change in
potential as we move from to the source of e to its target, φ(t(e))− φ(s(e)), and the
power dissipated by the resistor on this edge equals
1
r(e)
(
φ(t(e))− φ(s(e)))2.
The total power dissipated by the circuit is therefore twice
P (φ) =
1
2
∑
e∈E
1
r(e)
(
φ(t(e))− φ(s(e)))2.
The factor of 1
2
is convenient in some later calculations. Note that P is a nonnegative
quadratic form on the vector space RN . However, not every nonnegative definite
quadratic form on RN arises in this way from some circuit of linear resistors with N
as its set of nodes. The quadratic forms that do arise are called ‘Dirichlet forms’.
They have been extensively investigated [Fuk80, MR91, Sab97, Sab04], and they play
a major role in our work.
We write ∂N = i(X)∪o(Y ) for the set of ‘terminals’: that is, nodes corresponding
to inputs and outputs. The principle of minimum power says that if we fix the
potential at the terminals, the circuit will choose the potential at other nodes to
minimize the total power dissipated. An element ψ of the vector space R∂N assigns a
potential to each terminal. Thus, if we fix ψ, the total power dissipated will be twice
Q(ψ) = min
φ∈RN
φ|∂N=ψ
P (φ)
The function Q : R∂N → R is again a Dirichlet form. We call it the ‘power functional’
of the circuit.
Now, suppose we are unable to see the internal workings of a circuit, and can
only observe its ‘external behaviour’: that is, the potentials at its terminals and
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the currents flowing into or out of these terminals. Remarkably, this behaviour is
completely determined by the power functional Q. The reason is that the current at
any terminal can be obtained by differentiating Q with respect to the potential at this
terminal, and relations of this form are all the relations that hold between potentials
and currents at the terminals.
The Laplace transform allows us to generalize this immediately to circuits that
can also contain linear inductors and capacitors, simply by changing the field we
work over, replacing R by the field R(s) of rational functions of a single real variable,
and talking of ‘impedance’ where we previously talked of resistance. We obtain a
category Circ where, roughly speaking, an object is a finite set, a morphism X → Y
is a circuit with input set X and output set Y , and composition is given by identifying
the outputs of one circuit with the inputs of the next, and taking the resulting union
of labelled graphs. Each such circuit gives rise to a Dirichlet form, now defined over
R(s), and this Dirichlet form completely describes the externally observable behaviour
of the circuit.
We can take equivalence classes of circuits, where two circuits count as the same
if they have the same Dirichlet form. We wish for these equivalence classes of circuits
to form a category. Although there is a notion of composition for Dirichlet forms, we
find that it lacks identity morphisms or, equivalently, it lacks morphisms representing
ideal wires of zero impedance. To address this we turn to Lagrangian subspaces of
symplectic vector spaces. These generalize quadratic forms via the map(
Q : F∂N → F
)
7−→
(
Graph(dQ) = {(ψ, dQψ) | ψ ∈ F∂N} ⊆ F∂N ⊕ (F∂N)∗
)
taking a quadratic form Q on the vector space F∂N over a field F to the graph of its
differential dQ. Here we think of the symplectic vector space F∂N ⊕ (F∂N)∗ as the
state space of the circuit, and the subspace Graph(dQ) as the subspace of attainable
states, with ψ ∈ F∂N describing the potentials at the terminals, and dQψ ∈ (F∂N)∗
the currents.
This construction is well known in classical mechanics [Wei81], where the principle
of least action plays a role analogous to that of the principle of minimum power here.
The set of Lagrangian subspaces is actually an algebraic variety, the ‘Lagrangian
Grassmannian’, which serves as a compactification of the space of quadratic forms.
The Lagrangian Grassmannian has already played a role in Sabot’s work on circuits
made of resistors [Sab97, Sab04]. For us, its importance it that we can find identity
morphisms for the composition of Dirichlet forms by taking circuits made of parallel
resistors and letting their resistances tend to zero: the limit is not a Dirichlet form,
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but it exists in the Lagrangian Grassmannian. Indeed, there exists a category LagrRel
with finite dimensional symplectic vector spaces as objects and ‘Lagrangian relations’
as morphisms: that is, linear relations from V to W that are given by Lagrangian
subspaces of V ⊕W , where V is the symplectic vector space conjugate to V .
To move from the Lagrangian subspace defined by the graph of the differential of
the power functional to a morphism in the category LagrRel—that is, to a Lagrangian
relation—we must treat seriously the input and output functions of the circuit. These
express the circuit as built upon a cospan
N
X
i
>>
Y.
o
``
Applicable far more broadly than this present formalization of circuits, cospans model
systems with two ‘ends’, an input and output end, albeit without any connotation
of directionality: we might just as well exchange the role of the inputs and outputs
by taking the mirror image of the above diagram. The role of the input and output
functions, as we have discussed, is to mark the terminals we may glue onto the
terminals of another circuit, and the pushout of cospans gives formal precision to this
gluing construction.
One upshot of this cospan framework is that we may consider circuits with ele-
ments of N that are both inputs and outputs, such as this one:
inputs outputs
This corresponds to the identity morphism on the finite set with two elements. An-
other is that some points may be considered an input or output multiple times; we
draw this:
inputs outputs
1Ω
This allows us to connect two distinct outputs to the above double input.
Given a set X of inputs or outputs, we understand the electrical behaviour on
this set by considering the symplectic vector space FX ⊕ (FX)∗, the direct sum of the
space FX of potentials and the space (FX)∗ of currents at these points. A Lagrangian
relation specifies which states of the output space FY ⊕ (FY )∗ are allowed for each
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state of the input space FX ⊕ (FX)∗. Turning the Lagrangian subspace Graph(dQ)
of a circuit into this information requires that we understand the ‘symplectification’
Sf : FB ⊕ (FB)∗ → FA ⊕ (FA)∗
and ‘twisted symplectification’
Stf : FB ⊕ (FB)∗ → FA ⊕ (FA)∗
of a function f : A → B between finite sets. In particular we need to understand
how these apply to the input and output functions with codomain restricted to ∂N ;
abusing notation, we also write these i : X → ∂N and o : Y → ∂N .
The symplectification is a Lagrangian relation, and the catch phrase is that it
‘copies voltages’ and ‘splits currents’. More precisely, for any given potential-current
pair (ψ, ι) in FB ⊕ (FB)∗, its image under Sf comprises all elements of (ψ′, ι′) ∈
FA ⊕ (FA)∗ such that the potential at a ∈ A is equal to the potential at f(a) ∈ B,
and such that, for each fixed b ∈ B, collectively the currents at the a ∈ f−1(b)
sum to the current at b. We use the symplectification So of the output function to
relate the state on ∂N to that on the outputs Y . As our current framework is set
up to report the current out of each node, to describe input currents we define the
twisted symplectification Stf : FB ⊕ (FB)∗ → FA ⊕ (FA)∗ almost identically to the
above, except that we flip the sign of the currents ι′ ∈ (FA)∗. We use the twisted
symplectification Sti of the input function to relate the state on ∂N to that on the
inputs.
The Lagrangian relation corresponding to a circuit is then the set of all potential–
current pairs that are possible at the inputs and outputs of that circuit. For instance,
consider a resistor of resistance r, with one end considered as an input and the other
as an output:
input output
r
To obtain the corresponding Lagrangian relation, we must first specify domain and
codomain symplectic vector spaces. In this case, as the input and output sets each
consist of a single point, these vector spaces are both F⊕F∗, where the first summand
is understood as the space of potentials, and the second the space of currents.
Now, the resistor has power functional Q : F2 → F given by
Q(ψ1, ψ2) =
1
2r
(ψ2 − ψ1)2,
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and the graph of the differential of Q is
Graph(dQ) =
{(
ψ1, ψ2,
1
r
(ψ1 − ψ2), 1r (ψ2 − ψ1)
) ∣∣ψ1, ψ2 ∈ F} ⊆ F2 ⊕ (F2)∗.
In this example the input and output functions i, o are simply the identity functions
on a one element set, so the symplectification of the output function is simply the
identity linear transformation, and the twisted symplectification of the input function
is the isomorphism between conjugate symplectic vector spaces F ⊕ F∗ → F⊕ F∗
mapping (φ, i) to (φ,−i) This implies that the behaviour associated to this circuit is
the Lagrangian relation{
(ψ1, i, ψ2, i)
∣∣ψ1, ψ2 ∈ F, i = 1r (ψ2 − ψ1)} ⊆ F⊕ F∗ ⊕ F⊕ F∗.
This is precisely the set of potential-current pairs that are allowed at the input and
output of a resistor of resistance r. In particular, the relation i = 1
r
(ψ2 − ψ1) is well
known in electrical engineering: it is ‘Ohm’s law’.
A crucial fact is that the process of mapping a circuit to its corresponding La-
grangian relation identifies distinct circuits. For example, a single 2-ohm resistor:
input output
2Ω
has the same Lagrangian relation as two 1-ohm resistors in series:
input output
1Ω 1Ω
The Lagrangian relation does not shed any light on the internal workings of a circuit.
Thus, we call the process of computing this relation ‘black boxing’: it is like encasing
the circuit in an opaque box, leaving only its terminals accessible. Fortunately, the
Lagrangian relation of a circuit is enough to completely characterize its external
behaviour, including how it interacts when connected with other circuits.
Put more precisely, the black boxing process is functorial : we can compute the
black boxed version of a circuit made of parts by computing the black boxed versions
of the parts and then composing them. In fact we shall prove that Circ and LagrRel
are dagger compact categories, and the black box functor preserves all this structure:
Theorem 6.1. There exists a hypergraph functor, the black box functor
 : Circ→ LagrRel,
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mapping a finite set X to the symplectic vector space FX ⊕ (FX)∗ it generates, and a
circuit
(
(N,E, s, t, r), i, o
)
to the Lagrangian relation⋃
v∈Graph(dQ)
Sti(v)× So(v) ⊆ FX ⊕ (FX)∗ ⊕ FY ⊕ (FY )∗,
where Q is the circuit’s power functional.
The goal of this chapter is to prove and explain this result, demonstrating how
the mathematical machinery of Part I provides clarity. With these tools in hand,
the black box functor turns out to rely on a tight relationship between Kirchhoff’s
laws, the minimization of Dirichlet forms, and the ‘symplectification’ of corelations.
It is well known that away from the terminals, a circuit must obey two rules known
as Kirchhoff’s laws. We have already noted that the principle of minimum power
states that a circuit will ‘choose’ potentials on its interior that minimize the power
functional. We clarify the relation between these points in Theorems 6.21 and 6.22,
which together show that minimizing a Dirichlet form over some subset amounts to
assuming that the corresponding circuit obeys Kirchhoff’s laws on that subset.
We have also mentioned the symplectification of functions above. Extending this
to allow symplectification of epi-mono corelations in FinSet, this process gives a map
sending corelations to Lagrangian relations that describe the behaviour of ideal per-
fectly conductive wires. We prove that these symplectified corelations simultaneously
impose Kirchhoff’s laws (Proposition 6.46 and Example 6.47) and accomplish the
minimization of Dirichlet forms (Theorem 6.51).
Together, our results show that these three concepts—Kirchhoff’s laws from circuit
theory, the analytic idea of minimizing power dissipation, and the algebraic idea of
symplectification of corelations—are merely different faces of one law: the law of
composition of circuits.
6.2 Circuits of linear resistors
Our first concern is for semantics: “What do circuit diagrams mean?”.
To elaborate, while circuit diagrams model electric circuits according to their
physical form, another, often more relevant, way to understand a circuit is by its
external behaviour. This means the following. To an electric circuit we associate two
quantities to each edge: voltage and current. We are not free, however, to choose
these quantities as we like; circuits are subject to governing laws that imply voltages
and currents must obey certain relationships. From the perspective of control theory
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we are particularly interested in the values these quantities take at the so-called
terminals, and how altering one value will affect the other values. We call two circuits
equivalent when they determine the same relationship. Our main task in this first
part is to explore when two circuits are equivalent.
In order to let physical intuition lead the way, we begin by specialising to the case
of linear resistors. In this section we describe how to find the function of a circuit
from its form, advocating in particular the perspective of the principle of minimum
power. This allows us to identify the external behaviour of a circuit with a so-called
Dirichlet form representing the dependence of its power consumption on potentials
at its terminals.
6.2.1 Circuits as labelled graphs
The concept of an abstract open electrical circuit made of linear resistors is well
known in electrical engineering, but we shall need to formalize it with more precision
than usual. The basic idea is that a circuit of linear resistors is a graph whose edges
are labelled by positive real numbers called ‘resistances’, and whose sets of vertices
is equipped with two subsets: the ‘inputs’ and ‘outputs’. This unfolds as follows.
A (closed) circuit of resistors looks like this:
1Ω
1Ω
2Ω
We can consider this a labelled graph, with each resistor an edge of the graph, its
resistance its label, and the vertices of the graph the points at which resistors are
connected.
A circuit is ‘open’ if it can be connected to other circuits. To do this we first
mark points at which connections can be made by denoting some vertices as input
and output terminals:
inputs outputs
1Ω
1Ω
2Ω
Then, given a second circuit, we may choose a relation between the output set of the
first and the input set of this second circuit, such as the simple relation of the single
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output vertex of the circuit above with the single input vertex of the circuit below.
inputs outputs
1Ω
3Ω
We connect the two circuits by identifying output and input vertices according to this
relation, giving in this case the composite circuit:
inputs outputs
1Ω
1Ω
2Ω
1Ω
3Ω
More formally, we define a graph to be a pair of functions s, t : E → N where E
and N are finite sets. We call elements of E edges and elements of N vertices or
nodes. We say that the edge e ∈ E has source s(e) and target t(e), and also say
that e is an edge from s(e) to t(e).
To study circuits we need graphs with labelled edges:
Definition 6.2. Given a set L of labels, an L-graph is a graph equipped with a
function r : E → L:
L E
s //
t
//
roo N.
For circuits made of resistors we take L = (0,∞), but later we shall take L to be
a set of positive elements in some more general field. In either case, a circuit will be
an L-graph with some extra structure:
Definition 6.3. Given a set L, a circuit over L is an L-graph L E
s //
t
//
roo N
together with finite sets X, Y , and functions i : X → N and o : Y → N . We call
the sets i(X), o(Y ), and ∂N = i(X)∪ o(Y ) the inputs, outputs, and terminals or
boundary of the circuit, respectively.
We will later make use of the notion of connectedness in graphs. Recall that given
two vertices v, w ∈ N of a graph, a path from v to w is a finite sequence of vertices
v = v0, v1, . . . , vn = w and edges e1, . . . , en such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, either ei is
an edge from vi to vi+1, or an edge from vi+1 to vi. A subset S of the vertices of a
graph is connected if, for each pair of vertices in S, there is a path from one to the
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other. A connected component of a graph is a maximal connected subset of its
vertices.1
In the rest of this section we take L = (0,∞) ⊆ R and fix a circuit over (0,∞).
The edges of this circuit should be thought of as ‘wires’. The label re ∈ (0,∞) stands
for the resistance of the resistor on the wire e. There will also be a voltage and
current on each wire. In this section, these will be specified by functions V ∈ RE
and I ∈ RE. Here, as customary in engineering, we use I for ‘intensity of current’,
following Ampe`re.
6.2.2 Ohm’s law, Kirchhoff’s laws, and the principle of min-
imum power
In 1827, Georg Ohm published a book which included a relation between the voltage
and current for circuits made of resistors [Ohm27]. At the time, the critical reception
was harsh: one contemporary called Ohm’s work “a web of naked fancies, which can
never find the semblance of support from even the most superficial of observations”,
and the German Minister of Education said that a professor who preached such
heresies was unworthy to teach science [Dav80, Har23]. However, a simplified version
of his relation is now widely used under the name of ‘Ohm’s law’. We say that Ohm’s
law holds if for all edges e ∈ E the voltage and current functions of a circuit obey:
V (e) = r(e)I(e).
Kirchhoff’s laws date to Gustav Kirchhoff in 1845, generalising Ohm’s work. They
were in turn generalized into Maxwell’s equations a few decades later. We say Kirch-
hoff’s voltage law holds if there exists φ ∈ RN such that
V (e) = φ(t(e))− φ(s(e)).
We call the function φ a potential, and think of it as assigning an electrical potential
to each node in the circuit. The voltage then arises as the differences in potentials
between adjacent nodes. If Kirchhoff’s voltage law holds for some voltage V , the
potential φ is unique only in the trivial case of the empty circuit: when the set of
nodes N is empty. Indeed, two potentials define the same voltage function if and only
if their difference is constant on each connected component of the graph.
1In the theory of directed graphs the qualifier ‘weakly’ is commonly used before the word ‘con-
nected’ in these two definitions, in distinction from a stronger notion of connectedness requiring
paths to respect edge directions. As we never consider any other sort of connectedness, we omit this
qualifier.
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We say Kirchhoff’s current law holds if for all nonterminal nodes n ∈ N \ ∂N
we have ∑
s(e)=n
I(e) =
∑
t(e)=n
I(e).
This is an expression of conservation of charge within the circuit; it says that the total
current flowing in or out of any nonterminal node is zero. Even when Kirchhoff’s
current law is obeyed, terminals need not be sites of zero net current; we call the
function ι ∈ R∂N that takes a terminal to the difference between the outward and
inward flowing currents,
ι : ∂N −→ R
n 7−→
∑
t(e)=n
I(e)−
∑
s(e)=n
I(e),
the boundary current for I.
A boundary potential is also a function in R∂N , but instead thought of as
specifying potentials on the terminals of a circuit. As we think of our circuits as open
circuits, with the terminals points of interaction with the external world, we shall
think of these potentials as variables that are free for us to choose. Using the above
three principles—Ohm’s law, Kirchhoff’s voltage law, and Kirchhoff’s current law—it
is possible to show that choosing a boundary potential determines unique voltage and
current functions on that circuit.
The so-called ‘principle of minimum power’ gives some insight into how this occurs,
by describing a way potentials on the terminals might determine potentials at all
nodes. From this, Kirchhoff’s voltage law then gives rise to a voltage function on the
edges, and Ohm’s law gives us a current function too. We shall show, in fact, that a
potential satisfies the principle of minimum power for a given boundary potential if
and only if this current obeys Kirchhoff’s current law.
A circuit with current I and voltage V dissipates energy at a rate equal to∑
e∈E
I(e)V (e).
Ohm’s law allows us to rewrite I as V/r, while Kirchhoff’s voltage law gives us a
potential φ such that V (e) can be written as φ(t(e))−φ(s(e)), so for a circuit obeying
these two laws the power can also be expressed in terms of this potential. We thus
arrive at a functional mapping potentials φ to the power dissipated by the circuit
when Ohm’s law and Kirchhoff’s voltage law are obeyed for φ.
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Definition 6.4. The extended power functional P : RN → R of a circuit is defined
by
P (φ) =
1
2
∑
e∈E
1
r(e)
(
φ(t(e))− φ(s(e)))2.
The factor of 1
2
is inserted to cancel the factor of 2 that appears when we differentiate
this expression. We call P the extended power functional as we shall see that it is
defined even on potentials that are not compatible with the three governing laws of
electric circuits. We shall later restrict the domain of this functional so that it is
defined precisely on those potentials that are compatible with the governing laws.
Note that this functional does not depend on the directions chosen for the edges of
the circuit.
This expression lets us formulate the ‘principle of minimum power’, which gives
us information about the potential φ given its restriction to the boundary of Γ. Call
a potential φ ∈ RN an extension of a boundary potential ψ ∈ R∂N if φ is equal to ψ
when restricted to R∂N—that is, if φ|∂N = ψ.
Definition 6.5. We say a potential φ ∈ RN obeys the principle of minimum
power for a boundary potential ψ ∈ R∂N if φ minimizes the extended power func-
tional P subject to the constraint that φ is an extension of ψ.
It is well known that, as we have stated above, in the presence of Ohm’s law and
Kirchhoff’s voltage law, the principle of minimum power is equivalent to Kirchhoff’s
current law.
Proposition 6.6. Let φ be a potential extending some boundary potential ψ. Then
φ obeys the principle of minimum power for ψ if and only if the current
I(e) =
1
r(e)
(φ(t(e))− φ(s(e)))
obeys Kirchhoff’s current law.
Proof. Fixing the potentials at the terminals to be those given by the boundary
potential ψ, the power is a nonnegative quadratic function of the potentials at the
nonterminals. This implies that an extension φ of ψ minimizes P precisely when
∂P (ϕ)
∂ϕ(n)
∣∣∣∣
ϕ=φ
= 0
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for all nonterminals n ∈ N \ ∂N . Note that the partial derivative of the power with
respect to the potential at n is given by
∂P
∂ϕ(n)
∣∣∣∣
ϕ=φ
=
∑
t(e)=n
1
r(e)
(
φ(t(e))− φ(s(e)))− ∑
s(e)=n
1
r(e)
(
φ(t(e))− φ(s(e)))
=
∑
t(e)=n
I(e)−
∑
s(e)=n
I(e).
Thus φ obeys the principle of minimum power for ψ if and only if∑
s(e)=n
I(e) =
∑
t(e)=n
I(e)
for all n ∈ N \ ∂N , and so if and only if Kirchhoff’s current law holds.
6.2.3 A Dirichlet problem
We remind ourselves that we are in the midst of understanding circuits as objects
that define relationships between boundary potentials and boundary currents. This
relationship is defined by the stipulation that voltage–current pairs on a circuit must
obey Ohm’s law and Kirchhoff’s laws—or equivalently, Ohm’s law, Kirchhoff’s voltage
law, and the principle of minimum power. In this subsection we show these conditions
imply that for each boundary potential ψ on the circuit there exists a potential φ on
the circuit extending ψ, unique up to what may be interpreted as a choice of reference
potential on each connected component of the circuit. From this potential φ we can
then compute the unique voltage, current, and boundary current functions compatible
with the given boundary potential.
Fix again a circuit with extended power functional P : RN → R. Let∇ : RN → RN
be the operator that maps a potential φ ∈ RN to the function from N to R given by
n 7−→ ∂P
∂ϕ(n)
∣∣∣∣
ϕ=φ
.
As we have seen, this function takes potentials to twice the pointwise currents that
they induce. We have also seen that a potential φ is compatible with the governing
laws of circuits if and only if
∇φ∣∣R∂N = 0. (6.1)
The operator ∇ acts as a discrete analogue of the Laplacian for the graph Γ, so we
call this operator the Laplacian of Γ, and say that equation (6.1) is a version of
Laplace’s equation. We then say that the problem of finding an extension φ of some
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fixed boundary potential ψ that solves this Laplace’s equation—or, equivalently, the
problem of finding a φ that obeys the principle of minimum power for ψ—is a discrete
version of the Dirichlet problem.
As we shall see, this version of the Dirichlet problem always has a solution. How-
ever, the solution is not necessarily unique. If we take a solution φ and some α ∈ RN
that is constant on each connected component and vanishes on the boundary of Γ, it
is clear that φ+ α is still an extension of ψ and that
∂P (ϕ)
∂ϕ(n)
∣∣∣∣
ϕ=φ
=
∂P (ϕ)
∂ϕ(n)
∣∣∣∣
ϕ=φ+α
,
so φ+α is another solution. We say that a connected component of a circuit touches
the boundary if it contains a vertex in ∂N . Note that such an α must vanish on all
connected components touching the boundary.
With these preliminaries in hand, standard techniques can be used to solve the
Dirichlet problem [Fuk80]:
Proposition 6.7. For any boundary potential ψ ∈ R∂N there exists a potential φ
obeying the principle of minimum power for ψ. If we also demand that φ vanish on
every connected component of Γ not touching the boundary, then φ is unique.
Proof. For existence, observe that the power is a nonnegative quadratic form, the
extensions of ψ form an affine subspace of RN , and a nonnegative quadratic form re-
stricted to an affine subspace of a real vector space must reach a minimum somewhere
on this subspace.
For uniqueness, suppose that both φ and φ′ obey the principle of minimum power
for ψ. Let
α = φ′ − φ.
Then
α
∣∣
∂N
= φ′
∣∣
∂N
− φ∣∣
∂N
= ψ − ψ = 0,
so φ+ λα is an extension of ψ for all λ ∈ R. This implies that
f(λ) := P (φ+ λα)
is a smooth function attaining its minimum value at both λ = 0 and λ = 1. In
particular, this implies that f ′(0) = 0. But this means that when writing f as a
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quadratic, the coefficient of λ must be 0, so we can write
2f(λ) =
∑
e∈E
1
r(e)
(
(φ+ λα)(t(e))− (φ+ λα)(s(e)))2
=
∑
e∈E
1
r(e)
((
φ(t(e))− φ(s(e)))+ λ(α(t(e))− α(s(e))))2
=
∑
e∈E
1
r(e)
(
φ(t(e))− φ(s(e)))2 + λ-term + λ2∑
e∈E
1
r(e)
(
α(t(e))− α(s(e)))2
=
∑
e∈E
1
r(e)
(
φ(t(e))− φ(s(e)))2 + λ2∑
e∈E
1
r(e)
(
α(t(e))− α(s(e)))2.
Then
f(1)− f(0) = 1
2
∑
e∈E
1
r(e)
(
α(t(e))− α(s(e)))2 = 0,
so α(t(e)) = α(s(e)) for every edge e ∈ E. This implies that α is constant on each
connected component of the graph Γ of our circuit.
Note that as α|∂N = 0, α vanishes on every connected component of Γ touching
the boundary. Note also that there always exists a solution φ that vanishes on any
connected component of Γ not touching the boundary: indeed, the total power dissi-
pated is simply the sum of the power dissipated on each connected component, and
any such vanishing potential dissipates zero power away from the boundary. Restrict-
ing our attention to solutions φ and φ′ with this property, we see that α = φ′ − φ
vanishes on all connected components of Γ, and hence is identically zero. Thus φ′ = φ,
and this extra condition ensures a unique solution to the Dirichlet problem.
We have also shown the following:
Proposition 6.8. Suppose ψ ∈ R∂N and φ is a potential obeying the principle of
minimum power for ψ. Then φ′ obeys the principle of minimum power for ψ if and
only if the difference φ′−φ is constant on every connected component of Γ and vanishes
on every connected component touching the boundary of Γ.
Furthermore, φ depends linearly on ψ:
Proposition 6.9. Fix ψ ∈ R∂N , and suppose φ ∈ RN is the unique potential obeying
the principle of minimum power for ψ that vanishes on all connected components of
Γ not touching the boundary. Then φ depends linearly on ψ.
Proof. Fix ψ, ψ′ ∈ R∂N , and suppose φ, φ′ ∈ RN obey the principle of minimum power
for ψ, ψ′ respectively, and that both φ and φ′ vanish on all connected components of
Γ not touching the boundary.
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Then, for all λ ∈ R,
(φ+ λφ′)
∣∣
R∂N = φ
∣∣
R∂N + λφ
′∣∣
R∂N = ψ + λψ
′
and
(∇(φ+ λφ′))∣∣R∂N = (∇φ)∣∣R∂N + λ(∇φ′)∣∣R∂N = 0.
Thus φ + λφ′ solves the Dirichlet problem for ψ + λψ′, and thus φ depends linearly
on ψ.
Bamberg and Sternberg [BS82] describe another way to solve the Dirichlet prob-
lem, going back to Weyl [Wey23].
6.2.4 Equivalent circuits
We have seen that boundary potentials determine, essentially uniquely, the value of
all the electric properties across the entire circuit. But from the perspective of control
theory, this internal structure is irrelevant: we can only access the circuit at its termi-
nals, and hence only need concern ourselves with the relationship between boundary
potentials and boundary currents. In this section we streamline our investigations
above to state the precise way in which boundary currents depend on boundary po-
tentials. In particular, we shall see that the relationship is completely captured by the
functional taking boundary potentials to the minimum power used by any extension
of that boundary potential. Furthermore, each such power functional determines a
different boundary potential–boundary current relationship, and so we can conclude
that two circuits are equivalent if and only if they have the same power functional.
An ‘external behaviour’, or behaviour for short, is an equivalence class of circuits,
where two are considered equivalent when the boundary current is the same function
of the boundary potential. The idea is that the boundary current and boundary po-
tential are all that can be observed ‘from outside’, i.e. by making measurements at
the terminals. Restricting our attention to what can be observed by making measure-
ments at the terminals amounts to treating a circuit as a ‘black box’: that is, treating
its interior as hidden from view. So, two circuits give the same behaviour when they
behave the same as ‘black boxes’.
First let us check that the boundary current is a function of the boundary poten-
tial. For this we introduce an important quadratic form on the space of boundary
potentials:
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Definition 6.10. The power functional Q : R∂N → R of a circuit with extended
power functional P is given by
Q(ψ) = min
φ|R∂N=ψ
P (φ).
Proposition 6.7 shows the minimum above exists, so the power functional is well
defined. Thanks to the principle of minimum power, Q(ψ) equals 1
2
times the power
dissipated by the circuit when the boundary voltage is ψ. We will later see that in
fact Q(ψ) is a nonnegative quadratic form on R∂N .
Since Q is a smooth real-valued function on R∂N , its differential dQ at any given
point ψ ∈ R∂N defines an element of the dual space (R∂N)∗, which we denote by
dQψ. In fact, this element is equal to the boundary current ι corresponding to the
boundary voltage ψ:
Proposition 6.11. Suppose ψ ∈ R∂N . Suppose φ is any extension of ψ minimizing
the power. Then dQψ ∈ (R∂N)∗ ∼= R∂N gives the boundary current of the current
induced by the potential φ.
Proof. Note first that while there may be several choices of φ minimizing the power
subject to the constraint that φ|R∂N = ψ, Proposition 6.8 says that the difference
between any two choices vanishes on all components touching the boundary of Γ.
Thus, these two choices give the same value for the boundary current ι : ∂N → R.
So, with no loss of generality we may assume φ is the unique choice that vanishes
on all components not touching the boundary. Write ι : N → R for the extension of
ι : ∂N → R to N taking value 0 on N \ ∂N .
By Proposition 6.9, there is a linear operator
f : R∂N −→ RN
sending ψ ∈ R∂N to this choice of φ, and then
Q(ψ) = P (fψ).
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Given any ψ′ ∈ R∂N , we thus have
dQψ(ψ
′) =
d
dλ
Q(φ+ λψ′)
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
=
d
dλ
P (f(ψ + λψ′))
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
=
1
2
d
dλ
∑
e∈E
1
r(e)
(
f(ψ + λψ′))(t(e))− (f(ψ + λψ′))(s(e))
)2∣∣∣∣
λ=0
=
1
2
d
dλ
∑
e∈E
1
r(e)
(
(fψ(t(e))− fψ(s(e))) + λ(fψ′(t(e))− fψ′(s(e)))
)2∣∣∣∣
λ=0
=
∑
e∈E
1
r(e)
(fψ(t(e))− fψ(s(e)))(fψ′(t(e))− fψ′(s(e)))
=
∑
e∈E
I(e)(fψ′(t(e))− fψ′(s(e)))
=
∑
n∈N
∑
t(e)=n
I(e)−
∑
s(e)=n
I(e)
 fψ′(n)
=
∑
n∈N
ι(n)fψ′(n)
=
∑
n∈∂N
ι(n)ψ′(n).
This shows that dQ∗ψ = ι, as claimed. Note that this calculation explains why we
inserted a factor of 1
2
in the definition of P : it cancels the factor of 2 obtained from
differentiating a square.
Note this only depends on Q, which makes no mention of the potentials at nonter-
minals. This is amazing: the way power depends on boundary potentials completely
characterizes the way boundary currents depend on boundary potentials. In particu-
lar, in §6.4 we shall see that this allows us to define a composition rule for behaviours
of circuits.
To demonstrate these notions, we give a basic example of equivalent circuits.
Example 6.12 (Resistors in series). Resistors are said to be placed in series if they
are placed end to end or, more precisely, if they form a path with no self-intersections.
It is well known that resistors in series are equivalent to a single resistor with resistance
equal to the sum of their resistances. To prove this, consider the following circuit
comprising two resistors in series, with input A and output C:
A
B
C
rAB rBC
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Now, the extended power functional P : R{A,B,C} → R for this circuit is
P (φ) =
1
2
(
1
rAB
(
φ(A)− φ(B))2 + 1
rBC
(
φ(B)− φ(C))2) ,
while the power functional Q : R{A,C} → R is given by minimization over values of
φ(B) = x:
Q(ψ) = min
x∈R
1
2
(
1
rAB
(
ψ(A)− x)2 + 1
rBC
(
x− ψ(C))2) .
Differentiating with respect to x, we see that this minimum occurs when
1
rAB
(
x− ψ(A))+ 1
rBC
(
x− ψ(C)) = 0,
and hence when x is the r-weighted average of ψ(A) and ψ(C):
x =
rBCψ(A) + rABψ(C)
rBC + rAB
.
Substituting this value for x into the expression for Q above and simplifying gives
Q(ψ) =
1
2
· 1
rAB + rBC
(
ψ(A)− ψ(C))2.
This is also the power functional of the circuit
A C
rAB + rBC
and so the circuits are equivalent.
6.2.5 Dirichlet forms
In the previous subsection we claimed that power functionals are quadratic forms on
the boundary of the circuit whose behaviour they represent. They comprise, in fact,
precisely those quadratic forms known as Dirichlet forms.
Definition 6.13. Given a finite set S, a Dirichlet form on S is a quadratic form
Q : RS → R given by the formula
Q(ψ) =
∑
i,j∈S
cij(ψi − ψj)2
for some nonnegative real numbers cij, and where we have written ψi = ψ(i) ∈ R.
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Note that we may assume without loss of generality that cii = 0 and cij = cji;
we do this henceforth. Any Dirichlet form is nonnegative: Q(ψ) ≥ 0 for all ψ ∈ RS.
However, not all nonnegative quadratic forms are Dirichlet forms. For example, if
S = {1, 2}, the nonnegative quadratic form Q(ψ) = (ψ1 + ψ2)2 is not a Dirichlet
form. That said, the concept of Dirichlet form is vastly more general than the above
definition: such quadratic forms are studied not just on finite-dimensional vector
spaces RS but on L2 of any measure space. When this measure space is just a finite
set, the concept of Dirichlet form reduces to the definition above. For a thorough
introduction to Dirichlet forms, see the text by Fukushima [Fuk80]. For a fun tour of
the underlying ideas, see the paper by Doyle and Snell [DS84].
The following characterizations of Dirichlet forms help illuminate the concept:
Proposition 6.14. Given a finite set S and a quadratic form Q : RS → R, the
following are equivalent:
(i) Q is a Dirichlet form.
(ii) Q(φ) ≤ Q(ψ) whenever |φi − φj| ≤ |ψi − ψj| for all i, j.
(iii) Q(φ) = 0 whenever φi is independent of i, and Q obeys the Markov property:
Q(φ) ≤ Q(ψ) when φi = min(ψi, 1).
Proof. See Fukushima [Fuk80].
While the extended power functionals of circuits are evidently Dirichlet forms, it
is not immediate that all power functionals are. For this it is crucial that the property
of being a Dirichlet form is preserved under minimising over linear subspaces of the
domain that are generated by subsets of the given finite set.
Proposition 6.15. If Q : RS+T → R is a Dirichlet form, then
min
ν∈RT
Q(−, ν) : RS → R
is Dirichlet.
Proof. We first note that minν∈RS Q(−, ν) is a quadratic form. Again, minν∈RT Q(−, ν)
is well defined as a nonnegative quadratic form also attains its minimum on an affine
subspace of its domain. Furthermore minν∈RT Q(−, ν) is itself a quadratic form, as
the partial derivatives of Q are linear, and hence the points at which these minima
are attained depend linearly on the argument of minν∈RT Q(−, ν).
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Now by Proposition 6.14, Q(φ) ≤ Q(φ′) whenever |φi − φj| ≤ |φ′i − φ′j| for all
i, j ∈ S+T . In particular, this implies minν∈RT Q(ψ, ν) ≤ minν∈RT Q(ψ′, ν) whenever
|ψi − ψj| ≤ |ψ′i − ψ′j| for all i, j ∈ S. Using Proposition 6.14 again then implies that
minν∈RT Q(−, ν) is a Dirichlet form.
Corollary 6.16. Let Q : R∂N → R be the power functional for some circuit. Then Q
is a Dirichlet form.
Proof. The extended power functional P is a Dirichlet form, and writing RN = R∂N⊕
RN\∂N allows us to write
Q(−) = min
φ∈RN\∂N
P (−, φ).
The converse is also true: simply construct the circuit with set of vertices ∂N
and an edge of resistance 1
2cij
between any i, j ∈ ∂N such that the term cij(ψi − ψj)
appears in the Dirichlet form. This gives:
Proposition 6.17. A function is the power functional for some circuit if and only if
it is a Dirichlet form.
This is an expression of the ‘star-mesh transform’, a well-known fact of electrical
engineering stating that every circuit of linear resistors is equivalent to some complete
graph of resistors between its terminals. For more details see [LO73]. We may
interpret the proof of Proposition 6.15 as showing that intermediate potentials at
minima depend linearly on boundary potentials, in fact a weighted average, and that
substituting these into a quadratic form still gives a quadratic form.
In summary, in this section we have shown the existence of a surjective function{
circuits of linear resistors
with boundary ∂N
}
−→
{
Dirichlet forms on ∂N
}
mapping two circuits to the same Dirichlet form if and only if they have the same
external behaviour. In the next section we extend this result to encompass inductors
and capacitors too.
6.3 Inductors and capacitors
The intuition gleaned from the study of resistors carries over to inductors and ca-
pacitors too, to provide a framework for studying what are known as passive linear
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networks. To understand inductors and capacitors in this way, however, we must in-
troduce a notion of time dependency and subsequently the Laplace transform, which
allows us to work in the so-called frequency domain. Here, like resistors, inductors
and capacitors simply impose a relationship of proportionality between the voltages
and currents that run across them. The constant of proportionality is known as the
impedance of the component.
As for resistors, the interconnection of such components may be understood, at
least formally, as a minimization of some quantity, and we may represent the be-
haviours of this class of circuits with a more general idea of Dirichlet form.
6.3.1 The frequency domain and Ohm’s law revisited
In broadening the class of electrical circuit components under examination, we find
ourselves dealing with components whose behaviours depend on the rates of change
of current and voltage with respect to time. We thus now consider time-varying
voltages v : [0,∞) → R and currents i : [0,∞) → R, where t ∈ [0,∞) is a real
variable representing time. For mathematical reasons, we restrict these voltages and
currents to only those with (i) zero initial conditions (that is, f(0) = 0) and (ii)
Laplace transform lying in the field
R(s) =
{
Z(s) = P (s)
Q(s)
∣∣∣P,Q polynomials over R in s, Q 6= 0}
of real rational functions of one variable. While it is possible that physical voltages
and currents might vary with time in a more general way, we restrict to these cases as
the rational functions are, crucially, well behaved enough to form a field, and yet still
general enough to provide arbitrarily close approximations to currents and voltages
found in standard applications.
An inductor is a two-terminal circuit component across which the voltage is
proportional to the rate of change of the current. By convention we draw this as
follows, with the inductance L the constant of proportionality:2
L
Writing vL(t) and iL(t) for the voltage and current over time t across this component
respectively, and using a dot to denote the derivative with respect to time t, we thus
have the relationship
vL(t) = L i˙L(t).
2We follow the standard convention of denoting inductance by the letter L, after the work of
Heinrich Lenz and to avoid confusion with the I used for current.
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Permuting the roles of current and voltage, a capacitor is a two-terminal circuit com-
ponent across which the current is proportional to the rate of change of the voltage.
We draw this as follows, with the capacitance C the constant of proportionality:
C
Writing vC(t), iC(t) for the voltage and current across the capacitor, this gives the
equation
iC(t) = C v˙C(t).
We assume here that inductances L and capacitances C are positive real numbers.
Although inductors and capacitors impose a linear relationship if we involve the
derivatives of current and voltage, to mimic the above work on resistors we wish to
have a constant of proportionality between functions representing the current and
voltage themselves. Various integral transforms perform just this role; electrical en-
gineers typically use the Laplace transform. This lets us write a function of time
t instead as a function of frequencies s, and in doing so turns differentiation with
respect to t into multiplication by s, and integration with respect to t into division
by s.
In detail, given a function f(t) : [0,∞) → R, we define the Laplace transform
of f
L{f}(s) =
∞∫
0
f(t)e−stdt.
We also use the notation L{f}(s) = F (s), denoting the Laplace transform of a
function in upper case, and refer to the Laplace transforms as lying in the frequency
domain or s-domain. For us, the three crucial properties of the Laplace transform
are then:
(i) linearity: L{af + bg}(s) = aF (s) + bG(s) for a, b ∈ R;
(ii) differentiation: L{f˙}(s) = sF (s)− f(0);
(iii) integration: if g(t) =
∫ t
0
f(τ)dτ then G(s) = 1
s
F (s).
Writing V (s) and I(s) for the Laplace transform of the voltage v(t) and current i(t)
across a component respectively, and recalling that by assumption v(t) = i(t) = 0 for
t ≤ 0, the s-domain behaviours of components become, for a resistor of resistance R:
V (s) = RI(s),
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for an inductor of inductance L:
V (s) = sLI(s),
and for a capacitor of capacitance C:
V (s) =
1
sC
I(s).
Note that for each component the voltage equals the current times a rational
function of the real variable s, called the impedance and in general denoted by Z.
Note also that the impedance is a positive real function, meaning that it lies in
the set
{Z ∈ R(s) : ∀s ∈ C Re(s) > 0 =⇒ Re(Z(s)) > 0}.
While Z is a quotient of polynomials with real cofficients, in this definition we are
applying it to complex values of s, and demanding that its real part be positive in
the open left half-plane. Positive real functions were introduced by Otto Brune in
1931, and they play a basic role in circuit theory [Bru31].
Indeed, Brune convincingly argued that for any conceivable passive linear compo-
nent with two terminals we have this generalization of Ohm’s law:
V (s) = Z(s)I(s)
where I ∈ R(s) is the current, V ∈ R(s) is the voltage and the positive real function
Z is the impedance of the component. As we shall see, generalizing from circuits of
linear resistors to arbitrary passive linear circuits is just a matter of formally replacing
resistances by impedances.
As we consider passive linear circuits with more than two terminals, however, the
coefficients of our power functionals lie not just in the set of positive real functions,
but in its closure R(s)+ under addition, multiplication, and division. Note that this
closure is strictly smaller than R(s), as each positive real function is takes strictly
positive real values on the positive real axis, so no matter how we take sums, products,
and quotients of positive real functions it never results in the zero function 0 ∈ R(s).
To generalise from linear resistors to passive linear circuits, we then replace the field
R by the larger field R(s), and replace the set of positive reals, R+ = (0,∞), by the
set R(s)+. From a mathematical perspective we might as well work with any field
with a notion of ‘positive element’.
Definition 6.18. Given a field F, we define a set of positive elements for F to be
any subset F+ ⊂ F not containing 0 and closed under addition, multiplication, and
division.
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Our first motivating example arises from circuits made of resistors. Here F = R is
the field of real numbers and we take F+ = (0,∞). Our second motivating example
arises from general passive linear circuits. Here F = R(s) is the field of rational
functions in one real variable, and we take F+ = R(s)+ to be the closure of the
positive real functions, as defined above.
In all that follows, we fix a field F of characteristic zero equipped with a set of
positive elements F+. By a ‘circuit’, we shall henceforth mean a circuit over F+, as
explained in Definition 6.3. To fix the notation:
Definition 6.19. A (passive linear) circuit is a graph s, t : E → N with E as its
set of edges and N as its set of nodes, equipped with function Z : E → F+ assigning
each edge an impedance, together with finite sets X, Y , and functions i : X → N
and o : Y → N . We call the sets i(X), o(Y ), and ∂N = i(X) ∪ o(Y ) the inputs,
outputs, and terminals or boundary of the circuit, respectively.
We next remark on the analogy between electronics and mechanics in light of
these new components.
6.3.2 The mechanical analogy
Now that we have introduced inductors and capacitors, it is worth taking another
glance at the analogy chart in Section 6.1. What are the analogues of resistance,
inductance and capacitance in mechanics? If we restrict attention to systems with
translational degrees of freedom, the answer is given in the following chart.
Electronics Mechanics (translation)
charge Q position q
current i = Q˙ velocity v = q˙
flux linkage λ momentum p
voltage v = λ˙ force F = p˙
resistance R damping coefficient c
inductance L mass m
inverse capacitance C−1 spring constant k
A famous example concerns an electric circuit with a resistor of resistance R, an
inductor of inductance L, and a capacitor of capacitance C, all in series:
R L C
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We saw in Example 6.12 that for resistors in series, the resistances add. The same
fact holds more generally for passive linear circuits, so the impedance of this circuit
is the sum
Z = sL+R + (sC)−1.
Thus, the voltage across this circuit is related to the current through the circuit by
V (s) = (sL+R + (sC)−1)I(s)
If v(t) and i(t) are the voltage and current as functions of time, we conclude that
v(t) = L
d
dt
i(t) +Ri(t) + C−1
t∫
0
i(s) ds
It follows that
LQ¨+RQ˙+ C−1Q = v
where Q(t) =
∫ t
0
i(t)ds has units of charge. As the chart above suggests, this equation
is analogous to that of a damped harmonic oscillator:
mq¨ + cq˙ + kq = F
where m is the mass of the oscillator, c is the damping coefficient, k is the spring
constant and F is a time-dependent external force.
For details, and many more analogies of this sort, see the book by Karnopp,
Margolis and Rosenberg [KMR90] or Brown’s enormous text [Bro07]. While it would
be a distraction to discuss them further here, these analogies mean that our work
applies to a wide class of networked systems, not just electrical circuits.
6.3.3 Generalized Dirichlet forms
To understand the behaviour of passive linear circuits we need to understand how the
behaviours of individual components, governed by Ohm’s law, fit together to give the
behaviour of an entire network. Kirchhoff’s laws still hold, and so does a version of
the principle of minimum power.
As before, to each passive linear circuit we associate a generalised Dirichlet form.
Definition 6.20. Given a field F and a finite set S, a Dirichlet form over F on S
is a quadratic form Q : FS → F given by the formula
Q(ψ) =
∑
i,j∈S
cij(ψi − ψj)2,
where cij ∈ F+.
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Generalizing from circuits of resistors, we define the extended power functional
P : FN → F of any circuit by
P (ϕ) =
1
2
∑
e∈E
1
Z(e)
(
ϕ(t(e))− ϕ(s(e)))2.
and we call ϕ ∈ FN a potential. Note have assumed that F has characteristic zero, so
dividing by 2 is allowed. Note also that the extended power functional is a Dirichlet
form on N .
Although it is not clear what it means to minimize over the field F, we can use
formal derivatives to formulate an analogue of the principle of minimum power. This
will actually be a ‘variational principle’, saying the derivative of the power functional
vanishes with respect to certain variations in the potential. As before we shall see
that given Ohm’s law, this principle is equivalent to Kirchhoff’s current law.
Indeed, the extended power functional P (ϕ) can be considered an element of
the polynomial ring F[{ϕ(n)}n∈N ] generated by formal variables ϕ(n) corresponding
to potentials at the nodes n ∈ N . We may thus take formal derivatives of the
extended power functional with respect to the ϕ(n). We then call φ ∈ FN a realizable
potential for the given circuit if for each nonterminal node, n ∈ N \ ∂N , the formal
partial derivative of the extended power functional with respect to ϕ(n) equals zero
when evaluated at φ:
∂P
∂ϕ(n)
∣∣∣∣
ϕ=φ
= 0
This terminology arises from the following fact, a generalization of Proposition 6.6:
Theorem 6.21. The potential φ ∈ FN is a realizable potential for a given circuit if
and only if the induced current
I(e) =
1
Z(e)
(φ(t(e))− φ(s(e)))
obeys Kirchhoff’s current law: ∑
s(e)=n
I(e) =
∑
t(e)=n
I(e)
for all n ∈ N \ ∂N .
Proof. The proof of this statement is exactly that for Proposition 6.6.
A corollary of Theorem 6.21 is that the set of states—that is, potential–current
pairs—that are compatible with the governing laws of a circuit is given by the set of
realizable potentials together with their induced currents.
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6.3.4 A generalized minimizability result
We begin to move from a discussion of the intrinsic behaviours of circuits to a dis-
cussion of their behaviours under composition. The key fact for composition of gen-
eralized Dirichlet forms is that, in analogy with Proposition 6.15, we may speak of
a formal version of minimization of Dirichlet forms. We detail this here. In what
follows let P be a Dirichlet form over F on some finite set S.
Recall that given R ⊆ S, we call ψ˜ ∈ FS an extension of ψ ∈ FR if ψ˜ restricted
to R equals ψ. We call such an extension realizable if
∂P
∂ϕ(s)
∣∣∣∣
ϕ=ψ˜
= 0
for all s ∈ S \ R. Note that over the real numbers R this means that among all the
extensions of ψ, ψ˜ minimizes the function P .
Theorem 6.22. Let P be a Dirichlet form over F on S, and let R ⊆ S be an inclusion
of finite sets. Then we may uniquely define a Dirichlet form
min
S\R
P : FR → F
on R by sending each ψ ∈ FR to the value P (ψ˜) of any realizable extension ψ˜ of ψ.
To prove this theorem, we must first show that minS\R P is well defined as a
function.
Lemma 6.23. Let P be a Dirichlet form over F on S, let R ⊆ S be an inclusion of
finite sets, and let ψ ∈ FR. Then for all realizable extensions ψ˜, ψ˜′ ∈ FS of ψ we have
P (ψ˜) = P (ψ˜′).
Proof. This follows from the formal version of the multivariable Taylor theorem for
polynomial rings over a field of characteristic zero (see [Bou90, §IV.4.5]). Let ψ˜,
ψ˜′ ∈ FS be realizable extensions of ψ, and note that dPψ˜(ψ˜ − ψ˜′) = 0, since for all
s ∈ R we have ψ˜(s)− ψ˜′(s) = 0, and for all s ∈ S \R we have
∂P
∂ϕ(s)
∣∣∣∣
ϕ=ψ˜
= 0.
We may take the Taylor expansion of P around ψ˜ and evaluate at ψ˜′. As P is a
quadratic form, this gives
P (ψ˜′) = P (ψ˜) + dPψ˜(ψ˜
′ − ψ˜) + P (ψ˜′ − ψ˜)
= P (ψ˜) + P (ψ˜′ − ψ˜).
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Similarly, we arrive at
P (ψ˜) = P (ψ˜′) + P (ψ˜ − ψ˜′).
But again as P is a quadratic form, we then see that
P (ψ˜′)− P (ψ˜) = P (ψ˜′ − ψ˜) = P (ψ˜ − ψ˜′) = P (ψ˜)− P (ψ˜′).
This implies that P (ψ˜′)− P (ψ˜) = 0, as required.
It remains to show that minP remains a Dirichlet form. We do this inductively.
Lemma 6.24. Let P be a Dirichlet form over F on S, and let s ∈ S be an element
of S. Then the map min{s} P : FS\{s} → F sending ψ to P (ψ˜) is a Dirichlet form on
S \ {s}.
Proof. Write P (φ) =
∑
i,j cij(φi − φj)2, assuming without loss of generality that
csk = 0 for all k. We then have
∂P
∂ϕ(s)
∣∣∣∣
ϕ=φ
=
∑
k
2cks(φs − φk),
and this is equal to zero when
φs =
∑
k cksφk∑
k cks
.
Note that the cij lie in F+, and F+ is closed under addition, so
∑
k cks 6= 0. Thus
min{s} P may be given explicitly by the expression
min
{s}
P (ψ) =
∑
i,j∈S\{s}
cij(ψi − ψj)2 +
∑
`∈S\{s}
c`s
(
ψ` −
∑
k cksψk∑
k cks
)2
.
We must show this is a Dirichlet form on S \ {s}.
As the sum of Dirichlet forms is evidently Dirichlet, it suffices to check that the
expression ∑
`
c`s
(
ψ` −
∑
k cksψk∑
k cks
)2
is Dirichlet on S\{s}. Multiplying through by the constant (∑k cks)2 ∈ F+, it further
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suffices to check
∑
`
c`s
(∑
k
cksψ` −
∑
k
cksψk
)2
=
∑
`
c`s
(∑
k
cks(ψ` − ψk)
)2
=
∑
`
c`s
2∑
k,m
k 6=m
ckscms(ψ` − ψk)(ψ` − ψm) +
∑
k
c2ks(ψ` − ψk)2

= 2
∑
k,`,m
k 6=m
c`sckscms(ψ` − ψk)(ψ` − ψm) +
∑
k,`
c`sc
2
ks(ψ` − ψk)2
is Dirichlet. But
(ψk − ψ`)(ψk − ψm) + (ψ` − ψk)(ψ` − ψm) + (ψm − ψk)(ψm − ψ`)
= ψ2k + ψ
2
` + ψ
2
m − ψkψ` − ψkψm − ψ`ψm
= 1
2
(
(ψk − ψ`)2 + (ψk − ψm)2 + (ψ` − ψm)2
)
,
so this expression is indeed Dirichlet. Indeed, pasting these computations together
shows that
min
{s}
P (ψ) =
∑
i,j
(
cij +
ciscjs∑
kcks
)
(ψi − ψj)2.
With these two lemmas, the proof of Theorem 6.22 becomes straightforward.
Proof of Theorem 6.22. Lemma 6.23 shows that minS\R P is a well-defined function.
As R is a finite set, we may write it R = {s1, . . . , sn} for some natural number n.
Then we may define a sequence of functions Pi = min{s1,...,si} Pi−1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Define
also P0 = P , and note that Pn = minS\R P . Then, by Lemma 6.24, each Pi is Dirichlet
as Pi−1 is. This proves the proposition.
We can thus define the power functional of a circuit by analogy with circuits made
of resistors:
Definition 6.25. The power functional Q : R∂N → R of a circuit with extended
power functional P is given by
Q = min
N\∂N
P.
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As before, we call two circuits equivalent if they have the same power functional,
and define the behaviour of a circuit to be its equivalence class.
We now have a complete description of the semantics of diagrams of passive linear
networks. The purpose of this chapter is to show how to use decorated corelations to
make this semantics compositional. We make a start on this in the next section.
6.4 A compositional perspective
Thus far our focus has been on the semantics of circuit diagrams, explaining how la-
belled graphs represent Dirichlet forms. We now wish to work towards a compositional
semantics.
A prerequisite for this is compositional structure on our circuit diagrams and
Dirichlet forms. We desire a compositional structure that captures the syntax of cir-
cuit diagrams, addressing the question: “How do we interact with circuit diagrams?”
Informally, the answer is that we interact with them by connecting them to each
other, perhaps after moving them into the right form by rotating or reflecting them,
or by crossing, bending, splitting, and combining some of the wires. In line with the
overarching philosophy of this thesis, it should come as no surprise that we hence
model circuits as morphisms in a hypergraph category.
We begin this section by defining a hypergraph category of circuits. We then want
to define a hypergraph category of behaviours. We have three desiderata for such a
category. First, the category of behaviours should have a unique morphism for each
distinct circuit behaviour. Second, the map taking a circuit to its behaviour should
be structure preserving: that is, it should be a hypergraph functor to a hypergraph
category. The third desideratum is one of aesthetics: the category of behaviours and
its composition rule should be easy to define and work with.
It turns out, as we shall see, that Dirichlet forms are not quite general enough
to accommodate our needs. In Subsection 6.4.2 we discuss an attempt to construct
a ‘natural’ category of Dirichlet forms, with composition of Dirichlet forms given
by taking their sum and minimising over the ‘interior’ terminals, but find that this
operation does not have an identity. Despite this, we give an ad hoc construction
of a category of Dirichlet corelations that at least fulfils the two technical desiderata
above.
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6.4.1 The category of open circuits
In Definition 6.19, we defined a circuit of linear resistors to be a labelled graph with
marked input and output terminals, as in the example:
inputs outputs
1Ω
1Ω
2Ω
1Ω
3Ω
We then defined general passive linear circuits by replacing resistances with impedances
chosen from a set of positive elements F+ in any field F. These circuits are examples
of decorated cospans. We now use decorated cospans to construct a hypergraph cate-
gory Circ whose morphisms are circuits, such that the hypergraph structure expresses
the syntactic operations on circuits discussed above.
Indeed, observe that a circuit is just an F+-graph, as defined in the introduction
to Chapter 2. Recall from Subsection 2.5.1 the lax symmetric monoidal functor
Graph: (FinSet,+) −→ (Set,×)
mapping each finite set N to the set Graph(N) of [0,∞)-graphs (N,E, s, t, r) with N
as their set of nodes. Define the lax symmetric monoidal functor Circuit, generalising
Graph, so that the set N is mapped to the set of F+-graphs.
Definition 6.26. We define the hypergraph category
Circ = CircuitCospan.
Aside 6.27. As discussed in Subsection 2.2.3, by the work of Courser [Cou] we in
fact have a symmetric monoidal bicategory 2-Circ of circuits with
objects finite sets
morphisms cospans of finite sets decorated by F+-graphs
2-morphisms maps of decorated cospans
Moreover, the work of Stay [Sta16] can be used to show this bicategory is compact
closed. Decategorifying 2-Circ gives a category equivalent to our previously defined
category Circ.
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The hypergraph structure, including the compactness and dagger, captures the
aforementioned syntactic operations that can be performed on circuits. The compo-
sition expresses the fact that we can connect the outputs of one circuit to the inputs
of the next, like so:
X Y
2Ω
3Ω
1Ω 1Ω
Z
5Ω
8Ω
⇓
X Z
2Ω
3Ω
1Ω 1Ω
5Ω
8Ω
The monoidal composition models the placement of circuits side-by-side:
X Y
2Ω
3Ω
1Ω 1Ω
⊗
X ′ Y ′
5Ω
1Ω
⇒
X +X ′ Y + Y ′
2Ω
3Ω
1Ω 1Ω
5Ω
1Ω
Identities and Frobenius maps result from identifying points. For example, the iden-
tity on a single point is the (empty) decorated cospan
X Y
while the multiplication on a point is the empty decorated cospan
X Y
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These identifications represent interconnection via ideal, perfectly conductive wires:
if two terminals are connected by such wires, then the electrical behaviour at both
terminals must be identical. The Frobenius maps allow us to split, combine, and
discard wires. The symmetric monoidal structure allows us to reorder input and
output wires. Derived from these, the compactness captures the interchangeability
between input and outputs of circuits—that is, the fact that we can choose any input
to our circuit and consider it instead as an output, and vice versa—while the dagger
structure expresses the fact that we may reflect a whole circuit, switching all inputs
with all outputs.
Recall that we consider two circuit diagrams equivalent if they have the same
behaviour, or power functional. Now that we have constructed a hypergraph cat-
egory where our morphisms are circuit diagrams—our ‘syntactic’ category for our
diagrammatic language—we would also like to construct a hypergraph category with
morphisms behaviours of circuits, and show that the map from a circuit to its be-
haviour defines a hypergraph functor.
6.4.2 An obstruction to black boxing
It would be nice to have a category in which Dirichlet forms are morphisms, such
that the map sending a circuit to its behaviour is a functor. Here we present a
na¨ıve attempt to constructed the category with Dirichlet forms as morphisms, using
the principle of minimum power to compose these morphisms. Unfortunately the
proposed category does not include identity morphisms. However, it points in the
right direction, and underlines the importance of the cospan formalism we then turn
to develop.
We can define a composition rule for Dirichlet forms that reflects composition
of circuits. Given finite sets X and Y , let X + Y denote their disjoint union. Let
D(X, Y ) be the set of Dirichlet forms on X + Y . There is a way to compose these
Dirichlet forms
◦ : D(Y, Z)×D(X, Y )→ D(X,Z)
defined as follows. Given P ∈ D(Y, Z) and Q ∈ D(X, Y ), let
(P ◦Q)(α, γ) = min
β∈FY
Q(α, β) + P (β, γ),
where α ∈ FX , γ ∈ FZ . This operation has a clear interpretation in terms of electrical
circuits: the power used by the entire circuit is just the sum of the power used by its
parts.
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It is immediate from Theorem 6.22 that this composition rule is well defined: the
composite of two Dirichlet forms is again a Dirichlet form. Moreover, this composition
is associative. However, it fails to provide the structure of a category, as there is
typically no Dirichlet form 1X ∈ D(X,X) playing the role of the identity for this
composition. For an indication of why this is so, let {•} be a set with one element, and
suppose that some Dirichlet form I(β, γ) = k(β−γ)2 ∈ D({•}, {•}) acts as an identity
on the right for this composition. Then for all Q(α, β) = c(α − β)2 ∈ D({•}, {•}),
we must have
cα2 = Q(α, 0)
= (I ◦Q)(α, 0)
= min
β∈F
Q(α, β) + I(β, 0)
= min
β∈F
k(α− β)2 + cβ2
=
kc
k + c
α2,
where we have noted that kc
k+c
α2 minimizes k(α − β)2 + cβ2 with respect to β. But
for any choice of k ∈ F this equality only holds when c = 0, so no such Dirichlet
form exists. Note, however, that for k >> c we have cα2 ≈ kc
k+c
α2, so Dirichlet forms
with large values of k—corresponding to resistors with resistance close to zero—act
as ‘approximate identities’.
In this way we might interpret the identities we wish to introduce into this category
as the behaviours of idealized components with zero resistance: perfectly conductive
wires. Unfortunately, the power functional of a purely conductive wire is undefined:
the formula for it involves division by zero. In real life, coming close to this situation
leads to the disaster that electricians call a ‘short circuit’: a huge amount of power
dissipated for even a small voltage. This is why we have fuses and circuit breakers.
Nonetheless, we have most of the structure required for a category. A ‘category
without identity morphisms’ is called a semicategory, so we see
Proposition 6.28. There is a semicategory where:
• the objects are finite sets,
• a morphism from X to Y is a Dirichlet form Q ∈ D(X, Y ).
• composition of morphisms is given by
(P ◦Q)(γ, α) = min
Y
Q(γ, β) + P (β, α).
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We would like to make this into a category. One easy way to do this is to formally
adjoin identity morphisms; this trick works for any semicategory. However, we obtain
a better category if we include more morphisms: more behaviours corresponding to
circuits made of perfectly conductive wires. The expression for the extended power
functional includes the reciprocals of impedances, such circuits cannot be expressed
within the framework we have developed thus far. Similarly, the Frobenius maps
also have semantics as ideal wires, and cannot be represented using Dirichlet forms.
Indeed, for these idealized circuits there is no function taking boundary potentials
to boundary currents: the vanishing impedance would imply that any difference in
potentials at the boundary induces ‘infinite’ currents. One way of dealing with this
is to use decorated cospans.
6.4.3 The category of Dirichlet cospans
Although we cannot have Dirichlet forms be the morphisms of a category themselves,
we have a standard trick for turning data into the morphisms of a category: we
decorate cospans with them. The cospans then handle the composition for us. In this
section we construct a category of cospans and a category of corelations decorated by
Dirichlet forms. We shall think of the former as having extended power functionals
as morphisms, and the latter as power functionals.
Consider a cospan of finite sets X → N ← Y together with a Dirichlet form
QN on the apex N . We call this a Dirichlet cospan. To compose such cospans,
say when given another cospan Y → M ← Z decorated by Dirichlet form QM , we
decorated the composite cospan X → N +Y M ← Z with the Dirichlet form(
jN ∗QN + jM ∗QM
)
: FN+YM −→ F;
φ 7−→ QN(φ ◦ jN) +QM(φ ◦ jM),
where the j are the maps that include N and M into the pushout as usual. Interpreted
in terms of extended power functionals, this simply says that the power consumed by
the interconnected circuit is just the power consumed by each part. These form the
morphisms of a decorated cospan category.
Proposition 6.29. The following defines a lax symmetric monoidal functor (Dirich, δ):
let
Dirich: (FinSet,+) −→ (Set,×)
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map a finite set X to the set Dirich(X) of Dirichlet forms Q : FX → F on X, and
map a function f : X → Y between finite sets to the pushforward function
Dirich(f) : Dirich(X) −→ Dirich(Y );
Q 7−→
(
f∗Q : φ 7→ Q(φ ◦ f)
)
.
For coherence maps, equip Dirich with the natural family of maps
δN,M : Dirich(N)×Dirich(M) −→ Dirich(N +M)
(QN , QM) 7−→ ιN ∗QN + ιM ∗QM
and also with the unit
δ1 : 1 −→ Dirich(∅);
• 7−→ (F∅ → F; ! 7→ 0).
Note that the sum of two Dirichlet forms is given pointwise by the addition in F.
Proof. As composition of functions is associative and has an identity, Dirich is a func-
tor. The naturality of the δN,M follows from the universal property of the coproduct in
FinSet, while the symmetric monoidal coherence axioms follow from the associativity,
unitality, and commutativity of addition in F.
Using decorated cospans, we thus obtain a hypergraph category DirichCospan
where a morphism is a cospan of finite sets whose apex is equipped with a Dirich-
let form. Next, we use decorated cospans to construct a strict hypergraph functor
Circ→ DirichCospan sending a circuit to a cospan decorated by its extended power
functional. For this we need a monoidal natural transformation θ : (Circuit, ρ) ⇒
(Dirich, δ).
Proposition 6.30. The collection of maps
θN : Circuit(N) −→ Dirich(N);
(N,E, s, t, r) 7−→
(
φ ∈ FN 7→ 1
2
∑
e∈E
1
r(e)
(
φ(s(e))− φ(t(e)))2) .
defines a monoidal natural transformation
θ : (Circuit, ρ) =⇒ (Dirich, δ).
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Proof. Naturality requires that the square
Circuit(N)
θN //
Circuit(f)

Dirich(N)
Dirich(f)

Circuit(M)
θM
// Dirich(M)
commutes. Let (N,E, s, t, r) be an F+-graph on N and f : N → M be a function
N to M . Then both Dirich(f) ◦ θN and θM ◦ Circuit(f) map (N,E, s, t, r) to the
Dirichlet form
FM −→ F;
ψ 7−→ 1
2
∑
e∈E
1
r(e)
(
ψ(f(s(e)))− ψ(f(t(e))))2.
Thus both methods of constructing a power functional on a set of nodes M from a
circuit on N and a function f : N →M produce the same power functional.
To show that θ is a monoidal natural transformation, we must check that the
square
Circuit(N)× Circuit(M)θN×θM //
ρN,M

Dirich(N)×Dirich(M)
δN,M

Circuit(N +M)
θN+M
// Dirich(N +M)
and the triangle
1
ρ∅
zz
δ∅
$$
Circuit(∅)
θ∅
// Dirich(∅)
commute. It is readily observed that both paths around the square lead to taking
two graphs and summing their corresponding Dirichlet forms, and that the triangle
commutes immediately as all objects in it are the one element set.
From decorated cospans, we thus obtain a strict hypergraph functor
Q : Circ = CircuitCospan −→ DirichCospan.
Informally, this says that the process of composition for circuit diagrams is the same
as that of composition for Dirichlet cospans. Note that this is not a faithful functor.
For example, applying Q to a circuit
X Y
r
s
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with two parallel edges of resistance r and s respectively, we obtain the same result
as for the circuit
X Y
t
with just a single edge with resistance
t =
1
1
r
+ 1
s
.
That is, both map to the Dirichlet cospan X = {x} → {x, y} ← {y} = Y with {x, y}
decorated by the Dirichlet form P (ψ) = 1
t
(ψx − ψy)2. Nonetheless, this functor is far
from the desired semantic functor: many different extended power functionals can
restrict to the same power functional on the boundary.
6.4.4 A category of behaviours
For our functorial semantics, we wish to map a circuit to its power functional. We
take a moment to briefly sketch how one could use decorated corelations to construct
a codomain for such a functor. The result, however, is a little ad hoc, and we shall not
pursue it in depth. Instead, in the next section, we shall generalize Dirichlet forms
to Lagrangian relations.
Indeed, ideally we would have liked to use an isomorphism-morphism factorisation
on FinSet, to construct isomorphism-morphism corelations decorated by Dirichlet
forms. Then for a map X → Y the Dirichlet form must decorate the set X + Y , and
we need not talk at all about cospans. We saw however, in the previous section, that
a category with morphisms Dirichlet forms on the disjoint union of the domain and
codomain is not posible. As a consolation prize we may use the epi-mono factorisation
system (Sur, Inj) on FinSet.
The key idea is that given an injection m : N → N , we may minimise a Dirichlet
form on N over the complement of the image of N to obtain, in effect, a Dirichlet
form on N . Given a circuit X → Y , we may factor the function X + Y → N as
X + Y
e→ N m→ N , where e is a surjection and m is an injection. Note the image
m(N) of m in N is equal to the boundary ∂N of the circuit. Thus if we map a circuit
to its extended power functional, and then minimise the Dirichlet form onto N , we
obtain the power functional of the circuit.
This motivates the following proposition.
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Proposition 6.31. There is a lax symmetric monoidal functor
Dirich: (FinSet; Injop,+) −→ (Set,×),
extending the functor Dirich: (FinSet,+) → (Set,×), such that the image of the
cospan N
f→ A m←↩ M , where f is a function and m an injection, is the map
Dirich(f ;mop) : Dirich(N) −→ Dirich(M);
Q 7−→ min
A\M
f∗Q.
Note that in writing A \ M we are considering M as a subset of A by way of the
injection m.
By extending the previous functor Dirich, we mean the triangle
(FinSet,+)
Dirich
++
 _

(Set,×)
(FinSet; Injop,+).
Dirich
33
commutes, where the vertical map is the subcategory inclusion.
There are two aspects of this proposition that require detailed proof: that the
map Dirich preserves composition, and that the coherence maps δ are still natural
in this larger category. Both facts come down to proving that the minimisation and
pushforward commute in certain required circumstances.
This extended functor Dirich then gives rise to a decorated corelations category
DirichCorel with morphisms jointly-epic cospans decorated by Dirichlet forms; com-
position is given by summing the Dirichlet forms on the factors, then minimising over
the interior.
This category satisfies the two precise desiderata for a semantic category: each
behaviour is uniquely represented, and the map of a circuit to its behaviour preserves
all compositional structure. Nonetheless, we will not pursue this construction in
depth, feeling that this construction uses corelations to shoehorn in the necessary
compositional structure. Instead, we find that a cleaner, more general construction,
based on the idea of a linear relation, can be given by a slight generalisation of our
decorations.
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6.5 Networks as Lagrangian relations
In the first part of this chapter, we explored the semantic content contained in cir-
cuit diagrams, leading to an understanding of circuit diagrams as expressing some
relationship between the potentials and currents that can simultaneously be imposed
on some subset, the so-called terminals, of the nodes of the circuit. We called this
collection of possible relationships the behaviour of the circuit. While in that setting
we used the concept of Dirichlet forms to describe this relationship, we saw in the
end that describing circuits as Dirichlet forms does not allow for a straightforward
notion of composition of circuits.
In this section, inspired by the principle of least action of classical mechanics in
analogy with the principle of minimum power, we develop a setting for describing
behaviours that allows for easy discussion of composite behaviours: Lagrangian sub-
spaces of symplectic vector spaces. These Lagrangian subspaces provide a more direct,
invariant perspective, comprising precisely the set of vectors describing the possible
simultaneous potential and current readings at all terminals of a given circuit. As
we shall see, one immediate and important advantage of this setting is that we may
model wires of zero resistance. Moreover, they lie within our Willems-esque aesthetic,
choosing to define physical systems via a complete list of possible observations at the
terminals.
Recall that we write F for some field, which for our applications is usually the
field R of real numbers or the field R(s) of rational functions of one real variable.
6.5.1 Symplectic vector spaces
A circuit made up of wires of positive resistance defines a function from boundary
potentials to boundary currents. A wire of zero resistance, however, does not define a
function: the principle of minimum power is obeyed as long as the potentials at the two
ends of the wire are equal. More generally, we may thus think of circuits as specifying
a set of allowed voltage-current pairs, or as a relation between boundary potentials
and boundary currents. This set forms what is called a Lagrangian subspace, and
is given by the graph of the differential of the power functional. More generally,
Lagrangian submanifolds graph derivatives of smooth functions: they describe the
point evaluated and the tangent to that point within the same space.
The material in this section is all known, and follows without great difficulty from
the definitions. To keep this section brief we omit proofs. See any introduction to
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symplectic vector spaces, such as Cimasoni and Turaev [CT05] or Piccione and Tausk
[PT08], for details.
Definition 6.32. Given a finite-dimensional vector space V over a field F, a sym-
plectic form ω : V × V → F on V is an alternating nondegenerate bilinear form.
That is, a symplectic form ω is a function V × V → F that is
(i) bilinear: for all λ ∈ F and all u, v ∈ V we have ω(λu, v) = ω(u, λv) = λω(u, v);
(ii) alternating: for all v ∈ V we have ω(v, v) = 0; and
(iii) nondegenerate: given v ∈ V , ω(u, v) = 0 for all u ∈ V if and only if u = 0.
A symplectic vector space (V, ω) is a vector space V equipped with a symplectic
form ω.
Given symplectic vector spaces (V1, ω1), (V2, ω2), a symplectic map is a linear
map
f : (V1, ω1) −→ (V2, ω2)
such that ω2(f(u), f(v)) = ω1(u, v) for all u, v ∈ V1. A symplectomorphism is a
symplectic map that is also an isomorphism.
An alternating form is always antisymmetric, meaning that ω(u, v) = −ω(v, u)
for all u, v ∈ V . The converse is true except in characteristic 2. A symplectic
basis for a symplectic vector space (V, ω) is a basis {p1, . . . , pn, q1, . . . , qn} such that
ω(pi, pj) = ω(qi, qj) = 0 for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, and ω(pi, qj) = δij for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
where δij is the Kronecker delta, equal to 1 when i = j, and 0 otherwise. A sym-
plectomorphism maps symplectic bases to symplectic bases, and conversely, any map
that takes a symplectic basis to another symplectic basis is a symplectomorphism.
Example 6.33. Given a finite set N , we consider the vector space FN ⊕ (FN)∗ a
symplectic vector space (FN ⊕ (FN)∗, ω), with symplectic form
ω
(
(φ, i), (φ′, i′)
)
= i′(φ)− i(φ′).
Let {φn}n∈N be the basis of FN consisting of the functions N → F mapping n to 1
and all other elements of N to 0, and let {in}n∈N ⊆ (FN)∗ be the dual basis. Then
{(φn, 0), (0, in)}n∈N forms a symplectic basis for FN ⊕ (FN)∗.
This is known as the standard symplectic space; an important structure theo-
rem states that every finite dimensional symplectic vector space is symplectomorphic—
that is, isomorphic as a symplectic vector space—to one of this form.
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There are two common ways we will build symplectic spaces from other symplectic
spaces: conjugation and summation. Given a symplectic form ω on V , we may define
its conjugate symplectic form ω = −ω, and write the conjugate symplectic space
(V, ω) as V . Given two symplectic vector spaces (U, ν), (V, ω), we consider their direct
sum U ⊕ V a symplectic vector space with the symplectic form ν + ω, and call this
the sum of the two symplectic vector spaces. Note that this is not a product in the
category of symplectic vector spaces and symplectic maps.
Example 6.34. A symplectic vector space and its conjugate are symplectomorphic.
This is a necessary consequence of the fact that they have the same dimension, and
so are both symplectomorphic to the same standard symplectic space.
We also define the conjugate of the standard symplectic space, FN ⊕ (FN)∗, as the
vector space FN ⊕ (FN)∗ together with the (unsurprising) symplectic form
ω
(
(φ, i), (φ′, i′)
)
= i(φ′)− i′(φ).
We write
idN : FN ⊕ (FN)∗ −→ FN ⊕ (FN)∗
for the symplectomorphism mapping (φ, i) to (φ,−i) relating these two spaces.
The symplectic form provides a notion of orthogonal complement. Given a sub-
space S of V , we define its complement
S◦ = {v ∈ V | ω(v, s) = 0 for all s ∈ S}.
Note that this construction obeys the following identities, where S and T are sub-
spaces of V :
dimS + dimS◦ = dimV
(S◦)◦ = S
(S + T )◦ = S◦ ∩ T ◦
(S ∩ T )◦ = S◦ + T ◦.
In the symplectic vector space FN ⊕ (FN)∗, the subspace FN has the property of
being a maximal subspace such that the symplectic form restricts to the zero form
on this subspace. Subspaces with this property are known as Lagrangian subspaces,
and they may all be realized as the image of FN ⊕ (FN)∗ under symplectomorphisms
from FN ⊕ (FN)∗ to itself.
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Definition 6.35. Let S be a linear subspace of a symplectic vector space (V, ω). We
say that S is isotropic if ω|S×S = 0, and that S is coisotropic if S◦ is isotropic. A
subspace is Lagrangian if it is both isotropic and coisotropic, or equivalently, if it is
a maximal isotropic subspace.
Lagrangian subspaces are also known as Lagrangian correspondences and canon-
ical relations. Note that a subspace S is isotropic if and only if S ⊆ S◦. This fact
helps with the following characterizations of Lagrangian subspaces.
Proposition 6.36. Given a subspace L ⊂ V of a symplectic vector space (V, ω), the
following are equivalent:
(i) L is Lagrangian.
(ii) L is maximally isotropic.
(iii) L is minimally coisotropic.
(iv) L = L◦.
(v) L is isotropic and dimL = 1
2
dimV .
From this proposition it follows easily that the direct sum of two Lagrangian sub-
spaces is Lagrangian in the sum of their ambient spaces. We also observe that an
advantage of isotropy is that there is a good way to take a quotient of a symplec-
tic vector space by an isotropic subspace—that is, there is a way to put a natural
symplectic structure on the quotient space.
Proposition 6.37. Let S be an isotropic subspace of a symplectic vector space (V, ω).
Then S◦/S is a symplectic vector space with symplectic form ω′(v+S, u+S) = ω(v, u).
Proof. The function ω′ is well defined due to the isotropy of S—by definition adding
any pair (s, s′) of elements of S to a pair (v, u) of elements of S◦ does not change the
value of ω(v + s, u+ s′). As ω is a symplectic form, one can check that ω′ is too.
6.5.2 Lagrangian subspaces from quadratic forms
Lagrangian subspaces are of relevance to us here as the behaviour of any passive linear
circuit forms a Lagrangian subspace of the symplectic vector space generated by the
nodes of the circuit. We think of this vector space as comprising two parts: a space
FN of potentials at each node, and a dual space (FN)∗ of currents. To make clear how
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circuits can be interpreted as Lagrangian subspaces, here we describe how Dirichlet
forms on a finite set N give rise to Lagrangian subspaces of FN ⊕ (FN)∗. More
generally, we show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between Lagrangian
subspaces and quadratic forms.
Proposition 6.38. Let N be a finite set. Given a quadratic form Q over F on N ,
the subspace
LQ =
{
(φ, dQφ) | φ ∈ FN
} ⊆ FN ⊕ (FN)∗,
where dQφ ∈ (FN)∗ is the formal differential of Q at φ ∈ FN , is Lagrangian. Moreover,
this construction gives a one-to-one correspondence Quadratic forms over F on N
←→

Lagrangian subspaces of FN ⊕ (FN)∗
with trivial intersection with
{0} ⊕ (FN)∗ ⊆ FN ⊕ (FN)∗
 .
Proof. The symplectic structure on FN ⊕ (FN)∗ and our notation for it is given in
Example 6.33.
Note that for all n,m ∈ N the corresponding basis elements
∂2Q
∂φn∂φm
= dQφn(φm) = dQφm(φn),
so dQφ(ψ) = dQψ(φ) for all φ, ψ ∈ FN . Thus LQ is indeed Lagrangian: for all
φ, ψ ∈ FN
ω
(
(φ, dQφ), (ψ, dQψ)
)
= dQψ(φ)− dQφ(ψ) = 0.
Observe also that for all quadratic forms Q we have dQ0 = 0, so the only element
of LQ of the form (0, i), where i ∈ (FN)∗, is (0, 0). Thus LQ has trivial intersection
with the subspace {0}⊕(FN)∗ of FN ⊕ (FN)∗. This LQ construction forms the leftward
direction of the above correspondence.
For the rightward direction, suppose that L is a Lagrangian subspace of FN ⊕ (FN)∗
such that L ∩ ({0} ⊕ (FN)∗) = {(0, 0)}. Then for each φ ∈ FN , there exists a unique
iφ ∈ (FN)∗ such that (φ, iφ) ∈ L. Indeed, if iφ and i′φ were distinct elements of
(FN)∗ with this property, then by linearity (0, iφ− i′φ) would be a nonzero element of
L ∩ ({0} ⊕ (FN)∗), contradicting the hypothesis about trivial intersection. We thus
can define a function, indeed a linear map, FN → (FN)∗;φ 7→ iφ. This defines a
bilinear form Q(φ, ψ) = iφ(ψ) on FN ⊕ FN , and so Q(φ) = iφ(φ) defines a quadratic
form on FN .
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Moreover, L is Lagrangian, so
ω
(
(φ, iφ), (ψ, iψ)
)
= iψ(φ)− iφ(ψ) = 0,
and so Q(−,−) is a symmetric bilinear form. This gives a one-to-one correspon-
dence between Lagrangian subspaces of specified type, symmetric bilinear forms, and
quadratic forms, and so in particular gives the claimed one-to-one correspondence.
In particular, every Dirichlet form defines a Lagrangian subspace.
6.5.3 Lagrangian relations
Recall that a relation between sets X and Y is a subset R of their product X × Y .
Furthermore, given relations R ⊆ X×Y and S ⊆ Y ×Z, there is a composite relation
(S ◦R) ⊆ X×Z given by pairs (x, z) such that there exists y ∈ Y with (x, y) ∈ R and
(y, z) ∈ S—a direct generalization of function composition. A Lagrangian relation
between symplectic vector spaces V1 and V2 is a relation between V1 and V2 that
forms a Lagrangian subspace of the symplectic vector space V1 ⊕ V2. This gives us a
way to think of certain Lagrangian subspaces, such as those arising from circuits, as
morphisms, giving a way to compose them.
Definition 6.39. A Lagrangian relation L : V1 → V2 is a Lagrangian subspace L
of V1 ⊕ V2.
This is a generalization of the notion of symplectomorphism: any symplectomor-
phism f : V1 → V2 forms a Lagrangian subspace when viewed as a relation f ⊆ V1⊕V2.
More generally, any symplectic map f : V1 → V2 forms an isotropic subspace when
viewed as a relation in V1 ⊕ V2.
Importantly for us, the composite of two Lagrangian relations is again a La-
grangian relation. This is well known [Wei81], but sufficiently easy and important to
us that we provide a proof.
Proposition 6.40. Let L : V1 → V2 and L′ : V2 → V3 be Lagrangian relations. Then
their composite relation L′ ◦ L is a Lagrangian relation V1 → V3.
We prove this proposition by way of two lemmas detailing how the Lagrangian
property is preserved under various operations. The first lemma says that the inter-
section of a Lagrangian space with a coisotropic space is in some sense Lagrangian,
once we account for the complement.
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Lemma 6.41. Let L ⊆ V be a Lagrangian subspace of a symplectic vector space V ,
and S ⊆ V be an isotropic subspace of V . Then (L ∩ S◦) + S ⊆ V is Lagrangian in
V .
Proof. Recall from Proposition 6.36 that a subspace is Lagrangian if and only if it
is equal to its complement. The lemma is then immediate from the way taking the
symplectic complement interacts with sums and intersections:
((L ∩ S◦) + S)◦ = (L ∩ S◦)◦ ∩ S◦ = (L◦ + (S◦)◦) ∩ S◦
= (L+ S) ∩ S◦ = (L ∩ S◦) + (S ∩ S◦) = (L ∩ S◦) + S.
Since (L ∩ S◦) + S is equal to its complement, it is Lagrangian.
The second lemma says that if a subspace of a coisotropic space is Lagrangian,
taking quotients by the complementary isotropic space does not affect this.
Lemma 6.42. Let L ⊆ V be a Lagrangian subspace of a symplectic vector space
V , and S ⊆ L an isotropic subspace of V contained in L. Then L/S ⊆ S◦/S is
Lagrangian in the quotient symplectic space S◦/S.
Proof. As L is isotropic and the symplectic form on S◦/S is given by ω′(v+S, u+S) =
ω(v, u), the quotient L/S is immediately isotropic. Recall from Proposition 6.36 that
an isotropic subspace S of a symplectic vector space V is Lagrangian if and only if
dimS = 1
2
dimV . Also recall that for any subspace dimS + dimS◦ = dimV . Thus
dim(L/S) = dimL− dimS = 1
2
dimV − dimS
= 1
2
(dimS + dimS◦)− dimS = 1
2
(dimS◦ − dimS) = 1
2
dim(S◦/S).
Thus L/S is Lagrangian in S◦/S.
Combining these two lemmas gives a proof that the composite of two Lagrangian
relations is again a Lagrangian relation.
Proof of Proposition 6.40. Let ∆ be the diagonal subspace
∆ = {(0, v2, v2, 0) | v2 ∈ V2} ⊆ V1 ⊕ V2 ⊕ V2 ⊕ V3.
Observe that ∆ is isotropic, and has coisotropic complement
∆◦ = {(v1, v2, v2, v3) | vi ∈ Vi} ⊆ V1 ⊕ V2 ⊕ V2 ⊕ V3.
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As ∆ is the kernel of the restriction of the projection map V1⊕V2⊕V2⊕V3 → V1⊕V3
to ∆◦, and after restriction this map is still surjective, the quotient space ∆◦/∆ is
isomorphic to V1 ⊕ V3.
Now, by definition of composition of relations,
L′ ◦ L = {(v1, v3) | there exists v2 ∈ V2 such that (v1, v2) ∈ L, (v2, v3) ∈ L′}.
But note also that
L⊕ L′ = {(v1, v2, v′2, v3) | (v1, v2) ∈ L, (v′2, v3) ∈ L′},
so
(L⊕L′)∩∆◦ = {(v1, v2, v2, v3) | there exists v2 ∈ V2 such that (v1, v2) ∈ L, (v2, v3) ∈ L′}.
Quotienting by ∆ then gives
L′ ◦ L = ((L⊕ L′) ∩∆◦) + ∆)/∆.
As L′⊕L is Lagrangian in V1⊕V2⊕V2⊕V3, Lemma 6.41 says that (L′⊕L)∩∆◦)+∆ is
also Lagrangian in V1⊕V2⊕V2⊕V3. Lemma 6.42 thus shows that L′◦L is Lagrangian
in ∆◦/∆ = V1 ⊕ V3, as required.
Note that this composition is associative. We shall prove this composition agrees
with composition of Dirichlet forms, and hence also composition of circuits.
6.5.4 The symmetric monoidal category of Lagrangian rela-
tions
Lagrangian relations solve the identity problems we had with Dirichlet forms: given
a symplectic vector space V , the Lagrangian relation id : V → V specified by the
Lagrangian subspace
id = {(v, v) | v ∈ V } ⊆ V ⊕ V,
acts as an identity for composition of relations. We thus have a category. As our
circuits have finitely many nodes, we choose only the finite dimensional symplectic
vector spaces as objects.
Definition 6.43. We write LagrRel for the category with finite dimensional sym-
plectic vector spaces as objects and Lagrangian relations as morphisms.
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We define the tensor product of two objects of LagrRel to be their direct sum.
Similarly, we define the tensor product of two morphisms L : U → V , L ⊆ U ⊕V and
K : T → W , K ⊆ T ⊕W to be their direct sum
L⊕K ⊆ U ⊕ V ⊕ T ⊕W,
but considered as a subspace of the naturally isomorphic space U ⊕ T⊕V⊕W . Despite
this subtlety, we abuse our notation and write their tensor product L⊕K : U ⊕ T →
V ⊕W , and move on having sounded this note of caution.
Note that the direct sum of two Lagrangian subspaces is again Lagrangian in the
direct sum of their ambient spaces, and the zero dimensional vector space {0} acts as
an identity for direct sum. Indeed, defining for all objects U, V,W in LagrRel unitors:
λV = {(0, v, v)} ⊆ {0} ⊕ V ⊕ V,
ρV = {(v, 0, v)} ⊆ V ⊕ {0} ⊕ V,
associators:
αU,V,W = {(u, v, w, u, v, w)} ⊆ (U ⊕ V )⊕W ⊕ U ⊕ (V ⊕W ),
and braidings:
σU,V = {(u, v, v, u) | u ∈ U, v ∈ V } ⊆ U ⊕ V ⊕ V ⊕ U,
we have a symmetric monoidal category. Note that all these structure maps come
from symplectomorphisms between the domain and codomain. From this viewpoint
it is immediate that all the necessary diagrams commute, so we have a symmetric
monoidal category.
In fact the move to the setting of Lagrangian relations, rather than Dirichlet forms,
adds far richer structure than just identity morphisms. In the next section we endow
LagrRel with a hypergraph structure.
6.6 Ideal wires and corelations
We want to give a decorated corelations construction of LagrRel for two main reasons:
first, it endows LagrRel with a hypergraph structure, and second, it allows us to use
decorated corelations to construct functors to it.
The key takeaway of this section is that examining the graphical elements that
facilitate composition—here ideal wires—shows us how to define hypergraph structure
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and hence obtain a decorated corelations construction. More broadly, to turn a
semantic function into a semantic functor, it’s enough to look at the Frobenius maps.
In this section we shall see that these ideal wires are modelled by epi-mono core-
lations in FinSet, a generalization of the notion of function that forgets the direction-
ality from the domain to the codomain. We then observe that Kirchhoff’s laws follow
directly from interpreting these structures in the category of linear relations.
A more powerful route to the same conclusion might be to directly define a hy-
pergraph structure on LagrRel and then use Theorem 4.13 to obtain a decorated
corelations construction; we nonetheless favour the following as it sheds insight into
remarkable links between the corelations and ideal wires, the contravariant ‘free’ vec-
tor space functor and Kirchhoff’s voltage law, and the covariant free vector space
functor and Kirchhoff’s current law.
6.6.1 Ideal wires as corelations
The term corelation in this section exclusively refers to epi-mono corelations in FinSet.
As such, we write this hypergraph category Corel.
To motivate the use of this category, let us start with a set of input terminals X,
and a set of output terminals Y . We may connect these terminals with ideal wires of
zero impedance, whichever way we like—input to input, output to output, input to
output—producing something like:
X Y
In doing so, we introduce a notion of equivalence on our terminals, where two termi-
nals are equivalent if we, or if electrons, can traverse from one to another via some
sequence of wires. Because of this, we consider our perfectly-conducting components
to be equivalence relations on X + Y , transforming the above picture into
X Y
The dotted lines indicate equivalence classes of points, while for reference the grey
lines indicate ideal wires connecting these points, running through a central hub.
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Given another circuit of this sort, say from sets Y to Z,
Y Z
we may combine these circuits in to a circuit X to Z
X Z
Y
= X Z
by taking the transitive closure of the two equivalence relations, and then restricting
this to an equivalence relation on X + Z.
In the category of sets we hold the fundamental relationship between sets to be
that of functions. These encode the idea of a deterministic process that takes each
element of one set to a unique element of the other. For the study of networks this is
less appropriate, as the relationship between terminals is not an input-output one, but
rather one of interconnection. Willems has repeatedly emphasised the prevalence of
input-output thinking as a limitation of current techniques in control theory [Wil07,
Wil89].
In particular, the direction of a function becomes irrelevant, and to describe these
interconnections via the category of sets we must develop an understanding of how
to compose functions head to head and tail to tail. We have so far used cospans and
pushouts to address this. Cospans, however, come with an apex, which represents
extraneous structure beyond the two sets we wish to specify a relationship between.
Corelations, in line with our ‘black boxing’ intution for them, arise from omitting this
information.
6.6.2 Potentials on corelations
Chasing our interpretation of corelations as ideal wires, our aim now is to build a
functor
S : Corel −→ LagrRel
that expresses this interpretation. We break this functor down into the sum of two
parts, according to the behaviours of potentials and currents respectively.
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The consideration of potentials gives a functor Φ: Corel→ LinRel, where LinRel is
the symmetric monoidal dagger category of finite-dimensional F-vector spaces, linear
relations, direct sum, and transpose. In particular, this functor expresses Kirchhoff’s
voltage law: it requires that if two elements are in the same part of the corelation
partition—that is, if two nodes are connected by ideal wires—then the potential at
those two points must be the same.
To construct this functor, we recall Subsection 3.4.2, where we observed that
LinRel is the category of jointly-epic corelations in FinVectop, and then appeal to our
results on functors between corelation categories.
Proposition 6.44. Define the functor
Φ: Corel −→ LinRel,
on objects by sending a finite set X to the vector space FX , and on morphisms by
sending a corelation e : X → Y to the linear subspace Φ(e) of FX ⊕ FY comprising
functions φ : X + Y → F that are constant on each element of the equivalence class
induced by e. This is a strong symmetric monoidal functor, with coherence maps the
usual natural isomorphisms FX ⊕ FY ∼= FX+Y and {0} ∼= F∅.
Proof. This functor Φ extends the contravariant functor FinSet→ FinVect that maps
a set to the vector space of F-valued functions on that set. Indeed, define the con-
travariant functor Ψ: FinSet → FinVect mapping a finite set X to the vector space
FX , and the function f : X → Y to the linear map f∗ : FY → FX sending φ : Y → F
to φ ◦ f : X → F.
The functor Ψ maps finite colimits to finite limits. To show this, we need only
check it maps coproducts to products and coequalisers to equalisers. The former
follows from the same well-known natural isomorphisms as the coherence maps: FX⊕
FY ∼= FX×Y . To see the latter, write C = Y/(f(x) ∼ g(x)) for the coequaliser of the
diagram
X
f
//
g
// Y.
This is the quotient of the set Y by the equivalence relation induced by f(x) ∼ g(x)
for all x ∈ X; write c : Y → C for the quotient map. Now the equaliser of the image
of this diagram under Ψ,
F Y
f∗
//
g∗
// FX .
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is the kernel of f∗−g∗. This kernel comprises those v ∈ FY such that v(f(x)) = v(g(x))
for all x ∈ X. But this is precisely the image of c∗ : FC → FY . Thus Ψ sends
coequalisers to equalisers, and hence finite colimits to finite limits.
Note also that the image of an injective function in FinSet is a surjective linear
transformation FY → FX , and hence a monomorphism in FinVectop. Thus, consid-
ering Ψ as a covariant functor FinSet→ FinVectop, we have a functor that preserves
finite colimits and such that the image of the monomorphisms of FinSet is contained
in the monomorphisms of FinVectop.
Recall that FinVect has an epi-mono factorisation system, and that LinRel is
the category of relations with respect to it; equivalently, this means that FinVectop
has an epi-mono factorisation system, and LinRel is the its category of corelations
(Subsection 3.4.2). Thus Ψ extends to a functor
Φ: Corel(FinSet) = Corel −→ Corel(FinVectop) ∼= LinRel.
This functor Φ maps a corelation e = [i, o] : X + Y → N to the linear relation
e∗(FN) ⊂ FX ⊕ FY comprising functions X + Y → F that are constant on each
equivalence class of elements of X + Y .
To recap, we have now constructed a functor Φ: Corel → LinRel expressing the
behaviour of potentials on corelations interpreted as ideal wires. Next, we do the
same for currents.
6.6.3 Currents on corelations
In this subsection we consider the case of currents, described by a functor I : Corel→
LinRel. This functor expresses Kirchhoff’s current law: it requires that the sum of
currents flowing into each part of the corelation partition must equal to the sum of
currents flowing out.
Proposition 6.45. Define the functor
I : Corel −→ LinRel.
as follows. On objects send a finite set X to the vector space (FX)∗ = F[X], the free
vector space on X. On morphisms send a corelation e = [i, o] : X + Y → N to the
linear relation I(e) comprising precisely those
(iX , iY ) =
(∑
x∈X
λxdx,
∑
y∈Y
λydy
)
∈ (FX)∗ ⊕ (FY )∗
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such that for all n ∈ N the sum of the coefficients of the elements of i−1(n) ⊆ X is
equal to that for o−1(n) ⊆ Y : ∑
i(x)=n
λx =
∑
o(y)=n
λy.
This is a strong symmetric monoidal functor, with coherence maps the natural iso-
morphisms (FX)∗ ⊕ (FY )∗ → (FX+Y )∗ and {0} → (F∅)∗.
Proof. The functor I is a generalization of the covariant functor FinSet → FinVect
that maps a set to the vector space of F-linear combinations of elements of that
set. We proceed in a similar fashion to the functor for potentials. Define the func-
tor J : FinSet → FinVect mapping a finite set X to the vector space (FX)∗, the
sum of formal linear combinations of the symbols dx, where x is an element of X.
Given a function f : X → Y , J maps f to the linear map f ∗ : (FX)∗ → (FY )∗ taking∑
x∈X λxdx ∈ (FX)∗ to
∑
x∈X λxd(fx).
This is the restriction to FinSet of the free vector space functor Set → Vect. As
the free vector space functor is left adjoint to the forgetful functor, it preserves finite
colimits. Hence FinSet also preserves finite colimits. Moreover, J maps monomor-
phisms in FinSet to monomorphisms in FinVect. By Proposition 3.14, J thus extends
to a functor
I : Corel(FinSet) = Corel −→ Corel(FinVect) = LinRel.
This functor maps a corelation e = [i, o] : X + Y → N to the kernel ker(Ie) of
the linear map Ie : (FX)∗ ⊕ (FY )∗ → (FN)∗. This comprises all linear combinations(∑
x∈X λxdx,
∑
y∈Y λydy
)
such that
∑
x∈X λxd(ix) =
∑
y∈Y λyd(oy). This is what we
wanted to show.
6.6.4 The symplectification functor
We have now defined functors that, when interpreting corelations as connections of
ideal wires, describe the behaviours of the currents and potentials at the terminals of
these wires. In this section, we combine these to define a single functor S : Corel →
LagrRel describing the behaviour of both currents and potentials as a Lagrangian
subspace.
Proposition 6.46. We define the symplectification functor
S : Corel −→ LagrRel
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sending a finite set X to the symplectic vector space
SX = FX ⊕ (FX)∗,
and a corelation e = [i, o] : X + Y → N to the Lagrangian relation
Se = Φe⊕ Ie ⊆ FX ⊕ (FX)∗ ⊕ FY ⊕ (FY )∗.
Then S is a strong symmetric monoidal functor, with coherence maps those of Φ and
I.
Note that Φe ⊕ Ie is more properly a subspace of the vector space FX ⊕ FY ⊕
(FX)∗ ⊕ (FY )∗. In the above we consider it instead as a subspace of the symplectic
vector space FX ⊕ (FX)∗ ⊕ FY ⊕ (FY )∗, whose underlying vector space is canonically
isomorphic to FX ⊕ FY ⊕ (FX)∗ ⊕ (FY )∗.
Proof. As S is the monoidal product in LinRel of the strong symmetric monoidal
functors Φ, I : Corel → LinRel, it is itself a strong symmetric monoidal functor
Corel → LinRel. Thus it only remains to be checked that, with respect to the
symplectic structure we put on the objects SX, the image of each corelation e is
Lagrangian.
This follows from condition (v) of Proposition 6.36: that a Lagrangian subspace
is an isotropic subspace of dimension half that of the symplectic vector space.
Given (φX , iX , φY , iY ) ∈ Se, note that for each n ∈ N there exists a constant
φn ∈ F such that φn = φX(x) = φY (y) for all x ∈ X such that i(x) = n and
all y ∈ Y such that o(y) = n. Then Se is isotropic as, for all (φX , iX , φY , iY ),
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(φ′X , i
′
X , φ
′
Y , i
′
Y ) ∈ Se we have
ω
(
(φX , iX , φY , iY ), (φ
′
X , i
′
X , φ
′
Y , i
′
Y )
)
= ωX
(
(φX , iX), (φ
′
X , i
′
X)
)
+ ωY
(
(φY , iY ), (φ
′
Y , i
′
Y )
)
= −(i′X(φX)− iX(φ′X))+ i′Y (φY )− iY (φ′Y )
= iX(φ
′
X)− iY (φ′Y ) + i′X(φX)− i′Y (φY )
=
∑
x∈X
λxdx(φ
′
X)−
∑
y∈Y
λydy(φ
′
Y ) +
∑
y∈Y
λ′ydy(φY )−
∑
x∈X
λ′xdx(φX)
=
∑
n∈N
 ∑
i(x)=n
λxdx(φ
′
X)−
∑
o(y)=n
λydy(φ
′
Y )

+
∑
n∈N
 ∑
i(x)=n
λ′xdx(φX)−
∑
o(y)=n
λ′ydy(φY )

=
∑
n∈N
 ∑
i(x)=n
λx −
∑
o(y)=n
λy
φ′n + ∑
n∈N
 ∑
i(x)=n
λ′x −
∑
o(y)=n
λ′y
φn
= 0.
Second, Se has dimension equal to
dim(Φe) + dim(Ie) = #N + #(X + Y )−#N
= #(X + Y ) = 1
2
dim
(
FX ⊕ (FX)∗ ⊕ FY ⊕ (FY )∗).
This proves the proposition.
We have thus shown that we do indeed have a functor S : Corel → LagrRel. In
the next section we shall see that this functor provides the engine of our black box
functor. To get there, an understanding of the action of S on functions will be helpful.
Example 6.47 (Symplectification of functions). Let f : X → Y be a function; we
may also consider it as the corelation X
f→ Y idY← Y . In this example we show that
Sf has the form
Sf =
{
(φX , iX , φY , iY )
∣∣φX = f ∗φY , iY = f∗iX} ⊆ FX ⊕ (FX)∗ ⊕ FY ⊕ (FY )∗,
where f ∗ is the pullback map
f ∗ : FY −→ FX ;
φ 7−→ φ ◦ f,
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and f∗ is the pushforward map
f∗ : (FX)∗ −→ (FY )∗;
i(−) 7−→ i(− ◦ f).
The claim is then that these pullback and pushforward constructions express Kirch-
hoff’s laws.
Recall that the corelation corresponding to f partitions X + Y into #Y parts,
each of the form f−1(y) ∪ {y}. The linear relation Φ(f) requires that if x ∈ X and
y ∈ Y lie in the same part of the partition, then they have the same potential: that
is, φX(x) = φY (y). This is precisely the arrangement imposed by f
∗φY = φX :
φX(x) = φY (f(x)) = φY (y).
On the other hand, the linear relation I(f) requires that if iX =
∑
x∈X λxdx, iY =∑
y∈Y λydy, then for each y ∈ Y we have∑
x∈f−1(y)
λx = λy.
This is precisely what is required by f∗: given any φ ∈ FY , we have
f∗iX(φ) = f∗
∑
x∈X
λxdx(φ) =
∑
x∈X
λxdx(φ ◦ f) =
∑
y∈Y
 ∑
x∈f−1(y)
λx
 dy.
This gives us the above representation of Sf when f is a function.
6.6.5 Lagrangian relations as decorated corelations
Recall that symplectic vector spaces of the form FX ⊕ (FX)∗ are known as standard
symplectic spaces. Here we shall use decorated corelations to construct a hypergraph
category LagrCorel in which the objects are standard symplectic spaces and the mor-
phisms are in one-to-one correspondence with Lagrangian relations between them.
As every finite dimensional symplectic vector spaces is symplectomorphic to a stan-
drd symplectic space, LagrCorel is equivalent as a symmetric monoidal category to
LagrRel. This equivalence allows us to endow LagrRel with a hypergraph structure
so that the two categories are hypergraph equivalent.
Analogous with our constructions in §2.4 and §4.4, we will use the composite
of the hom functor LagrRel(∅,−) : LagrRel → Set, the symplectification functor
S : Corel→ LagrRel, and the functor Cospan(FinSet)→ Corel.
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Proposition 6.48. Define
Lagr : (Cospan(FinSet),+) −→ (Set,×)
as follows. For objects let Lagr map a finite set X to the set Lagr(X) of La-
grangian subspaces of the symplectic vector space FX ⊕ (FX)∗. For morphisms, given
a cospan of finite sets X → Y we take its jointly-epic part e, and thus obtain a map
Se : FX ⊕ (FX)∗ → FY ⊕ (FY )∗. As Lagrangian relations map Lagrangian subspaces
to Lagrangian subspaces (Proposition 6.40), this gives a map:
Lagr(f) : Lagr(X) −→ Lagr(Y );
L 7−→ Se(L).
Moreover, equipping this functor with the family of maps
λN,M : Lagr(N)× Lagr(M) −→ Lagr(N +M);
(LN , LM) 7−→ LN ⊕ LM ,
and unit
λ1 : 1 −→ Lagr(∅);
• 7−→ {0}
defines a lax symmetric monoidal functor.
Proof. The functoriality of this construction follows from the functoriality of S; the
lax symmetric monoidality from the relevant properties of the direct sum of vector
spaces.
This functor gives us two categories. First, we can construct a decorated cospans
category LagrCospan on the functor Lagr restricted to FinSet, giving a category with
each morphism a cospan of finite sets X → N ← Y decorated by a Lagrangian sub-
space of FN ⊕ (FN)∗. This will be useful for interpreting extended power functionals
as Lagrangian subspaces in a compositional setting.
The second category is LagrCorel. This as usual has finite sets as objects. For
morphisms X → Y it has Lagrangian subspaces of
FX+Y ⊕ (FX+Y )∗ ∼= FX ⊕ (FX)∗ ⊕ FY ⊕ (FY )∗
not, as might be expected, Lagrangian subspaces of FX ⊕ (FX)∗ ⊕ FY ⊕ (FY )∗. The
reason is that composition is also a slightly tweaked from relational composition.
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Composition in LagrCorel is enacted by the symplectification of the cospan
X + Y + Y + Z
idX+[idY ,idY ]+idZ−−−−−−−−−−−→ X + Y + Z ιX+ιZ←−−−− X + Z.
This relation relates
(φX , φY , φ
′
Y , φ
′
Z , iX , iY , i
′
Y , i
′
Z) ∈ FX+Y+Y+Z ⊕ (FX+Y+Y+Z)∗
with
(φX , φ
′
Z , iX , i
′
Z) ∈ FX+Z ⊕ (FX+Z)∗
if and only if two conditions hold: (i) φY = φ
′
Y and (ii) iY + i
′
Y = 0. Thus on the
‘potentials’ φ we have relational composition, but on the ‘currents’ we instead require
iY = −i′Y . We intepret this to mean that the decorations of LagrCorel record only the
currents out of the nodes of the circuit. Thus if we were to interconnect two nodes,
the current out of the first must be equal to the negative of the current out—that
is, the current in—of the second node. It is remarkable that this physical fact is
embedded so deeply in the underlying mathematics.
As these categories are constructed using decorated corelations, we have for free
a hypergraph functor
LagrCospan −→ LagrCorel.
The above discussion shows that we also have an embedding
LagrCorel ↪−→ LagrRel
mapping a finite set X to the standard symplectic space FX ⊕ (FX)∗, and a morphism
L ⊂ FX ⊕ (FX)∗ ⊕ FY ⊕ (FY )∗ to its image under the symplectomorphism
idX ⊕ idY : FX ⊕ (FX)∗ ⊕ FY ⊕ (FY )∗
∼=−→ FX ⊕ (FX)∗ ⊕ FY ⊕ (FY )∗.
This is a fully faithful and essentially surjective strong symmetric monoidal functor.
Recall that LagrCorel is a hypergraph category; indeed, the hypergraph structure is
given by ‘ideal wires’, as we have spent this chapter exploring. Choosing an isomor-
phism of each symplectic vector space with a standard symplectic vector space, we
may equip each object of LagrRel with special commutative Frobenius structure, and
hence consider the above embedding an equivalence of hypergraph categories.
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6.7 The black box functor
We have now developed enough machinery to prove Theorem 6.1: there is a hyper-
graph functor, the black box functor
 : Circ→ LagrRel
taking passive linear circuits to their behaviours. To recap, we have so far developed
two categories: Circ, in which morphisms are passive linear circuits, and LagrRel,
which captures the external behaviour of such circuits. We now define a functor that
maps each circuit to its behaviour, before proving it is indeed a hypergraph functor.
The role of the functor we construct here is to identify all circuits with the same
external behaviour, making the internal structure of the circuit inaccessible. Circuits
treated this way are frequently referred to as ‘black boxes’, so we call this functor the
black box functor,
 : Circ→ LagrRel.
In this section we first provide the definition of this functor, check that our definition
really does map a circuit to its behaviour, and then finally use decorated corelations
to verify its functoriality.
6.7.1 Definition
It should be no surprise that the black box functor maps a finite set X to the sym-
plectic vector space FX ⊕ (FX)∗ of potentials and currents that may be placed on
that set. The challenge is to provide a succinct statement of its action on the circuits
themselves. To do this we take advantage of three processes defined above.
Let Γ: X → Y be a circuit, that is a cospan of finite sets X i−→ N o←− Y
decorated by an F+-graph (N,E, s, t, r). To define the image of Γ under our functor
, by definition a Lagrangian relation (Γ) : (X) → (Y ), we must specify a
Lagrangian subspace (Γ) ⊆ FX ⊕ (FX)∗ ⊕ FY ⊕ (FY )∗.
Recall that to each F+-graph Γ we can associate a Dirichlet form, the extended
power functional
PΓ : FN −→ F;
φ 7−→ 1
2
∑
e∈E
1
r(e)
(
φ(t(e))− φ(s(e)))2,
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and to this Dirichlet form we associate a Lagrangian subspace, thought of as a La-
grangian relation:
Graph(dPΓ) = {(φ, d(PΓ)φ) | φ ∈ FN} : {0} → FN ⊕ (FN)∗.
Next, from the legs of the cospan Γ, the symplectification functor S gives the La-
grangian relation
S[i, o]op : FN ⊕ (FN)∗ −→ FX ⊕ (FX)∗ ⊕ FY ⊕ (FY )∗.
Lastly, we have the symplectomorphism
idX : FX ⊕ (FX)∗ −→ FX ⊕ (FX)∗;
(φ, i) 7−→ (φ,−i).
Putting these all together:
Definition 6.49. We define the black box functor
 : Circ→ LagrRel
on objects by mapping a finite set X to the symplectic vector space
(X) = FX ⊕ (FX)∗.
and on morphisms by mapping a circuit
(
X
i→ N o← Y, (N,E, s, t, r)), to the La-
grangian relation
(Γ) = (idX ⊕ idY ) ◦ S[i, o]op ◦Graph(dPΓ).
The coherence maps are given by the natural isomorphisms FX⊕(FX)∗⊕FY ⊕(FY )∗ ∼=
FX+Y ⊕ (FX+Y )∗ and {0} ∼= F∅ ⊕ (F∅)∗
As isomorphisms of cospans of F+-graphs amount to no more than a relabelling
of nodes and edges, this construction is independent of the cospan chosen as repre-
sentative of the isomorphism class of cospans forming the circuit.
Theorem 6.50. The black box functor is a well-defined hypergraph functor.
We will prove this shortly. Before we get there, we first assure ourselves that we
have indeed arrived at the theorem we set out to prove.
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6.7.2 Minimization via composition of relations
At this point the reader might voice two concerns: firstly, why does the black box func-
tor refer to the extended power functional P and, secondly, since it fails to talk about
power minimization, how is it the same functor as that defined in Theorem 6.1? These
fears are allayed by the remarkable trinity of minimization, the symplectification of
functions, and Kirchhoff’s laws.
We have seen that symplectification of functions views the cograph of the function
as a picture of ideal wires, governed by Kirchhoff’s laws (Example 6.47). We have
also seen that Kirchhoff’s laws are closely related to the principle of minimium power
(Theorems 6.21 and 6.22). The final aspect of this relationship is that we may use
symplectification of functions to enact minimization.
Theorem 6.51. Let ι : ∂N → N be an injection, and let P be a Dirichlet form on
N . Write Q = minN\∂N P for the Dirichlet form on ∂N given by minimization over
N \ ∂N . Then we have an equality of Lagrangian subspaces
Sιop
(
Graph(dP )
)
= Graph(dQ).
Proof. Recall from Example 6.47 that Sιop is the Lagrangian relation
Sιop =
{
(φ, ι∗i, φ ◦ ι, i)
∣∣φ ∈ FN , i ∈ (F∂N)∗} ⊆ FN ⊕ (FN)∗ ⊕ F∂N ⊕ (F∂N)∗,
where ι∗i(φ) = i(φ ◦ ι), and note that
Graph(dP ) =
{
(φ, dPφ)
∣∣φ ∈ FN}.
This implies that their composite is given by the set
Sιop ◦Graph(dP ) = {(φ ◦ ι, i) ∣∣φ ∈ FN , i ∈ (F∂N)∗, dPφ = ι∗i}.
We must show this Lagrangian subspace is equal to Graph(dQ).
Consider the constraint dPφ = ι∗i. This states that for all ϕ ∈ FN we have
dPφ(ϕ) = i(ϕ ◦ ι). Letting χn : N → F be the function sending n ∈ N to 1 and all
other elements of N to 0, we see that when n ∈ N \ ∂N we must have
dP
dϕ(n)
∣∣∣∣∣
ϕ=φ
= dPφ(χn) = i(χn ◦ ι) = i(0) = 0.
So φ must be a realizable extension of ψ = φ ◦ ι. We henceforth write ψ˜ = φ. As ι is
injective, ψ = φ ◦ ι gives no constraint on ψ ∈ F∂N .
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We next observe that we can write Sιop ◦ Graph(dP ) = Graph(dO) for some
quadratic form O. Recall that Proposition 6.38 states that a Lagrangian subspace
L of F∂N ⊕ (F∂N)∗ is of the form Graph(dO) if and only if L has trivial intersection
with {0} ⊕ (FN)∗. But indeed, if ψ = 0 then 0 is a realizable extension of ψ, so
ι∗i = dP0 = 0, and hence i = 0.
It remains to check that O = Q. This is a simple computation:
O(ψ) = dOψ(ψ) = dOψ(ψ˜ ◦ ι) = ι∗dQψ(ψ˜) = dPψ˜(ψ˜) = P (ψ˜) = Q(ψ),
where ψ˜ is any realizable extension of ψ ∈ F∂N .
Write ι : ∂N → N for the inclusion of the terminals into the set of nodes of
the circuit, and i|∂N : X → ∂N , o|∂N : Y → ∂N for the respective corestrictions
of the input and output map to ∂N . Note that [i, o] = ι ◦ [i|∂N , o|∂N ]. Also, in
the introduction, we introduced the ‘twisted symplectification’ St, which we can now
understand as an application of the functor S followed by the isomorphism idX of a
standard symplectic space with its conjugate. Then we have the equalities of sets,
and thus Lagrangian relations:
(idX ⊕ idY ) ◦ S[i, o]op ◦Graph(dPΓ)
= (idX ⊕ idY ) ◦ S[i|∂N , o|∂N ]op ◦ Sιop ◦Graph(dPΓ)
= (idX ⊕ idY ) ◦ S[i|∂N , o|∂N ]op ◦Graph(dQΓ)
=
⋃
v∈Graph(dQ)
Sti|∂N(v)× So|∂N(v)
We see now that Theorem 6.50 is a restatement of Theorem 6.1 in the introduction.
6.7.3 Proof of functoriality
To prove that the black box functor is a hypergraph functor, we merely assemble
it from other functors, almost all of which we have already discussed. Indeed, our
factorisation will run
 : Circ→ DirichCospan→ LagrCospan→ LagrCorel→ LagrRel.
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The first three of these functors are decorated corelations functors, assembled from
the monoidal natural transformations
(FinSet,+) Circuit //
 θ
(Set,×)
(FinSet,+) Dirich //
 β
(Set,×)
(FinSet,+)
Lagr
//
 _

 pi
(Set,×)
(Cospan(FinSet),+)
Lagr
// (Set,×).
The last factor, the functor from LagrCorel to LagrRel, is the hypergraph equivalence
discussed at the end of Subsection 6.6.5.
We have also already discussed the strict hypergraph functors Circ→ DirichCospan
given by θ (in §6.4.3) and LagrCospan→ LagrCorel given by pi (in §6.6.5). It remains
to address β.
Proposition 6.52. Let
β : (Dirich, δ) =⇒ (Lagr, λ)
be the collection of functions
βN : Dirich(N) −→ Lagr(N);
Q 7−→ {(φ, dQφ) | φ ∈ FN} ⊆ FN ⊕ (FN)∗.
Then β is a monoidal natural transformation.
Proof. Naturality requires that the square
Dirich(N)
βN //
Dirich(f)

Lagr(N)
Lagr(f)

Dirich(M)
βM
// Lagr(M)
commutes for every function f : N → M . This is primarily a consequence of the
fact that the differential commutes with pullbacks. As we did in Example 6.47, write
f ∗ for the pullback map and f∗ for the pushforward map. Then Dirich(f) maps a
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Dirichlet form Q on N to the form f∗Q, and βM in turn maps this to the Lagrangian
subspace {
(ψ, d(f∗Q)ψ)
∣∣ψ ∈ FM} ⊆ FM ⊕ (FM)∗.
On the other hand, βN maps a Dirichlet form Q on N to the Lagrangian subspace{
(φ, dQφ)
∣∣φ ∈ FN} ⊆ FN ⊕ (FN)∗,
before Lagr(f) maps this to the Lagrangian subspace{
(ψ, f∗dQφ)
∣∣ψ ∈ FM , φ = f ∗(ψ)} ⊆ FM ⊕ (FM)∗.
But
f∗dQf∗ψ = d(f∗Q)ψ,
so these two processes commute.
Monoidality requires that the diagrams
Dirich(N)×Dirich(M)βN×βM//
δN,M

Lagr(N)× Lagr(M)
λN,M

Dirich(N +M)
βN+M
// Lagr(N +M)
and
1
δ∅
zz
λ∅
##
Dirich(∅)
β∅
// Lagr(∅)
commute. These do: the Lagrangian subspace corresponding to the sum of Dirich-
let forms is equal to the sum of the Lagrangian subspaces that correspond to the
summand Dirichlet forms, while there is only a unique map 1→ Lagr(∅).
We thus obtain a strict hypergraph functor
DirichCospan→ LagrCospan,
which simply replaces the decoration on each cospan in DirichCospan with the cor-
responding Lagrangian subspace.
Observe now that the black box functor does indeed factor as described:
 : Circ→ DirichCospan→ LagrCospan→ LagrCorel→ LagrRel.
The first factor takes a circuit Γ to its extended power functional PΓ and the second
to its graph Graph(PΓ). The next two functors turn this from a cospan of finite sets
decorated by a Lagrangian subspace into a genuine Lagrangian relation.
Chapter 7
Further directions
In summary, we have set up a framework for formalising network-style diagrammatic
languages, and illustrated it in detail with applications to two types of such languages.
We close with a few words regarding ongoing research extending these ideas. For
balance, the first is theoretical, regarding the use of epi-mono factorisation systems
for black boxing systems, and the second applied, regarding consequences of our work
on passive linear networks in Chapter 6. In particular, we include these to illustrate
that the existence of the black box functor is not just a pretty category theoretic
abstraction, but creates a language in which genuinely applied, novel results can be
formulated and proved.
7.1 Bound colimits
A theme of this thesis is that while cospans in some category C with finite colimits
are adequate for describing the interconnection of open systems, their composition
often retains more information than can be observed from the boundary. In the cases
of ideal wires (§3.4.1), linear relations (§3.4.2), and signal flow diagrams (Chapter 5),
corelations with respect to an epi-mono factorisation system instead provide the right
notion of black boxed open system. Why? What do different factorisation systems
model, and how to choose the right one?
In [RSW08], Rosebrugh, Sabadini, and Walters describe how composition of
cospans can be used to calculate colimits. Here we argue that the idea of an open
system or, equivalently, a system with boundary, motivates a variant of the colimit,
which we term the bound colimit.
Given a category, an open system is a morphism s : B → T . Call B the boundary,
and T the (total) system. For example, in FinSet a system is just a set of ‘connected
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components’, and the boundary describes how we may connect other systems to these
components.
In the above, we have worked with the boundary as two objects, so an open
system is a cospan B1 → T ← B2. To return to the above picture, we just observe
our boundary consists of the discrete two object category {B1, B2}, and take a colimit,
yielding the open system B1 +B2 → T .
In general we can think of specifying an open system in this way: not just as a
single morphism B → T , but as a diagram in our category, where some objects Bi are
denoted ‘boundary’ objects, and the remainder Tj ‘system’ objects. It helps intuition
to add the condition that our diagram cannot contain maps from a system object to
a boundary object.
We can compute a more efficient representation of our diagrammed open system
by first taking the colimit of the full subcategory with objects the boundary objects
Bi, to arrive at a single boundary object B. We can also take a colimit over the entire
diagram to arrive at a single total system object T . Since a cocone over the entire
diagram is a fortiori a cocone over the boundary subdiagram, we get a map B → T .
This is our open system.
Suppose now we are interested in the most efficient representation of this system.
In the examples mentioned above this has meant s : B → T is an epimorphism. Why?
Consider the following intuition. Varying over all ‘viewing objects’ V , a system T
is completely described by hom(T, V ) (in the sense of the Yoneda lemma). But
from the boundary B, not all of these maps can be witnessed. Instead the best we
can do is study the image of hom(T, V ) in hom(B, V ), where the image is given by
precomposition with s : B → T . Call two systems with boundary B equivalent if for
all objects V they give the same image in hom(B, V ).
Now, many different systems will be equivalent. For example, if we take any
open system s : B → T and split mono m : T → T ′ (with retraction m′ : T ′ → T ),
then any map f : B
s−→ T r−→ V can be written f : B s;m−−→ T ′ m′;r−−→ V . And any map
g : B
s;m−−→ T ′ r′−→ V can be written g : B s−→ T m;r′−−→ V . So s : B → T and s;m : B → T ′
give the same image in hom(B, V ). (These images being the images of the maps
hom(T, V )→ hom(B, V ) and hom(T ′, V )→ hom(B, V ) they respectively induce.)
Consequently, if we are interested in efficient representations, then we should
subtract the largest split monic we can from T. This retracts the redundant in-
formation. Also note that if we have an epimorphism e : B → T then the map
hom(T, V )→ hom(B, V ) is one-to-one.
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Thus, if our category has an epi-split mono factorisation system, then equivalence
classes of open systems can be indexed by epis e : B → T . The epi e is the minimal
representation, or the black boxed system.
Suppose now that we want to compute the interconnection—or colimit—and min-
imal representation—the epi part—simultaneously. This allows us to consider a set-
ting where there are only minimal representations: where everything is always ‘black
boxed’. The object of this computation is the bound colimit.
To compute the minimal representation we were interested in the image of sys-
tem homset hom(T, V ) in the boundary homset hom(B, V ). What is the universal
property of the epi part e : B →M of an open system s : B → T?
First, assuming we have an epi-split mono factorisation s = e;m, with some
retraction m′, then e : B → M is a cocone over B that extends (nonuniquely) to a
cocone
M
B
e
>>
s // T
m′
``
over s : B → T . Second, if there is another cocone c : B → N over B that extends to
some cocone
N
B
c
>>
s // T
x
``
over s : B → T , then there exists a unique map m;x : M → N such that
M
m;x
// N
B
e
``
c
>>
commutes. Uniqueness is by the epi property of e.
Thus the ‘minimal representation’ M is initial in the cocones over B that extend
to cocones over s : B → T . The intuition is that M finds the balance between
removing useful information—if we remove too much it won’t extend to a cocone over
B → T—and removing redundant information—if we don’t remove enough then it
won’t be initial.
To generalise this diagrams of open systems, rather than just an arrow B → T ,
we instead want the apex of the cocone that is initial out of all cocones over the
boundary diagram that extend to a cocone over the system diagram. Call this the
bound colimit. Then, instead of describing composition of corelations as ‘taking
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the jointly epic part of the pushout’, we might simply say we ‘compute the bound
pushout’. Further work will explore the relationship between epi-mono corelations
and bound colimits in analogy with the relationship between cospans and colimits.
7.2 Open circuits and other systems
We conclude with brief mentions of two applications of the category of passive linear
networks, illustrating the further utility of formalising network-style diagrammatic
languages as hypergraph categories.
The first application concerns explicit use of the compositional structure to study
networks of linear resistors. In [Jek], Jekel uses the compositional structure on circuits
to analyse the inverse problem. Roughly speaking, the inverse problem seeks to
determine the resistances on the edges of a circuit knowing only the underlying graph
and the behaviour. Jekel defines a notion of elementary factorisation of circuits in
terms of the compositional structure in Circ, and shows that these factorisations can
be used to state a sufficient condition for the size of connections through the graph
to be detectable from the linear-algebraic properties of the behaviour.
The second application demonstrates how formalisation of network-style diagram-
matic languages allows formal exploration of the relationships between them. Indeed,
work with Baez and Pollard [BFP16, Pol16] defines a decorated cospan category
DetBalMark in which the morphisms are open detailed balanced continuous-time
Markov chains, or open detailed balanced Markov processes for short. An open
Markov process is one where probability can flow in or out of certain states called
‘inputs’ and ‘outputs’. A detailed balanced Markov process is one equipped with a
chosen equilibrium distribution such that the flow of probability from any state i to
any state j is equal to the flow of probability from j to i.
The behaviour of a detailed balanced open Markov process is determined by a
principle of minimum dissipation, closely related to Prigogine’s principle of minimum
entropy production. Moreover, the semantics of these Markov processes are given
by a functor  : DetBalMark → LagrRel. This has a strong analogy with the prin-
ciple of minimum power and the black box functor, and we show there is a functor
K : DetBalMark→ Circ and a natural transformation α
DetBalMark
K


++
 α LagrRel
Circ.

33
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This natural transformation makes precise these analogies, and shows that we can
model detailed balanced Markov processes with circuits of linear resistors in a com-
positional way.
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